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FOREWORD

The Government of India has set an ambitious target of imparting skills to 30 crores people, one out of every

four Indians, by 2020 to help them secure jobs as part of the National Skills Development Policy. Industrial

Training Institutes (ITIs) play a vital role in this process especially in terms of providing skilled manpower.

Keeping this in mind, and for providing the current industry relevant skill training to Trainees, ITI syllabus

has been recently updated with the help of comprising various stakeholders viz. Industries, Entrepreneurs,

Academicians and representatives from ITIs.

The National Instructional Media Institute (NIMI), Chennai, has now come up with instructional material to

suit the revised curriculum for  Carpenter (Voulme I of II) Trade Practical NSQF Level - 4 in Construction

Sector under Semester Pattern. The NSQF Level - 4 Trade Practical will help the trainees to get an

international equivalency standard where their skill proficiency and competency will be duly recognized

across the globe and this will also increase the  scope of recognition of prior learning. NSQF Level - 4

trainees will also get the opportunities to promote life long learning and skill development.   I have no doubt

that with NSQF Level - 4  the trainers and trainees of ITIs, and all stakeholders will derive maximum benefits

from these Instructional Media Packages IMPs and that NIMI's effort will go a long way in improving the

quality of Vocational training in the country.

The Executive Director & Staff of NIMI and members of Media Development Committee deserve appreciation

for their contribution in bringing out this publication.

Jai Hind

RAJESH AGGARWAL I.A.S
Director General/ Addl.Secretary

Ministry of Skill Development & Entrepreneurship,
Government of India.

         New Delhi - 110 001
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PREFACE

The National Instructional Media Institute (NIMI) was established in 1986 at Chennai by then Directorate

General of Employment and Training (D.G.E & T), Ministry of Labour and Employment, (now under Directorate

General of Training, Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship) Government of India, with technical

assistance from the Govt. of Federal Republic of Germany. The prime objective of this Institute is to develop

and provide instructional materials for various trades as per the prescribed syllabi under the Craftsman and

Apprenticeship Training Schemes.

The instructional materials are created keeping in mind, the main objective of Vocational Training under

NCVT/NAC in India, which is to help an individual to master skills to do a job. The instructional materials are

generated in the form of Instructional Media Packages (IMPs). An IMP consists of Theory book, Practical

book, Test and Assignment book, Instructor Guide, Audio Visual Aid (Wall charts and Transparencies) and

other support materials.

The trade practical book consists of series of exercises to be completed by the trainees in the workshop.

These exercises are designed to ensure that all the skills in the prescribed syllabus are covered. The trade

theory book provides related theoretical knowledge required to enable the trainee to do a job. The test and

assignments will enable the instructor to give assignments for the evaluation of the performance of a trainee.

The wall charts and transparencies are unique, as they not only help the instructor to effectively present a

topic but also help him to assess the trainee's understanding. The instructor guide enables the instructor to

plan his schedule of instruction, plan the raw material requirements, day to day lessons and demonstrations.

In order to perform the skills in a productive manner instructional videos are embedded in QR code of the

exercise in this instructional material so as to integrate the skill learning with the procedural practical steps

given in the exercise. The instructional videos will improve the quality of standard on practical training and

will motivate the trainees to focus and perform the skill seamlessly.

IMPs also deals with the complex skills required to be developed for effective team work. Necessary care

has also been taken to include important skill areas of allied trades as prescribed in the syllabus.

The availability of a complete Instructional Media Package in an institute helps both the trainer and

management to impart effective training.

The IMPs are the outcome of collective efforts of the staff members of NIMI and the members of the Media

Development Committees specially drawn from Public and Private sector industries, various training institutes

under the Directorate General of Training (DGT), Government and Private ITIs.

NIMI would like to take this opportunity to convey sincere thanks to the Directors of Employment & Training

of various State Governments, Training Departments of Industries both in the Public and Private sectors,

Officers of DGT and DGT field institutes, proof readers, individual media developers and coordinators, but for

whose active support NIMI would not have been able to bring out this materials.

R. P. DHINGRA

Chennai - 600 032      EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
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INTRODUCTION

TRADE PRACTICAL

The trade practical manual is intented to be used in practical workshop . It consists of a series of practical
exercises to be completed by the trainees during the (Voulme I of II) course  of the Carpenter trade  supple-
mented and supported by instructions/ informations to assist in performing the exercises. These exercises
are designed to ensure that all the skills in compliance with NSQF LEVEL - 4 syllabus are covered.

The manual is divided into Five modules.  The distribution of time for the practical in the five modules are given
below.

Module 1 Safety precautions hand tools and timber 125 Hrs

Module 2 Framing, housing, dovetail, broadening & lengthening joints 125 Hrs

Module 3 Simple furniture making 200 Hrs

Module 4 Wood carving   25 Hrs

Module 5 Wood finishing   50 Hrs

Total 525 Hrs

The skill training in the shop floor is planned through a series of practical exercises centred  around some
practical project. However, there are few instances where the individual exercise does not form a part of
project.

While developing the practical manual a sincere effort was made to prepare each exercise which will be easy
to understand and carry out even by below average trainee. However the development team accept that there
is a scope for further improvement.  NIMI looks forward  to the suggestions from the experienced training
faculty for improving the manual.

TRADE THEORY

The manual of trade theory consists of  theoretical information for the (Voulme I of II) course of the
Carpenter Trade.  The contents are sequenced according to the practical exercise contained in the manual
on Trade practical.  Attempt has been made to relate the theoretical aspects with the skill  covered in each
exercise to the extent possible. This co-relation is maintained to help the trainees to develop the perceptional
capabilities for performing the skills.

The Trade theory has to be taught and learnt along with the corresponding exercise contained in the manual
on trade practical. The indications about the corresponding practical exercises are given in every sheet of this
manual.

It will be preferable to teach/learn the trade theory connected to each exercises atleast one class before
performing the related skills in the shop floor. The trade theory is to be treated as an integrated part of each
exercise.

The material is not for the purpose of self learning and should be considered as supplementary to class room
instruction.
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CONTENTS

Exercise No. Title of the Exercise Page No.

Module 1 : Safety precautions hand tools and timber

1.1.01 Demonstrate first aid method and basic training 1

1.1.02 Identification of different wooden sample pieces for hard wood, softwood,
grains and their applications 10

1.1.03 Identification of annual ring, knots, shakes and checks 13

1.1.04 Demonstrate hand operated tools and showing different audio - visual clips 15

1.1.05 Identification and use of different types of measuring, marking and testing
tools and their applications. 17

1.1.06 Identification and use of different types of work holding devices 21

1.1.07 Demonstrate use of machinery and hand operated portable tools and
their safety 23

1.1.08 Demonstrate the use of bench vice, bench hook, bench stop and
their application 26

1.1.09 Demonstrate different types of saws - Ripping, cross cutting, curve cutting
and oblique sawing. 28

1.1.10 Use and practice of protable power circular saw 35

1.1.11 Sharpening and setting of saw blade 38

1.1.12 Demonstrate the use of country drill, hand drill, rachet brace breast drill
and hand gauger and drill bits 41

1.1.13 Demonstrate the use of portable electrical drilling machine 44

1.1.14 Demonstrate the auger application 47

1.1.15 Planning face side and face edge 49

1.1.16 Demonstrate the use of marking gauge and mortise gauge 52

1.1.17 Test the accuracy of flatness and twistness of the surface by using try
square. 54

1.1.18 Demonstrate the use of winding strips,cross planing and edge planing 56

1.1.19 Grinding and sharpening process of the plane blade/cutter 58

1.1.20 Demonstrate the portable power planer machine and its function 60

1.1.21 Demonstrate the use of different types of chisel, chiselling, chiselling
along & across the grain 63

1.1.22 Grinding, sharpening and honing of a chisel 68

1.1.23 Demonstrate the use of different types of striking tool, hammer and mallet 70

1.1.24 Demonstrate the use of clamps ‘G’ or ‘C’, saw sharpening vice,
carpentry vice 72
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Exercise No. Title of the Exercise   Page No.

Module 2 : Framing, housing, dovetail, broadening & lengthening joints

1.2.25 Single mortise and tenon joint 74

1.2.26 Double mortise and tenon joint 77

1.2.27 Plain haunched mortise and tenon joint 80

1.2.28 Mitre corner mortise and tenon joint 84

1.2.29 Tusk tenon and mortise joint 87

1.2.30 Bare faced mortise and tenon joint 90

1.2.31 Full housing joint 93

1.2.32 Bridle joint (corner bridle, tee bridle, mitre bridle) 95

1.2.33 Stopped housing joint 98

1.2.34 Dovetail housing joint 101

1.2.35 Single dovetail joint 103

1.2.36 Common dovetail joint 106

1.2.37 Lapped dovetail joint 109

1.2.38 Secret (mitre) dovetail joint 113

1.2.39 Simple butt joint 117

1.2.40 Rebate butt joint 119

1.2.41 Pocket screw butt joint 122

1.2.42 Secret pocket screw butt joint 124

1.2.43 Glued butt joint with dowel 127

1.2.44 Tongue and groove joint 130

1.2.45 End half lap joint 133

1.2.46 End over lap joint 135

1.2.47 End bevel lap joint 137

1.2.48 Table scarf joint 139

1.2.49 End table scarf joint with wedge 142

1.2.50 Bevel scarf joint 145

Module 3 : Simple furniture making

1.3.51 Make Tea table frame to lock four legs, top rails and bottom rails 148

1.3.52 Half lap dovetail joint on tea table bottom rails 150

1.3.53 Tounge and groove joint on tea table top and assembly 152

1.3.54 Make a small wall bracket frame 157

1.3.55 Stopped tenon & mortise joint on small wall bracket frame to set the shelves 159
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1.3.56 Make a shelves by six pieces with single half lap dovetail joint and
assemble with small wall bracket 161

1.3.57 Make a four side of chalk box tray with common dovetail joint 163

1.3.58 Make grooves on three sides of the chalk box tray 165

1.3.59 Make the lid with handle for chalk box 167

1.3.60 Make a common dovetail joint apply to lock four sides of chalk box tray 169

1.3.61 Make a base for chalk box and assemble 172

1.3.62 Layout of stool and make cutting list 174

1.3.63 Prepare standard height tapper legged stool 176

1.3.64 Demonstrate application of adhesive 180

1.3.65 Layout and making a notice board 181

1.3.66 Make a small rack with layout 185

1.3.67 Make a frame structure with the block board 190

1.3.68 Painting on frame with block board 194

1.3.69 Setting the glass on required location of the frame 198

1.3.70 Make a small table with drawer and small box 200

1.3.71 Use the sunmica and paste on it top of the table 207

1.3.72 Demonstrate on nailing practice 209

1.3.73 Demonstrate on screwing on job 213

1.3.74 Application of different types of nails and screws 217

Module 4 : Wood carving

1.4.75 Demonstrate wood carving 220

Module 5 : Wood finishing

1.5.76 Prepare surface for painting 224

1.5.77 Apply the paint 226

1.5.78 Prepare surface for varnishing by smoothing plane 228

1.5.79 Smoothing plane on knotty and interlocked cross grained 230

1.5.80 Smoothen surface by scraping with sand paper 232

1.5.81 Varnish on finished surface 234

1.5.82 Cleaning of furniture surface 236

1.5.83 Application of french polish 238

1.5.84 Application of wax polish 240

1.5.85 Remove the old polish and re-polish the old furniture 245

1.5.86 Prepare an estimation of wooden furniture 244

Exercise No. Title of the Exercise   Page No.
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LEARNING / ASSESSABLE OUTCOME

On completion of this book you shall be able to

• Identify timber/wood, apply measuring, marking and testing
instrument and holding & supporting hand tools.

• Identify and apply various saws and portable power saw machines
for ripping, cross cutting, oblique sawing and curve cutting etc.

• Analyze the surface finish with exact sizing by planing operation,
identify and apply various shaving tools or portable power planing
machine.

• Identify and apply various paring tools and analyze and choose the
positioning and employ holding device for chiselling with better
finish.

• Identify and classify various types of joints, analyze and prepare
correct joint at correct position, related with strength and
appearance.

• Make small wooden job as  per drawing with schedule sizes of
timber or alternatives of timber i.e. FRP, MDF, FOAM using various
hardware.

• Analyze and identify various carving tools and convert a wooden
block/piece into a decorative article.

• Demonstrate preservation of wooden item through surface
finishing with various processes such as painting, polishing,
varnishing etc.
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SYLLABUS

(Voulme I of II)  Duration: One Year

Week
No.

Ref. Learning
Outcome

Professional Skills
(Trade Practical)
with Indicative hours

Professional Knowledge
(Trade Theory)

1. Identify timber/ wood,
apply measuring, marking
and testing instrument and
holding & supporting hand
Tools.

1. Demonstrate first aid, fire
safety equipment, different
types of fire extinguisher and
their application. (10hrs)

2. Identification of different
wooden sample piece i.e.- soft
wood & hard wood, wooden
grains etc. & their
applications.(04hrs)

3. Identification of wooden
sample piece (Annual ring,
knots, shakes & chicks etc.).
(03hrs)

4. Demonstrate use of hand
operated tools and showing
different audio-visual clips.(08hrs)

-do- 5. Identification and use of
different types of the measuring,
marking and testing tools & their
applications. (10hrs)

6. Identification and use of
different types of work holding
devices. (06hrs)

7. Demonstrate use of machinery
and hand operated portable
tools and their safety.(09 hrs)

• Common Indian timbers
• Defects in timber, diseases

of timber, knots, shakes,
grains etc.

• Introduction of carpentry
hand tools, classification
and uses of marking, work
holding devices

• Measuring,& testing tools.

8. Demonstrate the use of bench
vice, bench hook, bench
stop& their application. (02hrs)

9. Demonstrate different types
of saws- ripping, cross cutting,
curve cutting, oblique sawing.
(06 hrs)

10.Use and practice Portable
power circular saw. (04hrs)

11. Sharpen and set different type
saw blade. (05 hrs)

12.Demonstrate the use of
country drill, hand drill,
ratchet brace, Breast drill and
hand augers & bits. (04hrs)

13.Demonstrate the use of
portable electrical drill
machine.(02hrs)

14.Demonstrate the Auger
application. (02hrs)

Identify and apply various
saws and portable power
saw machines for Ripping,
cross cutting, Oblique
sawing and curve cutting
etc.

• Type of bench vice and their
uses.

• Introduction of different
saw and their uses.

• Introduction of power
circular saw and its use.

• Type of special saw and its
uses i.e. -compass saw,
coping saw, bow saw, fret
saw.

• Saw sharpening and
sharpening tools.

• Description of boring tools -
Types, Parts, functions, size
and application.

• Description of portable
electrical drill machine.

• Drill bits, types, sizes etc.
• Hand augers description,

sizes of augers, application of
hand augers.

     3.

2.

• Introduction of carpentry
trade.

• General discipline,
workshop discipline &
Housekeeping.

• Safety precaution in the
workshop and industrial
safety.

• Importance of P.P.E, Types
of PPE and their application.

• Introduction of timber,
growth of timber trees,
cross-section of exogenous
tree trunk, types of tree,
different part of a tree, Soft
& hard wood, their differences.
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Analyze the surface
finish with exact
sizing by planning
operation,identifying
and applying
various shaving
tools or portable
power planning
machine.

15.Planning face, face edge. (04hrs)
16.Demonstrate the use of marking,

mortise gauge etc.(04 hrs)
17.Test the accuracy of flatness and

twistness of the surface by using try
square. (04hrs)

18.Demonstrate the use of winding strips,
cross planing, edge planing. (04hrs)

19.Grinding and Sharpening process of
the planer blade/ cutter. (05 hrs)

20.Demonstration of portable power planer
machine and its function. (04 hrs)

• Type of different planes and
their proper uses in wood
work - Description, function
and its size, setting, knowledge
of sharpening and uses etc.

• Knowledge of using marking
gauges.

• Important instruments necessary
for checking flatness and
twistness of surface.

• Sharpening and grinding
angle of cutter.

• Portable power planer-useful in
modern wood work and new
technology design.

21.Demonstrate the use of different types
of chisel, chiselling, chiselling along&
across the grain. (08hrs)

22.Grind/ sharpen and honing of a chisel.
(08hrs)

23.Demonstrate use of different types of
striking tool, hammer and
mallets.(04hrs)

24.Demonstrate the use of clamps ‘G’ or
‘C’, saw sharpening vice, carpentry
vice etc. (05hrs)

• Different type chisels - Definition,
identification, their uses.

• Necessity of grinding and
sharpening.

• Striking tools- Definition, types,
application.

• Files - Types, uses
• Care & maintenance of files
• Function of work bench, bench vice,

bench hook , etc.

Identify and apply
various paring tools
and analyze and
choose the positioning
and employ holding
device for chiselling
with better finish.

4

5

• Seasoning of timber - Definition,
advantage and disadvantage of
seasoning.

• Moisture content in timber and its
effect on timber.

• Characteristics of wood, physical
and mechanical properties of wood.

• Quality of good timber.
• Define the classification of wooden

joint.
• Description of different types joint.
• Uses of joint: Framing joint angle

joint and lengthening joint etc.

6 Identify and classify
various types of joints,
analyze and prepare
correct joint at correct
position, related with
strength and
appearance.

Demonstration and making
Housing joints
31.Full housing joint. (08 hrs)
32.Bridle joint etc. (04 hrs)
33.Stopped housing joint.(08 hrs)
34.Dovetail housing joint. (05hrs)

• Preservation of timber.
• Application of different types

of preservation & Process of
each treatment.

• Definition of housing joint.
• Different type of housing

joint.
• Uses of housing joint.

7 -do-

Demonstration and making
framing joint
25.Single Mortise and tenon Joint.

(04 hrs)
26.Double tenon & mortise joint.(04 hrs)
27.Plain hunched tenon and mortise joint.

(04 hrs)
28.Mitre corner tenon & mortise joint.

(04 hrs)
29.Task tenon mortise joint.(04hrs)
30.Bare faced tenon joint. (05hrs)
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Demonstration and making
dovetail joint
35.Single dovetail joint. (06 hrs)
36.Common dovetail joint.(06hrs)
37.Lapped dovetail joint. (06 hrs)
38.Secret mitre dovetail joint

uses of dovetail template. (07hrs)

• Description of different dovetail joint
and their function.

• Uses of dovetail joint.
• Glues - Types of glue and

their uses.

8 -do-

Demonstration and Making
broadening joints
39.Simple butt joint by hard wood (100

mm width and 15mm thick). (02 hrs)
40.Riveted butt joint on hard wood

(100mm width and 25mm thick).
(04 hrs)

41.Pocket screw butt joint on hard
wood (100mm width and 15mm
thick). (03 hrs)

42.Secret pocket screw butt joint on
teak wood or hard wood (100mm
width and 100mm thick). (06 hrs)

43.Glued butt joint with dowel by
a hard wood (100mm width and
15mm thick). (04 hrs)

44.Tongue and groove joint on hard
wood (100mm width and 15mm
thick). (06 hrs)

• Broadening joint description.
• Types of broadening joint.
• Application of broadening joint.
• Setting of end side according

to annual Rings as well as
matching the grain stranding.

• Advantage of adhesives use
and their types.

• Method of Dowel application.

         -do-9

Make of frame using different type
of joints
51.Stopped tenon & mortise joint on

hard wood to make tea table frame
to lock four legs, top rail and bottom
rails. (12hr)

52.Lapped half lap dovetail joint on
bottom rails on hard wood. (03hrs)

53.Tongue & groove joint on table top
by hard wood as a broadening joint.
(10 hrs)

• Veneer, Plywood
• Types of plywood
• Advantage of plywood
• Application of plywood, block

board, laminated board, hard
board, insulation board, mica etc.

11 -do-

Making lengthening joint
45.End half lap joint on hard

wood (50mm X 50mm). (02hrs)
46.End over lap joint by hard

wood 150mm X 25mm. (01hr)
47.End bevel lap joint on hard wood

(50mm X25mm). (02hrs)
48.Table scraf joint on hard wood

(50mm X 50m). (06 hrs)
49.End table scarf joint with wedge on

hard wood (50mm X 50m). (08 hrs)
50.Bevel scarf joint on teak wood

or hard wood (50mm X 50m).(06 hrs)

10 -do- • Lengthening joint description
• Types of lengthening joint
• Application of different lenthening

joint.
• Setting of two taper wedges.
• Advantages of table & scarf joint
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Make small wooden
job as per drawing
with schedule sizes of
timber or alternatives
of timber i.e. FRP,
MDF, FOAM using
various hardware.

Make small wall bracket
54.Make joint on hard wood to make

small frame. (08 hrs)
55.Stopped Tenon & Mortise joint on

hard wood in the frame to set the
shelves. (04hrs)

56.Make shelves by six pieces of
hard wood with single lapped
half lap dovetail joint with
frame (two nos. of shelves). (13hrs)

• Parts & terms of portable
disc sander.

• Application of portable disc
sander.

• Care & maintenance of disc
sander.

57.Four sides of chalk box.
(100mm X 120mm X 100mm)
locked with hard wood by common
dovetail joint (3 pin). (09 hrs)

58.Grooves on three sides. (02hrs)
59.Make the lid & base with

masonite with handle leveled
with top. (02 hrs)

60.Common dovetail joint apply
to lock four sides of tray
(400mm X 300mm X 200mm).
(09 hrs)

61.Bases made with ply wood
(5mm thick) and make the
handle. (03 hrs)

• Method of making a wooden
partition

• Door frames
• Door & window panels

         -do-

12

13

• Calculation of timber
required for stool.

• List out the sequence of
operation of the job.

14             -do-

65.Layout making for notice
board or display board by
hard board, ply wood and
insulation board. (12 hrs)

66.Making a small rack by layout
with hard wood and ply wood.
(13 hrs)

• Timbers used in furniture
work – describe Sal, teak,
gamar, pine, deoder etc.

• Properties and
characteristics of different
furniture wood.

15 -do-

62.Layout of stool and make
cutting List for mass
production. (08 hrs)

63.Prepare standard height
tapper legged stool as per
layout. (15 hrs)

64.Demonstrate application of
adhesive. (02 hrs)

67.Make Frame structure with
the block board, layout as per
the size and cutting by portable
circular saw machine with Common
dovetail joint used in the structure.
(12 hrs)

68.Painting and polishing or fixing
sunmica with adhesive. (08 hrs)

69.Setting glasses and hard
works as on required location. (05 hrs)

• Conversion and types of
conversion.

• Parallel sawing
Radial sawing
Quarter sawing
Tangential sawing
Process and advantage

• Design of wooden wall unit
used in bed room, dining
hall,library, office, workshop,
classroom.

16 -do-
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70. Make a small table use of
lock, hinges, hasp and staple
etc. making a small box with
sunmica top. (Mortise and
tenon joint. ‘T’ half tap
dovetail joint. Secret dovetail
joint). (20 hrs)
71. Use of sunmica and paste on the
top of table. (05 hrs)

• Uses of joint for small table
to stranger strength.

• Manufacturing process of
various boards and sheets.

 • Types of hinges, Uses of
hinges

• Types of door lock & their
different uses.

17 -do-

Demonstration on nailing screwing
on job
72.Use selected nail for the table

and small box. (12 hrs)
73.Use selected screw for the

table and small box. (08 hrs)
74.Application of different types

of Nails, screws etc.(05 hrs)

Nails and screws
• Nail and screws – types, Uses

etc.
• Nut, bolts and washer -

types and Uses
• Lock hinges hasp and staple.
• Knowledge of other fittings –

types, sizes and lenses.

         -do-18

• Description of different carving tools.
• Tools required for ornamental

carving.
• Properties of wood.
• Preparation a bill of materials.
• Estimate the material.

19 Analyze and identify
various carving tools
and convert a wooden
block/ piece into a
decorative article.

76. Prepare surface for Painting.(04 hrs)
77.Apply paints. (03hrs)
Varnish surface of wood work –
78.Prepare surface for varnishing by

smoothing plane. (04 hrs)
79.Smoothing plane on knotty and

interlocked cross grained.(04hrs)
80.Smoothen surface by scraping with

sand paper or portable sander
machine.(06 hrs)

81.Varnish on finished surface.(04hrs)

• Paints, ingredients of paints.
•  Name of the agent of paints.
•  Method of preparation of surface for
   staining.
•  Necessary tools and equipment
   required for staining.
•  Uses of different grade sand paper.
•  Portable sander machine -uses
•  Preparation of putty and use.
•  Staining – type, process, methods
   applied for different timber.

20 Demonstrate
preservation of wooden
item through surface
finishing with various
processes such as
Painting, polishing &
varnishing etc.

75.Demonstrate wood carving
using carving tools, sharpen
carving tools and finish by
smoothing. (25 hrs)

• Description & method of French
polish.

• Method of wax polish and its uses.
• Methods of old furniture repolish.
• Estimation process of wooden

furniture.

21          -do- Polishing of Furniture –
82.Cleaning of furniture surface.(04hrs)
83.Application of French polish. (06hrs)
84.Application of wax polishes.(06hrs)
85.Remove old polish and repolish old

furniture. (05hrs)
86.Prepare an estimation of wooden

furniture. (04hrs)

Project Work/ Industrial Visita)
Key Box
b) Tea coaster
c) Cash Box
d) First aid Box
e) Stool
f) Table

22 -23

Revision

Examination

24 -25

26
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Construction                                                                                       Exercise 1.1.01
Carpenter -  Safety precautions, hand tools and timber

Demonstrate first aid method and basic training
Objectives: At the end of this exercise,  you shall be able to
• rescue breathing for an unconscious victim of different condition
• perform treatment for stopping of bleeding.
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Job Sequence

Assumption - For easy manageability, Instructor
may arrange the trainees in group and ask
each group to perform one method of
resuscitation.

TASK1: Rescue the victim from electric shock and observe his condition

• Synchronise the above movement of rocking backwards
with  your hands sliding downwards along the victim’s
arms, and grasp his upper arm just above the elbows as
shown in Fig 3. Continue to rock backwards.

• As you rock back, gently raise and pull the victim’s
arms towards you as shown  in Fig 4 until you feel
tension in his shoulders. To complete the cycle, lower
the victim’s arms and move your hands up to the initial
position.
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• Gently rock forward keeping your arms straight until
they are nearly vertical, and steadily pressing the
victim’s back as shown in Fig 2 to force the air out of the
victim’s lungs.

Prepare the victim to receive artifical respiration

• Loosen the tight clothing which may interfere with the
victim’s breathing.

• Remove any foreign materials or false teeth from his
mouth and keep the victim’s mouth open.

• Bring the victim safely to the level ground, taking
necessary safety measures.

• Start artificial respiration immediately without delay. Do
not waste too much time in loosening the clothes or
trying to open the tightly closed mouth.

• Avoid violent operations to prevent injury to the internal
parts of the victim.

• Send word for a doctor immediately.

Resuscitate the victim by Nelson’s arm - Lift back
pressure method

Nelson’s arm-lift back pressure method must
not be used in case there are injuries to the
chest and belly.

• Place the victim prone (that is face down) with his arms
folded with the palms one over the other and the head
resting on his cheek over the palms. Kneel on one or
both knees near the victim’s hand.  Place your hands
on the victim’s back beyond the line of the armpits,with
your fingers spread outwards and downwards, thumbs
just touching each other as in Fig 1.

• Continue artificial respiration till the victim begins to
breathe naturally. Please note,  in some cases,  it may
take hours.

• When the victim revives, keep the victim warm with a
blanket, wrapped up  with hot water bottles or warm
bricks; stimulate circulation by stroking the insides of
the arms and legs towards the heart.
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• Keep him in the lying down position and do not let him
exert himself.

Do not give him any stimulant until he is fully
conscious.

Resuscitate the victim by Schafer’s method

Do not use this method in case of injuries to
victim on the chest and belly.

• Lay the victim on his belly, one arm extended direct
forward, the other arm bent at the elbow and with the
face turned sideward and resting on the hand or forearm
as shown in Fig 5.

• Kneel astride the victim, so that his thighs are between
your knees and with your fingers and thumbs positioned
as in Fig 5.

• With the arms held straight, swing forward slowly so
that the weight of your body is gradually brought to bear
upon the lower ribs of the victim to force the air out of the
victim’s lungs as shown in Fig 6.

• Now swing backward immediately removing all the
pressure from the victim’s body as shown in Fig 7,
thereby, allowing the lungs to fill with air.

• After two seconds, swing forward again and repeat the
cycle twelve to fifteen times a minute.

• Continue artificial respiration till the victim begins to
breathe naturally.

Resuscitate the victim by mouth-to-mouth method

• Lay the victim flat on his back and place a roll of clothing
under his shoulders to ensure that his head is thrown
well back. (Fig 8)

• Tilt the victim’s head back so that the chin points
straight upward. (Fig 9)

• Grasp the victim’s jaw as shown in Fig 10, and raise it
upward until the lower teeth are higher than the upper
teeth; or place fingers on both sides of the jaw near the
ear lobes and pull upward. Maintain the jaw position
throughout the artificial respiration to prevent the tongue
from blocking the air passage.

• Take a deep breath and place your mouth over the
victim’s mouth as shown in Fig 11  making airtight
contact. Pinch the victim’s nose shut with the thumb
and forefinger. If you dislike direct contact, place a
porous cloth between your mouth and the victim’s. For
an infant, place your mouth over his mouth and nose.
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• Blow into the victim’s mouth (gently in the case of an
infant) until his chest rises. Remove your mouth and
release the hold on the nose, to let him exhale, turning
your head to hear the rushing out of air. The first 8 to 10
breathings should be as rapid as the victim responds,
thereafter the rate should be slowed to about 12 times
a minute (20 times for an infant).

If air cannot be blown in, check the position of
the victim’s head and jaw and recheck the
mouth for obstructions, then try again more
forcefully. If the chest still does not rise, turn the
victim’s face down and strike his back sharply
to dislodge obstructions.

Sometimes air enters the victim’s stomach as
evidenced by a swelling stomach. Expel the air
by gently pressing the stomach during the
exhalation period.

Resuscitate the victim by Mouth-to-Nose method

Use this method when the victim’s mouth will
not open, or has a blockage you cannot clear.
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• Use the fingers of one hand to keep the victim’s lips
firmly shut, seal your lips around the victim’s nostrils
and breathe into him. Check to see if the victim’s chest
is rising and falling. (Fig 12)

• Repeat this exercise at the rate of 10 - 15 times per
minute till the victim responds.

• Continue this exercise till the arrival of the doctor.

Resuscitate a victim who is under cardiac arrest
(CPR) cardio pulmonary

In cases where the heart has stopped beating,
you must act immediately.

• Check quickly whether the victim is under cardiac
arrest.

Cardiac arrest could be ascertained by the
absence of the cardiac pulse in the neck
(Fig 13),  blue colour around lips and widely
dilated pupil of the eyes.

• Lay the victim on his back on a firm surface.

• Kneel alongside facing the chest and locate the lower
part of the breastbone. (Fig 14)

• Place the palm of one hand on the centre of the lower
part of the breastbone, keeping your fingers off the ribs.
Cover the palm with your other hand and lock your
fingers together as shown in Fig 15.
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• Check the cardiac pulse. (Fig 17)

• Continue with another 15 compressions of the heart
followed by a further two breaths of mouth-to-mouth
resuscitation, and so on, check the pulse at frequent
intervals.
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• Keeping your arms straight, press sharply down on the
lower part of the breastbone; then release the pressure.
(Fig 16)

• Repeat step 5, fifteen times  at the rate of atleast once
per second.

• Move back to the victim’s mouth to give two breaths
(mouth-to-mouth resuscitation). (Fig 18)

• As soon as the heartbeat returns, stop the compres-
sions immediately but continue with mouth-to-mouth
resuscitation until natural breathing is fully restored.

• Place the victim in the recovery position as shown in
Fig 19. Keep him warm and get medical help quickly.

Other steps

• Send word for a doctor immediately.

• Keep the victim warm with a blanket, wrapped up with
hot water bottles or warm bricks; stimulate circulation
by stroking the insides of the arms and legs towards the
heart.

Treatment for bleeding victim

• Determine the location of the bleeding.

• Elevate the injuried area above the heart if possible.

• Apply direct pressure to the bleeding area with sterile
cloth.

• Keep the pressure on for 5 seconds.

• Check to see if the bleeding has stopped if not apply
further pressure for 15 minutes.

• Clean the wound.

• Bandage the wound with pad of soft material. (Fig 20)

• Advice victim to take treatment from doctor.

TASK 2 : Identify the different types of fire safety equipment/ fire extinguisher

Instructor may provide (or) arrange different
types of fire safety equipment, fire extinguisher/
chart and explain the trainees how to identify
the fire safety equipment/ fire extinguisher
and their application.

• Trainees will note down all the displayed fire safety
equipments names and their application.

• Record it in table 1.

• Get it checked by the instructor.
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TASK 3 : Use of fire extinguisher
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        Table 1

Fig No.                Name of the fire safety equipment/ Classification of fire
                           fire extinguisher

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Instructor shall display all the fire extinguisher
in the section and brief their name, uses and
the working condition of each fire extinguisher

• Alert people surrounding by shouting fire, fire, fire when
observe fire.

• Inform fire service or arrange to inform immediately.

• Open emergency exit and ask them to go away.

• Put "Off" electrical power supply.

Do not allow people to go nearer to the fire

• Analyze and identify the type of fire. Refer Table1.

Assume the fire is 'B' type (flammable
liquefiable solids)

• Select CO
2
 (carbon dioxide) fire extinguisher

• Locate and pick up CO
2
 fire extinguisher. Check for its

expiry date.

• Break the seal. (Fig 1)

• Pull the safety pin from the handle (Fig 2) (Pin located
at the top of the fire extinguisher) (Fig 2)

• Aim the extinguisher nozzle or hose at the base of the
fire (this will remove the source of fuel fire) (Fig 3)

Keep your self low

• Squeeze the handle lever slowly to discharge the agent
(Fig 4)

• Sweep side to side approximately 15 cm over the fuel
fire until the fire is put off. (Fig 4)
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Table1

Class 'A' Wood, paper, cloth, solid material

Class 'B' Oil based fire (grease, gasoline, oil) &

liquefiable solids

Class 'C' Gas and liquefied gases

Construction : Carpenter (NSQF LEVEL - 4) - Exercise - 1.1.01
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Class 'D' Metals and electrical equipment

• Remember that your life is more important than
property. So don't place yourself or others at risk.

In order to remember the simple operation of
fire extinguisher

Remember

P.A.S.S. This will help to use fire extinguisher

P for pull

A for aim

S for squeeze

S for sweep

Fire extinguishers are manufactured for use
from the distance.

Caution

• While putting off fire, the fire may flare up.

• Do not be panic so long as it put off promptly

• If the fire doesn't respond well after you have used up
the fire extinguisher move away your self away from
the fire point.

• Do not attempt to put out a fire where it is emitting
toxic smoke, leave it to the professionals.

TASK 4 : Practice on workshop safety and discipline

Switch OFF all the machinery and equipment
before starting the cleaning process. Use a
mask to cover the mouth and nose.

Instructor has to brief the japanese 5S concept
to the trainees before starting the work.

Sort

Set in order

Shine

Standardise

Sustain

1 Identify the areas/equipment/machine that need to be
cleaned.

2 Keep the movable items in one place and group them.

3 Clean the dust carefully, without damaging any part/
connection in the machine/equipment, using a cloth.

4 Use wet dusting cloth on areas that are wired.

5 Remove rust on parts of the equipment (or) devices
using an emery sheet.

Do not remove lubricants in the machine while
wiping/ cleaning.

6 Use vacuum cleaners to suck dust from areas where a
brush or cloth cannot help.

7 Collect the waste materials found in the lab and put it
in the specified dustbin.

Dusting and cleaning can be arranged by
dividing the trainees into groups under the
supervision of the instructor.

8 Clean places where grease or oil has been split on the
floor

Note down abnormal things that you noticed
while cleaning and report it to the instructor to
take corrective action.

9 Pull all the materials and equipment used for cleaning
in their respective places.

10 Inspect and ensure that all machines are working after
cleaning in the presence of the instructor.

11 Discuss abnormal things that you came across while
cleaning with the instructor. Prepare report if the
instructor asks for it.

Instructor may assign trainees the responsibilty
of cleaning in batches. Disposal of waste may
be organised as a routine activity by
coordinating with the stores.
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Construction                                                                                   Exercise 1.1.02
Carpenter - Safety precautions, hand tools and timber

Identification of different wooden sample pieces for hard wood, softwood,
grains and their applications
Objectives : At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• identify the different wooden sample pieces and their applications
• identify the hard wood and soft wood
• Identify the growth and grains.
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Job Sequence

Instructor shall display and demonstrate to the
students regarding the different types of
wooden sample pieces in the section and brief
the names, soft wood, hard wood and grains
and their applications.

• Trainees will note down all the displayed wooden pieces
names like a hard wood and soft wood.

• Record them in table 1,2 and 3.

• Get it checked by the instructor.

TASK 1 : Identify the wooden sample pieces

      Table 1

Fig No. Name of the wood Wood applications

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Identify the soft wood and hard wood
     Table 2

Fig No. Hard wood Soft wood

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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TASK 2 : Identify the growth and grains
     Table 3

Fig No.                Name of the growth/grain Remarks

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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Construction                                                                                       Exercise 1.1.03
Carpenter - Safety precautions, hand tools and timber

Identification of annual ring, knots, shakes and checks
Objectives : At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• identify the name of annual ring
• identify the name of knotes
• identify the name of shakes
• identify the name of checks.

ZZZ Fig 2 Fig 3

Fig 4 Fig 5 Fig 6

Fig 7 Fig 8

Fig 1
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Job Sequence

Instructor shall display the wooden sample
pieces in the section and brief their annual
ring, knotes, shakes and checks names of each
wooden sample pieces.

• Trainees will note down all the displayed wooden
sample pieces like a annual ring, knots shakes and
checks.

• Record it in table 1.

• Get it checked by the instructor.

Identify the knotes, shakes and checks
       Table 1

Fig No. Name of the part/defects Remarks

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Construction : Carpenter (NSQF LEVEL - 4) - Exercise - 1.1.03
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Construction                                                                                     Exercise 1.1.04
Carpenter - Safety precautions, hand tools and timber

Demonstrate hand operated tools and showing different audio - visual clips
Objectives : At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• identify the different hand operated tools
• demonstrate the use of hand operated tools for operation
• demonstrate the audio - visual clips.
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Job Sequence

Instructor shall display and demonstrate to the
student regarding the hand operated tools and
audio - visual clips.

• Trainees will note down all the displayed tools, names
and uses

• Record it in table 1.

• Get it checked by the instructor.

      Table 1

Fig No. Name of the Name of the Link address
tool operation

1                                      https: // www.youtube.com / watch ?v=xpu75Lq9aFU

2 www.youtube.com / watch?v=PWaPWX1dFzc

3 https: //www.youtube.com / watch?v=vbneBMOQE98

4 https: // www.youtube.com / watch?v=OltxTmU3ebk

5 https: // www.youtube.com / watch?v=luntduZGGT0

6 https: //www.youtube.com / watch?v=aBodzmUGtdw

7 https: // www.youtube.com / watch?v=zLH2uN _L041

Construction : Carpenter (NSQF LEVEL - 4) - Exercise - 1.1.04
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Construction                                                                                    Exercise 1.1.05
Carpenter - Safety precautions, hand tools and timber

Identification and use of different types of measuring, marking and testing
tools and their applications.
Objectives : At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• identify the measuring tools, use and their applications
• identify the marking tools use and their applications
• identify the testing tools use and their applications.
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Job Sequence

Instructor shall display all the measuring,
marking and testing tools in the section and
brief their names, uses and their applications
of each tool.

                                                                         Table 1

TASK - 1 : Identify the measuring tools, use and their application.

     Table 2

TASK - 2 : Identify the marking tools, use and their applications
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• Trainees will note down all the displayed names and
uses.

• Record it in table 1,2 and 3.

• Get it checked by the instructor.

Fig No. Name of tool Uses Tool applications

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Fig No. Name of tool Uses Tool applications

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

      Table 3

TASK - 3 : Identify the testing tool, use and their application

Fig No. Name of tool Uses Tool applications

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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Construction Exercise 1.1.06
Carpenter - Safety precautions, hand tools and timber

Identification and use of different types of work holding devices
Objectives : At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• identify the work holding devices
• identify the holding devices for specific uses.
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Job Sequence

Instructor shall display all the work holding
devices in the section and brief their names,
uses and the working condition of each work
holding devices.

• Trainees will note down all the displayed work holding
device names and uses.

• Record it in table 1.

• Get it checked by the instructor.

      Table 1

Identification of work holding device

Fig No. Name of work holding devices Uses

1

2

3

4

5

Construction : Carpenter (NSQF LEVEL - 4) - Exercise - 1.1.06
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Construction   Exercise 1.1.07
Carpenter - Safety precautions, hand tools and timber

Demonstrate use of machinery and hand operated portable tools and their
safety
Objectives : At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• identify the portable hand operated machinery
• identify the hand operated portable tools
• use and their safety.
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Job Sequence

Instructor shall display and demonstrate to the
students regarding the use of machinery and
hand operated portable tools and their safety.

• Trainees will note down all the displayed machinery
and hand operated tools names and uses.

• Record it in table 1 and 2.

• Get it checked by the instructor.

                  Table 1

TASK - 1 : Identify the portable machinery

Fig No. Name of the machinery Uses Record the safety precautions
to be followed while working
in carpentry job

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

     Table 2

TASK - 2 : Identify the hand operated portable tools

Fig No. Name of the hand Uses Record the safety precautions
operated portable tool to be followed while working

in carpentry job

1

2

Construction : Carpenter (NSQF LEVEL - 4) - Exercise - 1.1.07
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Construction                                                                                      Exercise 1.1.08
Carpenter - Safety precautions, hand tools and timber

Demonstrate the use of bench vice, bench hook, bench stop and their
application
Objectives : At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• identify the bench vice and their application
• identify the bench hook and their application
• identify the bench stop and their application.
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Job Sequence

Instructor shall display and demonstrate to the
students regarding the bench vice, bench hook
and bench stop in the selection and brief their
names, uses and their application of each
equipment.

• Trainees will note down all the displayed equipments
names and uses.

• Record it in table 1.

• Get it checked by the instructor.

     Table 1

Fig No. Name of equipment Uses Application

1

2

3

Construction : Carpenter (NSQF LEVEL - 4) - Exercise - 1.1.08
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Construction                                                                                    Exercise 1.1.09
Carpenter - Safety precautions, hand tools and timber

Demonstrate different types of saws - Ripping, cross cutting, curve cutting
and oblique sawing.
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• demonstrate the different types of saws
• ripping
• cross cutting
• oblique sawing
• mark the job
• clamp the job in the carpenter’s vice.
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Job Sequence

Instructor shall display and demonstrate to the
students all the saws in the section and brief
their names, uses and the working condition
of each saws.

• Trainees will note down all the displayed saws names
and uses.

• Record it in table 1

• Get it checked by the instructor.

     Table 1

TASK - 1 : Identify the saws

Fig No. Name of the saw Remarks

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12
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TASK - 2 : Ripping

• Check the wooden piece size with a folding rule.

• Mark the job as per drawing using try square and
marking gauge. Hold the job firmly and vertically  in the
carpenter’s vice vertically leaving 150mm above the vice
and parallel to jaws. (Fig 1)

• Set and mark the saw. Grip the saw handle with right
hand index finger along the side. (Fig 1)

Precaution

Clean the wooden piece on all sides from sand
stone.

Check whether the material is  within required
size of 450 x 25 x 200mm.

• Place the saw on marked line at an angle of 65o.

• Hold the handle to form an angle of 650 with job. (Fig 1)

• Move the saw forward and backward with even pressure
to form a saw cut using left hand thumb as a guide.

• Saw to a depth of 400mm on marked line of the job.

• Repeat the sawing for the other marked lines.

• Finish the rip sawing.
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Skill sequence - 1

Objective: This  shall help you to
• clamp the job in carpenter’s vice.

Clean the jaws of carpenter’s bench vice, by cleaning wire
brush making it free from saw dust.

Open the jaws of the carpenter vice by turning the handle
anti-clock-vice direction.

Open the jaws  wide enough to hold the job vertically.

Hold the job vertically 150 mm above the vice, and parallel
to jaws. Close and tighten the jaws to hold job firmly in the
vice. (Fig 2)

Do not over tighten the job.

Keep the waste wooden pieces on both the
sides of the jaws while sawing

Skill sequence - 2

Objective: This  shall help you to
• mark the ripping.

Marking

Place the job horizontally on the work bench.

With carpenter’s pencil, folding rule and straight edge mark
50mm from the left of the job.

Continue marking at intervals of 50mm to length of 400mm.

Repeat the procedure on end side, and back side keeping
the try squares on the edge of the end side. Mark the line
with straight edge. (Fig 3)

Skill sequence - 3

Objective: This shall help you to
• sawing along the grain on horse or trestles.

Mark the job as per drawing.

Place two trestle (saw horse each other as shown in
Fig 4).

Place the wooden piece on the trestles (Saw horse).  Put
your right knee on the wooden piece.

Keep your left leg steadily on the floor.

The saw should be kept at an angle of 60° and use the full
blade length.

The saw should be held tightly with out shake.

Begin the sawing operation by keeping rip saw on marked
lines of wooden piece.

Each piece measure 60 x 25 x 1000mm.

Care must be taken to see that  saw does not cut
the saw horses.

Construction : Carpenter (NSQF LEVEL - 4) - Exercise - 1.1.09
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TASK 3 : Sawing across the grain on horse or trestles.

• The saw can be tested for its vertical line with try square.

• While finishing use mild strokes to avoid tearing of
wood.

     Note

The sighting eye should be directly above the
saw.

The saw, wrist, elbow and shoulder should all
be in one line.

• Repeat the same procedure for other three lines.

TASK 4 : Oblique sawing across the grain

• Check the wooden piece for its size using folding rule.

• Mark the job as per sketch with the bevel square, pencil
and try square.

• Mark the angles 60o, 45o, and 30o line across the grain.

• Hold, the job in the carpenter’s vice with 50mm side
upwards.

• Tighten the job.

• Hold the Tenon saw on 60o line and start sawing with
uniform pressure to a depth of 35mm.

• Hold the Tenon saw on 45o line and start sawing to a
depth of 40mm. Fig .1

• Hold the Tenon saw on 30o line and start sawing to a
depth of 30mm.

• Check the wooden piece size using folding rule

• Mark the job as per drawing using try square, folding
rule and pencil Fig 1.

• Take the cross-cut saw and sharpen it, and keep it
ready for sawing.

• Hold the job on the trestle firmly fixing with your knee.
(Fig 6)

• Hold the saw at an angle of 45o on the lines marked.

• Start sawing the job by pushing and pulling back the
saw with uniform pressure.

• Use gentle strokes at the end to avoid tearing of wood.

• When sawing across the grain the free hand to be
brought across to hold the cut piece.

Construction : Carpenter (NSQF LEVEL - 4) - Exercise - 1.1.09
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Skill sequence - 1

Objective: This shall help you to
• mark the oblique sawing.

Hold the bevel square close to the face side and mark
60o at a distance of 25mm from left.

Hold the try square close on the face side and mark  90o,

TASK 5 : Curving sawing

• Check the job for flatness and squareness with try
square.

• Mark the lines on both sides of the job as per drawing
shown with the help of wing compass, folding rule and
support piece.

• Hold the job on work bench with the face side of 150 mm
facing upwards by using ̀ G’ clamp.

• Set the saw on marked line.

• Start sawing the semicircle from the face edge, half
portion from right and half from left and complete it using
compass saw.  Fig (1)

• Hold the job so that the corner B is upwards.

• Set the compass saw  on marked lines of R 30 and start
sawing from any of the face edge and complete it
carefully.

• Hold the job so that the corner C of radius 25mm is
upwards.  keep the saw on the marked lines.

• Start sawing slowly with the compass saw and complete
it.
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line from the 60o angle mark at a distance, 25mm  from left
and to the depth of 35mm.

Repeat the same procedure for 45o and 30o angles also.

Skill sequence - 1

Objective: This shall help you to
• mark the curve sawing.

Place the job horizontally free from dust and dirt.

Measure the centre point length wise.

Place the wing compass on the centre (A) and draw the

semicircle of radius 30mm on both sides with the help of
support piece.

Draw perpendicular line from point D and F to join DE and
FG.
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Keep the job as it is.  Place the wing compass on the point
B and draw the arcs of  25mm on both sides joining  P and
K using the guide piece. (Fig 3)

Draw and complete the corner circle, on the edge side and
back side.

Draw perpendicular KH and PJ.

KH = PJ = 25mm.

Place the wing compass on the point C and draw the arcs
of 30mm on both sides joining X and Z. (Fig 4). Draw
perpendicular lines XY and ZN.

Construction : Carpenter (NSQF LEVEL - 4) - Exercise - 1.1.09

Now DE = FG = 25mm (thickness). Fig 2.
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Construction                                                                                 Exercise 1.1.10
Carpenter - Safety precautions, hand tools and timber

Use and practice of portable power circular saw
Objectives : At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• set the circular saw for sawing
• perform the sawing operation with portable power circular saw.
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Job Sequence

Perform the sawing operation with portable circular
saw machine

• Check the wooden piece size using folding rule.

• Mark as per the drawing using marking gauge and try
square Fig .1

• Draw three prallel lines on the job of distance of  75mm.
width size using folding rule carpenter pencil and
marking gauge Fig 1.

• Place the job on work bench.

• Set the blade on portable power circular saw on the
part of arbor.

• Set the cutting guide on debth of job thickness.

• Suppart the straight edge in paralled line in job.

• Stock must be hold flat on the table again it the cutting
quide

• Switch on the machine

• Start sawing slowly with even pressure.

• Saw the stock angle the marked pencil line

• Repeat the same procedure for all other marked line

Precautions

• Make sure the plug and lead is not
damaged

• On-off switch works properly.

• Avoid cutting small pieces.

• Dont,t wear long hair use a dust mask

• Move the circular saw against in the
straight edge.

• Sawing foward only

Skill sequence - 1

Objective: This shall help you to
• set the blade in protable power circualr saw.

• Always wear safety goggles.

• Use sharp blades.

• Does it have the proper size and shape arbor
hole.
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Place the blade on the arbor and tighten nut with spanner.
(Fig 2)

Move the table support the cutting tighten the guide.

Lock them in position on cutting guide.

check all the adjustment

Select blade for the application

Proper size and shape arbor hole. (Fig 1)
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Skill sequence - 2

Objective: This shall help you to
• sawing speration.

Sawing operation

Hold the job against the cutting guide.

Test the saw cut by feeding a rough piece

Saw on marked line by machine pushing the job
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Continue the process with even pressure and complete
the sawing operation.

If you hear a clicking noise switch off the machine.

Note:  Round log should not be cut.
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Construction                                                                                   Exercise 1.1.11
Carpenter - Safety precautions, hand tools and timber

Sharpening and setting of saw blade
Objectives : At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• topping the saw teeth
• re-shapping the saw teeth
• teeth setting the saw
• sharpening the saw teeth.
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Job Sequence

Topping (Fig 1)

Fix the saw in the saw vice if required by keeping a waste
wooden piece on both the sides of jaws.

Set the flat in the grooved wooden block to level all the
teeth by running a fine flat file, along the length of the saw
teeth.

The file must be kept flat and passed lightly, over the tops
of the teeth and levelled.

Re - Shaping (Fig 2)

File all the teeth to their correct shape and size with slim
taper triangular saw file,

Press firmly against each gullet, and held at right angles
across the blade.  Make all the teeth the same shape, the
front edge being 70° to 80° to the line of the teeth.

Maintain the same grip throughout filing.

File each gullet until teeth of the finished side hits a point
and half the flat on the next teeth is filed away.

At the end of the reshaping process, the teeth should all
be in one and the same level and shape.

Saw setting (Fig 3)

When a saw is being set the blade should be fastened
into the saw clamp.

When one row of the teeth has been set, the saw is
reversed in the clamp and then the other row is bent.

Setting (Fig 4)

The notched saw setting

Notched setting operation consists of bending over the
teeth alternately to one side and then to the other.

The notched saw set demands more practice than the
pilers.

Piler saw set (Fig 5)

The pilers can be adjusted to the size of the teeth.

Bend every teeth about two-thirds of its length, and to the
same degree side way.

Total thickness of saw set should be 1
1/2 

times the saw
thickness.

Fig 6 (1) Thickness of the blade

    (2) Total width of the set blade.
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Sharpening (Fig 7)

Select a tapered triangular saw file with slightly round
comer.

Start sharpening at the point of the saw.

Sharp the tooth of the saw at 30° to 45°.

Hold the file at 90° both vertically and horizontally while
filing the tooth of the saw.

Remove the burr produced by the file by passing an oil
stone lightly along the side of the teeth.

Check the saw teeth.

Construction : Carpenter (NSQF LEVEL - 4) - Exercise - 1.1.11
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Construction                                                                                    Exercise 1.1.12
Carpenter - Safety precautions, hand tools and timber

Demonstrate the use of country drill, hand drill, rachet brace, breast drill
and hand gauger and drill bits
Objectives : At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• identify the boring tools
• identify the drill bits
• use of boring tools and drill bits.
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Job Sequence

Instructor shall display and demonstrate to the
students regarding the country drill, hand drill,
ratchet brace, breast drill and hand auger &
drill bits in the section and brief their names,
uses and the working condition of each boring
tools and bits.

• Trainees will note down all the displayed boring tools
names and uses.

• Record it in table 1 and 2.

• Get it checked by the instructor.

     Table 1

TASK - 1 : Identify the boring tools

Fig No.                               Name of the booring tool Use

1

2

3

4

5

6

     Table 2

TASK - 2 : Identify the drill bits

Fig No.                               Name of the drill bit Use

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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Construction                                                                                  Exercise 1.1.13
Carpenter - Safety precautions timber and  hand tools

Demonstrate the use of portable electrical drilling machine
Objective : At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• demonstrate the use of portable electrical drilling machine.
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Job Sequence

Instructor shall display and demonstrate to the
students regarding the use of portable electrical

drill machine
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• Check the size of the wooden piece using folding rule.

• Mark locate the centres for the hole as per drawing
using try square and folding rule. (Fig 1)

• Centre punch the located drill centres

• Mount the job in a bench vice Fig 2.

• Select the drill bit and fix on drill chuck with chuck
key.

• Place the drill bit on punched mark of the drill.

• Switch on the drilling machine

• Drill the through hole. (Fig 3)

• Give the pressure evenly while drilling to get full depth.

• Similarly repeat the same process to drill other holes.

Make sure the drill or bit is secured in the
chuck. Remove chuck key

Allow the motor to attain full speed before
commencing to drill.

Skill Sequence 1

Objectives : This shall help you to
• set the portable drilling machine.

Drilling

Select a drill bit as per the size. (Fig 1)

Insert the key into chuck hole and rotate anti-clock- wise
to open the jaws. (Fig 2)

Tighten the jaws firmly by rotating the key handle
clockwise. (Fig 3)

Place the drill bit on marked point of the job.

Hold the drilling machine vertically to the job.

Switch on the machine and drill a hole on marked point of
the job.

Give the pressure evenly while drilling to get full depth.
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Construction  Exercise 1.1.14
Carpenter - Safety precautions, hand tools and timber

Demonstrate the auger application
Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• demonstrate the auger application.
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Job Sequence

Instructor shall display and demonstrate to the
students regarding the use of  hand augur
application.

• Check wooden piece size using folding rule.

• Mark the locating holes using folding rule, marking
gauge, try square as per the drawing. (Fig 1)

• Hold the wooden work piece in vice firmly. (Fig 2)

• Set the auger on locating the position and rotate in
clock wise direction to make the hole. (Fig 3)

• Similarily repeat above process to make the other
hole as per drawing

Construction : Carpenter (NSQF LEVEL - 4) - Exercise - 1.1.14

Care should be taken not to damage the
threaded point.
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Construction                                                                                  Exercise  1.1.15
Carpenter - Safety precautions, hand tools and timber

Planning face side and face edge
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• set the plane for planing
• set the jack plane blade
• plane a wooden piece to face side and face edge
• care and use of the plane.
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Job Sequence

Plane the face side, face edge

•   Set the jack plane for planing.

• Place the job on the work bench or hold the job on the
carpenter’s vice with face side up.

• Keep the packing piece between the job and the vice.

• Keep the job horizontally flat in the vice.

• Start planing the face side with jack plane.

• Check its flatness with try square.

• Mark the face side on the job using pencil.

• Place the face edge up and hold it in the vice with
packing piece.

• Plane it along the face edge.

• Check its squareness and flatness of the job.

• Mark the face edge on the job using pencil.

• Gauge to the required width of 100mm on both sides
using the marking gauge from the face edge. Plane
down the gauge lines. Test for straightness and
squareness. (Fig 1)

• Set the marking gauge 21mm for the required thickness.

• Gauge to the required thickness of 21mm from the face
side using marking gauge on both the edges.  Plane
down the gauge lines.  Test for flatness. (Fig 2) Note:  While planing keep the left foot in

forward position and parallel to the work bench.
Right foot obliquely under the work bench.
Right fore arm should be in line with the plane.
Left hand is held on the front part of the plane.
Planing should be in the direction of grain.

Skill Sequence - 1

Objective: This shall help you to
• setting the job and plane.

Place the job against bench stop.

Hold the plane with the right hand, keeping the index finger
on the side.

Place the palm of left hand on the toe of the plane thumb
and fingers on the side. (Fig (1)

Stand near the bench with left foot  forward at 70° with the
neck and the right foot at a convenient distance.

Place the plane straight on the job and give forward stokes
(Fig 2)

Construction : Carpenter (NSQF LEVEL - 4) - Exercise - 1.1.15
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At the begining of stroke exert more pressure with left hand
as the stroke proceeds, gradually the pressure by the left
hand is reduced, more pressure comes to the right hand.
The main object is to keep the plane always horizontal.
Fig (3) and Fig (4)

Release the pressure on the back stroke and merely draw
the plane to the first position.

Check the flatness of the surface occasionally with try
square or straight edge

Repeat the procedure till the surface becomes flat.

Clean the job and clean the bench and tools.

Precautions

1 Do not give pressure by right hand when you
start the planing.

2 Do not put pressure by left hand at the end
of the stroke.

Try to plane the wood uniformly.

Do not plane continuously without checking the surface.

Do not take a big cut for finishing.

Keep the plane when not in use on its side and
not on its cutting edge.

A jack plane is used to plane the wood to the required of
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Job Sequence

Instructor shall display and demonstrate  to the students regarding the use of marking guage and mortise
gauge.

Construction                                                                                    Exercise 1.1.16
Carpenter - Safety precautions, hand tools and timber

Demonstrate the use of marking gauge and mortise gauge
Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• demonstrate the use of marking gauge and mortise gauge.
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• Hold the piece in left hand and complete the gauge
mark.

• Check the gauge mark with steel rule.

Precautions

Do not use a long spur for gauging.

Do not see the distance by keeping the rule
flat.

Do not press spur while gauging.

Do not try to make a deep gauge.

Keep the stock face rubbing against the straight
edge.

Do not put the spur at right angles with the
face

• Give forward stroke on the stock near the end (Fig 2)

TASK 2 : Perform the mortise gauge and their application

• Hold the gauge in left hand keeping the spur up.

• Hold the steel rule in right hand and set the required
distance between stock two spurs can be spaced at
different distance and mark two parallel lines at a time.
Keep the direction of the steel rule in front. (Fig 1)
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• Adjust the stock with the help of left hand thumb, and
index finger. Now the mortise gauge is set. Tighten the
thumb screw.

• Check the measurement of accuracy.

• Hold the gauge stock in right hand thumb on top.

• Place one end of the piece against the bench stop and
other end in left palm.

• Hold the gauge in left hand keeping the spur up.

• Hold the steel rule in right hand and set the required
distance between stock and spur. Keep the graduation
of steel rule in front. (Fig 1)

TASK 1 : Perform the marking guage and their application

• Adjust the stock with the help of left hand thumb, and
index finger. Now the marking gauge is set. Tighten
the thumb screw.

• Check the measurement of accuracy.

• Hold the gauge stock in right hand thumb on top.

• Place one end of the piece against the bench stop and
other end in left palm.

• Place gauge stock in contact with the face edge of the
piece and spur touching the piece lightly in slanting
position

• Place gauge stock in contact with the face edge of the
piece and spur touching the piece lightly in slanting
position

• Give forward stroke on the stock near the end.

• Hold the piece in left hand and complete the gauge
marking parallel lines of tenons.

• Siimilarly process to marked tenon line as per drawing.
(Fig 2)

• Check the gauge mark with steel rule.
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Construction                                                                                   Exercise 1.1.17
Carpenter - Safety precautions, hand tools and timber

Test the accuracy of flatness and twistness of the surface by using try
square.
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• test the accuracy of flatness
• test the accuracy of the squareness
• test the accuracy of the twistness.
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Job Sequence

Test the accuracy of the flatness  (Fig 1)

• Place the job on the work bench.

• Hold the try square in right hand.

• Test the flatness of the surface.

Test the accuracy of the squareness  (Fig 2)

• Place the job on the work bench

• Hold the try square in right hand.

• Test the squareness of the job

Test the accuracy of the inside squareness (Fig 3)

• Place the job on the work bench.

• Hold the try square in right hand.

• Test the inside squareness of the job .

Test the accuracy of the twistness on surface (Fig4&5)

• Place the job on the work bench.

• Hold the try square in right hand.

• Test the twistnes on s surface.
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Construction                                                                                   Exercise 1.1.18
Carpenter - Safety precautions, hand tools and timber

Demonstrate the use of winding strips,cross planing and edge planing
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• demonstrate the winding strips
• plane the cross grain
• plane the edge.
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Job Sequence

Instructor shall display and demonstrate to the
students regrading the use of winding strips.

• Trainees will note down all the displayed testing tools
name and uses.

• Record it in table 1.

• Get it checked by the instructor.

      Table 1

TASK - 1 : Identify the testing tools

Fig No.                               Name of the testing tools Uses

1

TASK - 2 : Cross planning

• Set the jack plane for planing.

• Place the job on the work bench or hold the job on the
carpenter’s vice with face side up.

• Hold the job 200 x 25 x 250mm in the vice.

• Tight the job 15mm above the vice, keeping the packing
piece sidewards.

• Trim off the corners with firmer chisel to avoid  splintering.

• First plane along the grain in one edge. Then plane from
the other edge.

• Plane diagonally from one edge corner to the other.

• Plane towards the middle from the edges (Fig 1).  Check
flatness with try square and straight edge.

• Plane again if high spots are found repeat the procedure
till you get a levelled surface with a measurement of 200
x 20 x 250mm.

TASK - 3 : Edge planning

• Check the measurements of the job.

• Trim off the corner with firmer chisel to avoid splintering.

• Hold the job in the vice.

• Before starting to plane, clamp a waste piece of wood
behind the corner to avoid splintering of the job. (Fig 1)

• Start planing from one end.

• Continue the planing till you get a levelled surface.

• Start planing from the other end.

• Continue the planing from both end towards middle till
you get a levelled surface.

• Remove the waste wood attached at the end.

• Check the levelled surface with a try square.

• Repea thr same procedure for other end.

Keep the blade sharp to plane across the grain.
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Construction                                                                                   Exercise 1.1.19
Carpenter - Safety precautions, hand tools and timber

Grinding and sharpening process of the plane blade/cutter
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• grinding the plane blade
• sharpening the plane blade.
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Skill sequence

Objective: This shall help you to
• sharpening of cutting iron with oil stone.

Sharpening of a plane blade is necessary to produce a
keen cutting edge for good surface finish, and perfect
planing with minimum effort.

Sharpening and honing : The process of sharpening is
carried out on oilstone by rubbing the blade with its bevel
down, maintaining a constant and correct angle, 25°to
30°.  This rubbing is continued until a burr or wire edge is
produced.

Job Sequence

• Select the jack plane.

• Remove cutting iron, cap iron and the wedge from the
jack plane by slightly striking by hammer (Fig 1).
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• Select the grinding wheel

• Check the grinding wheel for cracks

• Ensure that there is enough coolant in the container.
Lower the protecting shield near the tool rest.

• Adjust the tool rest 2mm closer to the wheel, if
necessary

• Switch on the grinder machine

• Hold the cutting bevel across of the cutting iron must
at an angle of 20° to 25° (Fig 2).

• Rest the body of the cutting iron on the tool rest allow
the point to touch the wheel.

• Keep the pressure as minimum as possible to prevent
excessive heating of the cutting bevel.

• Finish the grinding of cutting iron with oil stone

• Place the blade until the cutting edge is parallel on the
stone. (Fig 3)

• Move the blade backward and forward on width of the
stone until a burr is formed on the flat side of the blade.

• Reset the cap iron, cutting iron and the wedge of jack
plane (Fig 5).

• Set the cap iron and cutting iron keeping a gap of 1mm

• Dip the cutting iron in a coolant frequently

Avoid blue colour from cutting edge I.C
annealing effect

• Turn the blade over and hold it perfectly flat on the
stone. Rub from side to side until burr has disappeared
to get fine cutting edge. (Fig 4)

The burr is removed by rubbing the back of the flat face of
the plane blade on the oilstone, keeping its bevel up.

During sharpening, oil is used to minimise the heat caused
due to friction and to float off the metal particles from the
pores of the oilstone so as to prevent clogging of the
oilstone.
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Construction                                                                                   Exercise 1.1.20
Carpenter - Safety precautions, hand tools and timber

Demonstrate the portable power planer machine and its function
Objectives : At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• demostrate the portable power planer machine
• planning the surface
• sharpe the planer blade
• set the planer blade.
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Skill sequence 1

Objective : This shall help you to
• grind and sharp the planer blade.

Job Sequence

Instructor shall display and demonstrate to the
students regarding function of portable power
planer machine.

• Sharpen the planer blade using oil stone

• Set the planer blade in the cutter head using allenkey

• Set the infeed table and out feed table

• Place the job against bench stop

• Hold the plane with the right hand keeping the index
finger on the trigger switch.

• Place the left hand on the front handle of the plane

• Trigger switch on the machine

• Place the machine stright on the job and give forward
stroke (Fig 1)

• Main objective is to keep the machine always horizontal

• Feed the job against the cutter head for planning
required size.

• Trigger switch off the machine

• Check the flatness and thickness of planed wooden
piece using try square and steel rule. (Fig 2)

Keep the machine on its side when not in uses
not in use on the side not on its cutting edge

• Finish the job (Fig 3).

Grinding and sharpening

Grinding

Open the jaws of the grinding machine to insert the cutter.

Insert the cutter in between the jaws of the grinding
machine.

Set the cutter evenly projecting from the jaws of the grinding
machine.

The projection of the cutter should be 10 mm to 14 mm
from the jaws of the grinding machine. (Fig 1)
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Tight the cutter with jaws of the grinding machine properly.

Set the angle of the jaws to 30° for grinding the cutter.

Adjust the cutter against the grinding wheel for grinding.

Switch on the machine.

Move the cutter to and fro against the grinding wheel
uniformly by hand.

Continue the grinding till the required angle of cutter is
obtained.

Sharpening

Keep the oil stone with oil stone block on workbench stop.

Place the grounded edge of the blade on the surface the
oil stone. (Fig 2)

Use proper recommended lubrication oil while sharpening.

Skill sequence 2

Objective : This shall help you to
• set the planner blade.

Setting the planer blades/cutters

Place the blade in the slot of the cutter head (Fig 1)

Set the blade with 3 mm projection outside from the cutter
head and parallel to the cutter head using cutter lock bar.

Check the projection of the cutter.

Tight the blade on the cutter head with bolt using allen
spanner.

Test the projection of the blade edges by rotating the cutter
head.

Precautions

• Check electrical and mechanical parts

• Keep the lead behind the plane

• Do not force the plane to cut rapidly

Generally two cutting blades are bolted to a cutting block.

• Gears or belts connected to an electric motor.

• Moonted on the body of the plane

• Depth of cut up to 6mm
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move the cutter backward and forward on full length with
the oil stone until a burr is formed on the flat side of the
cutter.

The burr can be felt by rubbing lightly with a finger tip.

Turn the blade over and hold it perfectly flat on the stone,
rub from side to side until burr has disappeared.

Continue the sharpening procedure till you get fine cutting
edge. (Fig 3)
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Construction                                                                                   Exercise 1.1.21
Carpenter - Safety precautions, hand tools and timber

Demonstrate the use of different types of chisel, chiselling,  chiselling along
& across the grain
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• demonstrate the use of different types of chisels
• chiselling across the grain
• mark the piece
• chiselling across the grain and along the grain.
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TASK 2 : Chiselling across the grain

• Grind and sharpen the firmer chisel.

• Plane the job to the required size of 50x22x150mm.

• Hold the job on the vice and check it wiht try square for
its flatness.

• With scriber and try square mark out lines at a distance
50mm and 100 from left side.

• Hold the tenon saw on the line marked and saw it to a
50mm and 100mm from left side.

• Repeat the procedure for the other side saw it to a depth
of 11mm.

• Hold the firmer chisel in your right hand on the handle
and guide the blade with left hand.

• Control the movement of the chisel with thum and fore
finger.

• Push it on the space to be cut.

• Start a chiselling away from you the bevel of the chisel
turned upwards.

• Chisel in an inclined direction up to middle of the portion
Fig 1.

Safety precaution

Never hold your hand or finger before the
cutting edge.

Never use a chisel without a proper handle

• Reverse the work piece so that the back side comes to
front and hold in the vice.

Job Sequence

TASK 1 : Identify the chisels and uses

Instructor shall display and demonstrate to the
students regarding the name and use of different
types of chisels.

      Table 1

Fig No.                               Name of the chisel Uses

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

• Trainees will note down all the displayed tools names.

• Record it in table 1.

• Get it checked by the instructor.

• Chisel the waste material away from you up to middle
portion.

• Repeat the chiselling as shown in Fig 2.
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• Start chiselling slowly to make flat portion.

• Repeat the procedure for the other side. Saw it to a
depth of 10mm.

• Smooth the bottom and side walls with firmer chisels.
(Fig 3)

• Finish the job.

Hold the stock of the try square closely in contact with face
edge and mark lines with scriber and wooden rule at the
distance of 5mm, 55mm, 105mm & 155mm on all four
sides. (Fig 2)

Set the marking gauge to 11mm and scribe on the middle
of face edge and its opposite side. (Fig 3)

TASK 2 : Chiselling across the grain and along the grain

Check the raw material for its size

Plane the job to the required size of 50x22x290mm

Mark the measurement on the job as per the drawing.
(Fig 1)

Hold the job in the vice.

Cut the shoulder line down to the centre line (Depth 11mm)
with ten on saw.

Keep the tenon saw at 90° to ensure cutting at right
angles.

Skill sequence - 1

Objective : This shall help you to
• mark the job for chiselling across the grain.

Marking sequence

Hold the job 160x60x25 on the bench or vice.

Plane it to size 160x50x22

With try square and steel rule mark 5mm, 105mm and
155mm from one end of the job. (Fig 1)
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Cut on waste side of the shoulder line. (Fig 2)

With the tenon saw make several saw cuts in between the
shoulder lines almost to the centre line.

Place the job flat on the work bench.

With the help of firmer chisel and mallet, remove the
surplus material on both sides preventing splitting of wood.

Chisel out excess wood little by little starting from the top
and bottom. (Fig 3)

Smooth the bottom (Trench) portion with firmer chisel.
(Fig 4)

Repeat it for the other trenches also.

Chiselling along the grain.

Use a 20mm firmer chisel to chisel out the
waste wood.

Make several saw cuts with Tenon saw on the lines
marked. (Fig 4)

Chisel out waste material in middle portion.

Hold the firmer chisel on the shoulder line and slowly tap
with mallet.

Chisel out the excess wood in the middle slowly by striking
from one edge to the other.

Smooth the bottom (Trench) with firmer chisel and finish it.
(Fig 5)
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Construction                                                                                   Exercise 1.1.22
Carpenter - Safety precautions, hand tools and timber

Grinding, sharpening and honing of a chisel
Objectives : At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• grinding the chisel
• honing the chisel.
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Job Sequence

Grinding the chisel

Select the grinding wheel.

Check the grinding wheel for cracks

Ensure that there is enough coolant in the grinder machine
container.

Adjust the tool rest 2mm closer to the grinding wheel if
necessory

Switch on the grinder machine

Rest the chisel blade on the tool rest allow nicks to touch
the wheel surface

Remove the Nicks in the blade by slightly pushing the
blade against grinding wheel. (Fig 1)

Adjust the tool rest of the grinder to the required angle of
25°.

Place the blade over the tool rest and move the chisel
evenly across the wheel to get required sharpness.
(Fig 2)

Precaution

Never touch the wheel while rotating.

Avoid burning of the blade.

Cool the blade frequently in water.

Never allow the blade to become blue.

Wear safety goggles while grinding.

Honing a chisel

Wet the surface of the oil stone with oil. (Fig 3)

Lay the cutting bevel on the surface.

Place the blade until the cutting edge is parallel on the
stone.

Hold the blade at an angle of 30° to the oil stone. (Fig 4)

Move the chisel backward and forward to full length and
width of the stone until a burr is formed on the flat side of
the blade.

The burr can be felt by rubbing lightly with a finger tip.

Turn the blade over and hold it perfectly flat on the stone.
Rub from side to side until burr has disappeared.

Repeat the same procedure till you get fine cutting edge.
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Construction Exercise 1.1.23
Carpenter - Safety precautions, hand tools and timber

Demonstrate the use of different types of striking tool, hammer and mallets.
Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• identify the striking tools and uses.
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Job Sequence

Instuctor shall display and demonstrate to the
students regarding the name and use of
different types of striking tools, hammer and
mallets.

• Trainees will note down all the displayed striking  tools
names and uses.

• Record it in table 1.

• Get it checked by the instructor.

      Table 1

Fig No.                               Name of the striking tools Uses

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Construction : Carpenter (NSQF LEVEL - 4) - Exercise - 1.1.23
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Construction                                                                                    Exercise 1.1.24
Carpenter - Safety precautions, hand tools and timber

Demonstrate the use of clamps ‘G’ or ‘C’, saw sharpening vice, carpentry
vice
Objectives : At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• identify the clamps and vice
• demonstrate the use of clamps and vice.
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Job Sequence

Instuctor shall display and demonstrate to the
students regarding the name and use of ‘G’ or
‘C’ clamps, saw sharpening vice and carpentry
vice.

• Trainees will note down all the displayed tools names
and uses.

• Record it in table 1.

• Get it checked by the instructor.

      Table 1

Fig No.                               Name of the clamp and vices Uses

1

2

3

Construction : Carpenter (NSQF LEVEL - 4) - Exercise - 1.1.24
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Construction     Exercise 1.2.25
Carpenter - Framing, housing, dovetail, broadening & lengthening joints

Single mortise and tenon joint
Objectives: At the end of this exercise yo u shall be able to
• make the mortise and tenon
• assemble and finish the mortise and tenon joint.
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• Check the work piece for its flatness  and  squareness
between  side  and  edge  surfaces  with  a  try  square.

• Mark the given dimension on the job as per drawing
using scriber, folding rule and try square. (Fig 2)

Job Sequence

• Check the wooden piece for its size using folding rule.

275 x 50 x 38mm - 1 No.

• Plane it to size where in the width = 45 mm
Thickness = 30 using jack plane. (Fig 1)
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• Set the 1/3rd (one third) thickness in mortise gauge
and scribe marking out lines on edges and ends of the
job as per drawing.(Fig 3)

• Hold the work piece in the vice. (Fig 4)

• Hold the mortise chisel (6 mm) in left hand and the
mallet in the right  hand, start chopping out the mortise
at a distance of 2 mm from the lines. (Fig 5)

Care should be taken to see that mortise does
not become wider than the chisel.

Hold the mortise chisel square to the surface.

Do not chip right upto the end lines of the
mortise.

• Chop out first layer about 10 mm and then cut next layer
until half the height is reached. (Fig 6a)

• Reverse the work piece upside down in the vice and
start chopping out from the other side. (Fig 6b)

• Check whether the walls of mortise are straight. (Fig 6c)

• When the mortise holes are finished to size clear the
mortise using mortise and firmer chisel.

• Saw the tenon walls right upto the lines of the shoulder,
with the use of bench hook. (Fig 7)

• Saw down the tenon walls of the tenons(Fig 8).

• Keep the saw on the waste side of the line.

• Saw off  the end wastes of tenon and finish the flat
surfaces. (Fig 9)

• Saw off the end wastes of the piece. (Fig 10)

• When two pieces are ready to be fit, check if they will
fit snugly and are flush when fitted.
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Tenon should be square to mortise piece.

• Fit the mortise with their tenons and after fitting there
should not be any movement in the joints.  (Fig 11)

• Check with the try square.

• Finish the mortise and tenon joint with smoothing plane
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Construction     Exercise 1.2.26
Carpenter - Framing, housing, dovetail, broadening & lengthening joints

Double mortise and tenon joint
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• make a double tenon
• make a double mortise
• assemble the mortise and tenon.
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• Mark the shoulder line using try square, folding rule and
scriber.

• Saw down to a fraction short of the gauge line.

• Keep the saw squarely.

• Chip away the flat surface and shoulder with a firmer
chisel.

• Cut a shallow sloping groove on the waste side using
firmer chisel. (Fig 2)

• Take the rebate plane and plane across the grain.
(Fig.3)

• Trim the tenon part to the required thickness using jack
plane. (Fig 4)

• Hold the job in the vice vertically.  Keep the saw on the
waste portion squarely and start sawing the waste.
(Fig 5)

• Cut the centre waste part of the tenon with a firmer
chisel and finish both the tenons. (Fig 6)
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Job Sequence

• Check the wooden pieces for its size using folding rule.

• Plane it to the size of 45 x 30 x 280 and true it for
squareness of face side and face edge.

• Plane the wood to the size 175 x 38 x 120 - 1 No, to the
size of 170 x 30 x 110mm  - 1 No. and true it for its
squareness of face side and face edge using jack plane.

Part A

• Adjust the pins of mortise gauge at a distance of 10mm
and keeping the stock of mortise gauge close to the
face side, mark the middle 10 mm distance on the face
edges and end faces.

• Mark the measurement on the job as per drawing
(Tenon) (Fig 1).

Part B

• Keeping the stock of mortise gauge close to the face
side, mark the middle 10 mm distance through out the
length of face edge.

• Mark the measurements on the job as per drawing.
(Mortise) Fig 1.

PART ̀ A’

• Hold the job horizontally in the vice.
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• Follow the same procedure for the other mortise also
and finish it to size.

• Assemble the tenon and mortise properly and finish the
joint. (Fig 10)
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• Finish the surfaces of the tenon flatly and part  A is
ready now.

• Hold the job on the vice.

PART ̀ B’

• Cut the waste ends with a tenon saw.

• Take the mortise chisel in your left hand and the mallet
in your right hand. (Fig 7)

• Start chopping the mortise 55mm from left. (Fig 8)

Care should be taken to see that the mortise
does not become wider than the chisel.

The chisel should be held square to the sur-
face.

• Chip out the first layer about 10 mm deep.  Then cut on
the next layer until half the depth of hole is reached.
(Fig 8)

• Turn the work piece upside down and hold it on the vice.

• Start chopping out from other side as shown in Fig 8a.

• The last layer needs only to be cut through. (Fig 9)

• Hold it upside down and cut from the other side.

• Check if the shoulder are straight and square.

• Finish the mortise to the required side.
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Construction     Exercise 1.2.27
Carpenter - Framing, housing, dovetail, broadening & lengthening joints

Plain haunched mortise and tenon joint
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• make a haunched mortise and tenon.
• assemble and finish the haunched mortise and tenon joint.
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• From left side scribe the lines both on face side and face
edge as per the drawing using folding rule try square
mortise gauge and scriber. (Fig 1)

• Adjusting the mortise spurs at a distance of 10mm,
20mm.

• Scribe the double marking out lines on the edges and
ends of the wood as per drawing.

• Hold the work piece in a carpenters’ vice properly.

• Hold the mortise chisel (6mm) in the left hand and
mallet in the right hand. (Fig 2)

• Start chopping out the mortise at a distance of 2mm.
(Fig 3)

Job Sequence

Truing up the stock

• The stock should be planed to the required size in the
usual way called truing - up - the stock using jack plane

• Test with try square the work piece for flatness and
squareness between the side and edge surface using
try square.

• After truing up the size of the work piece 45 x 30 x
280mm.

Care should be taken to see that the mortise
does not become wider than the chisel.

Take care to hold the chisel square to the
surface.

• Chop out layer by layer until half the height of hole is
reached. (Fig 3)

• Turn the work piece upside down and hold it in the vice.

• Start chopping it from the other end. (Fig 4)
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• The last layer needs on to cut through. (Fig 5)

• Finish the mortise by smoothening the walls of mortise.
(Fig 6)

• Hold the mortise upside down and prepare the hunch to
a size of 10 x 10 x 10mm. (Fig 7)

• Finish the haunches and smoothen and flatten the
surface with mortise and firmer chisel.
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Preparing tenons

• Saw down the waste portion of tenons shown in
(Fig 8).

• Keep the saw on the waste side of line

• Form the kerf by few strokes with tenon saw.

• Hold the wood in an inclined position on the vice an go
on sawing. (Fig 9)

• Reverse the piece in the vice and go on sawing up to the
shoulder line. (Fig 10)

• Finish and smoothen the tenon squarely.
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• Hold the tenon in the vice and form the haunch to the
given size of 10 mm by cutting away a length 35 mm on
the tenon to a depth of 10 mm. (Fig 12)

• Hold the tenon vertically on the vice and cut away the
1/3 part marked as per drawing. (Fig 11)

• Finish the surfaces and flatten it smoothly using firmer
chisel.

• Haunched mortises and tenons are ready

• Assemble the haunched tenons in the mortises by
gently tapping it with mallet and finish the job as per
drawing. (Fig 12)
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Construction     Exercise 1.2.28
Carpenter - Framing, housing, dovetail, broadening & lengthening joints

Mitre corner mortise and tenon joint
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• make the mitre corner mortise and tenon
• assemble and finish the mitre corner mortise and tenon joint.
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Preparing tenons

• Hold the mitre tenon vertically on the vice and cut away
the 1/3 part marked as per drawing Fig - 6.

• Mark the job as per the drawing using folding rule try
square and scriber (Fig 1).

• Adjusting the mortise spurs at a distance of 10mm,
20mm

• Scribe the double marking out lines on the edges and
ends of the wood as per drawing.

• Hold the work piece in a carpenters’ vice properly.

• Hold the mortise chisel (6mm) in the left hand and
mallet in the right hand. (Fig 2)

• Start chipping out the mortise at a distance of 2mm.
(Fig 3)

Care should be taken to see that the mortise
does not become wider than the chisel.

Take care to hold the chisel square to the
surface.

• Chop out layer by layer until half the height of hole is
reached.

• Turn the work piece upside down and hold it in the vice.

• Start chopping it from the other end.

• The last layer needs on to cut through.

• Finish the mortise by smoothening the walls of mortise.

• Leave 10 mm margin from left sides. Cut to a 10 mm
thickness on the line marked at 45° angle with tenon
saw. (Fig 4 )

• Finish it and smoothen the mortice as shown in the
sketch. (Fig 5)
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Job Sequence

Truing up the stock

• The stock should be planed to the required size in the
usual way called truing - up - the stock.

• Test the work piece for flatness and squareness be-
tween the side and edge surface using try square.

• After truing up the size of the work piece 45 x 30 x
280mm.
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• Keep the saw on the waste side of line

• Form the kerf by few strokes with tenon saw.

• Hold the wood in an inclined position on the vice and go
on sawing. (Fig 7)

• Reverse the piece in the vice and go on sawing 45°
angular line with tenon saw as per drawing. (Fig 8)

• Finish the tenon surfaces and flatten it smoothly using
firmer chisel. (Fig 9)
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• Mitre mortise and tenons are ready

• Assemble the tenon in the mortise by gently tapping it
with mallet and finish the job as per drawing. (Fig 10)
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Construction     Exercise 1.2.29
Carpenter - Framing, housing, dovetail, broadening & lengthening joints

Tusk tenon and mortise joint
Objectives : At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• make the tusk tenon
• make the tusk mortise
• make the wedge
• assemble and finish the tusk tenon and mortise joint.
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Job Sequence

• Plane the tusk tenon and mortise pieces to the
required size of 56mm width and 22mm thickness using
jack plane.

Tenon

• Mark on left end of the trimmer joist mark 20mm length
(the tenon projection) 8mm (thickness of the wedge)
and 22 mm (length of the tenon) using try square.
scriber and wooden rule. (Fig 1).

• Square the marked lines on other three sides also.
(Fig 1)

• Set the marking gauge for 25mm (the tenon shoulder)
and transfer the same measurements of face side and
opposite side on left end of the trimmer joist. (Mark
facing against the face edge of the trimmer joist). (Fig1).

• Follow the above same procedure to mark 35mm, and
44 mm on face side and opposite side on left end of
the trimmer joist (Mark facing against face edge of the
work piece).(Fig 1).

• Place the work piece on work bench vice properly. (Fig1)

• Saw on waste portion of the tenon surface with correct
measurements smoothly using firmer chisel. (Fig 1)

• Pare out the waste portion of the tenon surface with
correct measurements smoothly using firmer chisel.
(Fig 1)

• Square the marked line of 20mm and 8mm from the
face side of thetrimmer joint to top and bottom surface
of the tenon. (Fig 1).

• Set the marking gauge for 7mm distance and marks
the 7mm measurement on top and bottom surface of
the tenon use the marking gauge facing against the
face side of the work piece. (Fig 1).

• Adjust the marking gauge 15mm distance and repeat
the above procedure to mark the 15mm measurement
on top and bottom surface of the tenon. (Fig 1).

• Chip off waste material through top and bottom surface
of the tenon carefully. (Fig 1).

C
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TENON

• Finish the mortise carefully without changing the
required measurements. (Fig 1).

Mortise

• Leave 50mm in the left end, mark 22mm on face side
of the bridging joist as a mortise part to insert the tenon
of the trimmer joist. (Fig 2).

• Set the marking gauge for 25mm and transfer the same
measurements on face side and the opposite side of
the mortise part of the bridges joist (use the marking
gauge facing against the face edge of the joist). (Fig2).

• Follow the above said procedure to mark the
measurements of 35mm and 44mm on face side and
the opposite side of the bridging joist. (Fig 2).

• Finish the mortis as per the given measurements
correctly. (Fig 2)

• Wedge

• Plane the wedge piece to the required width of 10mm
and 8mm thickness. (Fig 3).

• Mark the piece 40mm length of the wedge and size it
(Fig 3).

• Mark 6 mm (the taper thickness of the wedge) at the
bottom end of the wedge. (Fig 3)

• Plane the waste portion and finish the slope surface of
the wedge. (Fig 3).

Construction : Carpenter (NSQF LEVEL - 4) - Exercise - 1.2.29
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Assembling and finishing

• Check the correct measurements of these tenon and
mortise and wedge pieces before assembling.

• Assemble the tusk tenon and mortise together properly
(Fig 4).

C
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29
H
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• Insert the wedge piece through the mortise and tighten
the wedge carefully (Fig 4).

• Check the squareness of the joint (frame) using try
square (Fig 4).

• Finish the joint using smoothing plane.(Fig 5)

Construction : Carpenter (NSQF LEVEL - 4) - Exercise - 1.2.29
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Construction     Exercise 1.2.30
Carpenter - Framing, housing, dovetail, broadening & lengthening joints

Bare faced mortise and tenon joint
Objectives : At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• make bare faced mortise and tenon.
• assemble and finish bare faced mortise and tenon joint.
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Job Sequence

• Check the wooden piece for its size.

• Plane it to size wherein the width = 45 mm.
Thickness = 30 (Fig 1) using jack plane.

• Check the work piece for its flatness and squareness
between side and edge surfaces with a try square.
(Fig 1)

• Mark the given dimenson on the job as per drawing
mark the given figure using folding rule and scriber Fig2.

• Set the  3
1 rd (one third) thickness in mortise gauge

and marking gauge scribe marking out lines on edge
and ends of the job and mortise and tenon as per drawing
(Fig 3)

• Check whether the walls of mortise are straight.
(Fig 5)

• When the mortise holes are finished to size clear the
mortise using mortise and firmer chisel.

• Hold the work tenon piece in the vice.
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• Cut the piece into equal parts using tenon saw plane
piece cut with parts.

• One tenon piece keep the plane to size wherein the
width = 45 mm Thickness = 20 mm (Fig 3)

• Hold the mortise chisel (6 mm) in left hand and the
mallet in the right hand start chopping out the mortise
at a distance of 2 mm from the lines. (Fig 4)

• Chop out first layer to about 10 mm and then cut next
layer until half the height is reached.

• Reverse the work piece upside down in the vice and
start chopping out from the other side,

• Saw down the tenon walls of the tenons only one
shoulder cut

• Keep the saw on the waste side of the line

• Saw the tenon walls right upto the lines of the shoulder,
with the use of bench hook.

• Saw off the end wastes of bare face tenon finish the
flat surfaces.

• When two pieces are ready to be fit, check if they will
fit snugly and are flush when fitted.
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• Assemble the bare face tenon and mortise properly
and after fitting there should not be any movement in
the joints.

• Check with the try square.

• Finish the job using smoothing plane. (Fig 6)
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Construction     Exercise 1.2.31
Carpenter - Framing, housing, dovetail, broadening & lengthening joints

Full housing joint
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• make a housing joint (through housing and its pin part).
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Job Sequence

• Check the wooden piece for its size using four fold
wooden rule.

• Plane the raw material to the required size using jack
plane.

• Plane it squarely to the size of 90 x 20 x 300mm.

• Cut the wooden piece into two pieces with a tenon saw
to the size of 90 x 20 x 140mm to square.

• Mark the dimensions on trench piece as per drawing.
using  try square marking gauge, scriber and pencil
( Fig 1).

• Finish the lines with try-square and mark on the edge
sides.(Fig 2)

• Place the wood in the vice. (Fig 4)

• Cut the sides of the housing down to the centre line
using tenon saw. (Fig 4)

• Remove the excess wood using firmer chisel. (Fig 5)

Router plane may also be used to plane down
upto the centre line.

• Place the end of the other piece in the housing.

• If the housing is tight parer the sides slightly with the
chisel and clean it.

• Assemble the job. (Fig 6)

• Check the accuracy of the inside squareness using try
square.
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• Mark 10mm housing depth on both the edges using
marking gauge. (Fig 3)
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Construction     Exercise 1.2.32
Carpenter - Framing, housing, dovetail, broadening & lengthening joints

Bridle joint (corner bridle, tee bridle, mitre bridle)
Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• mark and make the bridle joint with (1) Mitre piece (2) Tee piece  (3) Corner piece.
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• Chisel off the waste portion with firmer chisel and
smooth a flat surface on both sides of the parts.

Part B of socket pin

• Hold the socket pin piece in the vice horizontally and
with tenon saw cut the shoulder portion to a depth of
7mm (upto the gauge line) on right and left sides.

• Reverse the socket pin piece and hold it horizontally in
the vice.

• Cut the shoulder lines upto the gauge line 7mm on both
sides (right and left) using tenon saw.

• Chisel off the waste portion slowly and carefully finish
the trench surface on the face side and on its reverse
side. (Fig 3) using firmer chisel.

Part A of socket pin piece

• Hold the socket pin piece in the (part A) upwards in the
vice. Cut the leftward part of 7mm thickness upto the
shoulder lines 45mm in depth using tenon saw. (Fig 4)

• Pare the sides smoothly and finish the job using firmer
chisel.

• Holding part A in the vice horizontally cut the line
marked at an angle of 45°.  (Fig 5)

• Finish the corners and the flat surfaces smoothly using
firmer chisel.

Socket parts B and C

• Hold the socket piece in the carpenter’s vice.

• Keep the saw near to the marked line.

• Start sawing up to the shoulder line.  Saw near to the
gauge lines.  (Fig 6)
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Job Sequence

• Check the wooden pieces for its size using four fold
wooden rule.

• Plane the material  to the required size as per drawing
using jack plane.

45 x 21 x 250 - 1 No.
45 x 21 x 300 - 1 No.

• Measure and mark job as per drawing using scriber, try
square and mortise gauge. (Fig 1)

• Hold the socket pin piece in the carpenters’ vice and
with tenon saw, saw the  end parts each equal to 7 mm
thickness.  (Fig 2) Part `C’
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• Chisel off the waste portions and remove the excess
wood and smoothen it flat.

Socket part A

• Prepare the socket part as per the drawing.

• Make a saw cut near to the middle 7mm lines and
remove the centre part by tenon saw, firmer chisel and
mortise chisel.

• Finish the corners and smoothen it flat. (Fig 7)

• Cut the 45° line marked with tenon saw and part it off ,
finish it with firmer chisel and mortise chisel.

• Assemble the socket pieces with the pin piece by
joining it gently.
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Skill sequence 1

Objectives: This shall help you to
• marking on socket pieces.

Marking sequence

• Set the spur of the mortise gauge to one third thickness
of wood 1/3x = 7 mm.

• Adjust the fence of the gauge so that the spur (spurs)
of the gauge mark the centre of the wooden piece.

• Scribe the lines on edge sides and on lengthy sides.
(Fig 1)

• Scribe 45° line on the top side of the socket using mitre
square. Mark lines at a heights of 45mm, 95mm &
140mm on face side and its opposite side.

Marking on socket pieces

• Cut the socket piece into 3 pieces of size 45 x 20 x
100mm.

23 Finish the job using smoothing plane. (Fig 8).

• Hold the socket pins A & B and C vertically on the vice
(separately) and with mortise gauge set to 7mm scribe
lines on the top and on the edges.

• For part C with the help of mitre square scribe a line of
45° to suit the socket part.
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Construction     Exercise 1.2.33
Carpenter - Framing, housing, dovetail, broadening & lengthening joints

Stopped housing joint
Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• mark and make a housing joint with stop shoulder and stop pin.
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• Mark the width of the trench on the job as per drawing.

• Mark with try square and knife continue these line to
the shoulder on the edge opposite to the shoulder.
(Fig2).

• Mark the depth 10mm i.e. one half the thickness of the
edge socket.  (Fig 3)

Job Sequence

• Check the wooden piece for its size (300x100x25mm)
using folding rule.

• Plane the raw material to the required size using jack
plane.

• Plane it squarely (with 90° sides) to the size 90 x 20 x
300mm using try square.

• Cut the plank into two pieces with a tenon saw and
finish the size of 90 x 20 x 140mm with square end.

• Mark the dimensions on the job as per drawing using
try square, scriber and marking gauge. (Fig 1a & 1b.)

• Place the end of one piece across the sectional piece
as per drawing. (Fig 1c)

• Mark the thickness of the end 20mm away from the left
side as per drawing. (Fig 2) using try square and
scriber.
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• Cut the end of the grain near the shoulder with firmer
chisel. (Fig 4)

• Cut the sides of the grain with tenon saw down to the
centre line. (Fig 5)

Care should be taken to see that the cut is not
extended beyond the shoulder line.

• Remove the excess wood with firmer chisel (19mm),
square the shoulder. (Fig 6)

• Mark the shape of shoulder on housed pin piece i.e. 60
x 20 x 10mm.

• Place the wood in the vice and remove the excess
material with the Tenon saw. (Fig 7)

• Smooth the shoulder of pin and finishing with a firmer
chisel.

• Assemble both the pieces together and finish the job.
(Fig 8)
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18 Check the squareness of the job using trysquare.
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Construction     Exercise 1.2.34
Carpenter - Framing, housing, dovetail, broadening & lengthening joints

Dovetail housing joint.
Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• make a housing joint with double side dove tail joint.
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• Finish the corners and smoothen the surface using
bevel edge chisel. (Fig 6)

• With marking gauge scribe the 10mm line on the center
of the edge side.

• Place the wood in the vice and with tenon saw cut the
dovetail line down to the centre line. (Fig 2)

Job Sequence

• Check the wooden piece for its size (100x25x300mm)

• Plane it to size (90x20x300mm)using jack plane.

• Hold it in the vice and cut it with a tenon saw into two
pieces of size (90x20x140) to square.

• Mark the dovetail outline with the marking knife, folding
rule and bevel square as per drawing. (Fig 1)

• Cut the straight line portion of the shoulder and then
bevelled line. (Fig 2)

• Chisel out the excess wood using bevel edge chisel.
(Fig3)

• Clean it with the same chisel and smooth the surface.

• Mark the dovetail shape on the pin piece with try square,
knife and bevel square as per drawing.

• Assemble the pin piece into the housing piece. (Fig 7)

If the housing is slightly tight pare the sides of the
socket with chisel and then refit it.
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The shoulder of the dovetail should not be
more than one-quarter as deep as the thick-
ness of the stock.

• Mark cutting line on face and edges of the dovetail.

• Cut the dovetail pin with the Tenon saw. (Fig 4)

• Cut the bevelled line down to the shoulder. (Fig 5)
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Construction     Exercise 1.2.35
Carpenter - Framing, housing, dovetail, broadening & lengthening joints

Single dovetail joint
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• make a dovetail pin and socket
• assemble and finish the dovetail joint.
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Job Sequence

• Check the wooden piece for its size 50x38x200mm
using folding rule.

• Plane it to size on the face side face edge and true it by
making it square to the face side using jack plane.

• Cut all the end wastes and cut it into two pieces of size
to square 44 x 32 x 90 - 2 Nos with tenon saw.

• Hold the dovetail pin piece horizontally on the vice.

• Mark 30mm line from the left end with a try square.

• Measure 1/4 th of the size on both ends and keep the
remaining 1/2 size in the middle. (Fig 1)

• Mark 1/6th pitch angle as dovetail angle from shoulders
line (shown in skill sequence)

• Hold the piece vertically in a vice and tighten it.

• Cut the shoulders of the pin using dovetail saw.
(Fig 2)

• Hold the piece again vertically and cut the waste of the
dovetail pin with dovetail saw on the paralled side.
(Fig.3)

• Hold the piece horizontally on the vice.

• Cut on the shoulder line using dovetail saw carefully.

• Reverse the job and hold it and cut away the shoulder
part using dovetail saw. (Fig 4)

• Finish the corners and walls of the dove tail pin using
bevel edge chisel.

• Place the dovetail pin piece over the socket piece and
mark the dimension of the socket. (Fig 5) or Mark the
measurement on dovetail socket piece as per drawing.

• Hold the socket piece vertically on the vice.

• Rip the sides of the socket sawing the waste side of the
lines with dovetail saw.

• Pare out the socket surface on waste side of lines. (Fig 6)

• Chip out waste material.

• Start chiselling the face of the socket horizontally and
obliquely.

• Chisel up to half the depth of socket.

Construction : Carpenter (NSQF LEVEL - 4) - Exercise - 1.2.35
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Skill sequence 1

Objective: This shall help you to
• choose the dove tail angle.

Choosing  the dovetail angle

Draw a line 1cm on the edge of the board horizontally
measure 5cm, 7cm 8cm and 9cm perpendicular to the 1cm
horizontal line.

Connect the 1cm point to the perpendicular 5 to 9 points as
shown.

Choose any one of these angles as dovetail angle. (Fig 1)

• Reverse the job and chisel away the waste material
from the other end.

• Finish the walls of socket and its corners using firmer
chisel. (Fig 7)

• Assemble the socket piece and the pin piece together.

• Finish the single dovetail joint. (Fig 8)

Construction : Carpenter (NSQF LEVEL - 4) - Exercise - 1.2.35
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Construction      Exercise 1.2.36
Carpenter - Framing, housing, dovetail, broadening & lengthening joints

Common dovetail joint
Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• make a common dovetail joint.
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Job Sequence

• Check the wooden piece for its size (300x120x25)
using folding rule.

• Plane it to size and make the face edge square to the
face side using jack plane.

• Cut it into two pieces of size 100 x 20 x 130mm using
tenon saw.

• Mark the thickness of one part is to be marked on the
other part. (Fig 1) of the piece.

• Keep the stock of the trysquare against to the face edge
mark the thickness of 20mm all around the first part.

• Similarly mark the thickness of the first part on the
second piece of piece with try square. (Fig 2&3)

• Use a trysquare to draw marking out lines at distances
of half the thickness in the first part.  Let the lines be
marked all around the part.  (Fig 4)

• Again divide this line into 6 equal  parts starting and
ending with a 1/12 part of  distance. (Fig 5)

Construction : Carpenter (NSQF LEVEL - 4) - Exercise - 1.2.36

• The sloping lines are drawn with a pencil.  Join the end
and the line at a distance of 3 times thickness.

• Continue these lines on the end grains using a try
square.  Draw sloping lines at its back.

• Fix the piece vertically in the vice.  Cut the walls of
dovetail pin using dovetail saw. (Fig 6)

• Saw on the waste side of the marking out line.  Saw
perpendicularly to the sides of piece and upto the gauge
line. (Fig 7)

• Chisel out the waste of dove tail pin with bevel edge
chisel or firmer chisel. (Fig 8)

• Cut out small pieces of waste until gauge line is
reached.  Repeat the same procedure for the other
dovetail pin also.

• When the pin member is ready make it rest on the socket
piece end side, holding it in vice as shown in Fig 9.

• Hold the dovetail pin in the left hand and with right hand
mark out the profile of the dovetail with a scriber on the
socket piece.

• Hold it in the vice and with dovetail saw cut the walls of
the dove tail sockets. (Fig 10)

• Saw on the waste side of the line.
• Divide the line drawn at 3 times thickness into 3 equal

parts.
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• If the fit is tight trim it with a bevel edge chisel and
remove the excess material.

• See that there is no “play” between the joints. (Fig 12)

Construction : Carpenter (NSQF LEVEL - 4) - Exercise - 1.2.36

• Chisel the waste of dove-tail sockets carefully using
firmer chisel. (Fig 11)

• Take care to see the side walls are not damaged.
(Fig.11)

• Assemble the pin and socket pieces together properly.

• Check the squareness and flatness of the job.

• Finish the job smoothly using smoothing plane.

Play is the free movement between the two
parts of the joint due to the fact that they do not
fit properly.

• Check the squareness of the job.  Check the flatness
of the edges.  (Fig 13).

• After assembly the work piece should be planed
smoothly.
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Construction      Exercise 1.2.37
Carpenter - Framing, housing, dovetail, broadening & lengthening joints

Lapped dovetail joint
Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• make a lapped dovetail joint.
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• A bevel square is set to the required angle. (Fig 4)

• Set the bevel square on the work piece and mark with
marking knife the dove tail angles. (Fig 5a)

Construction : Carpenter (NSQF LEVEL - 4) - Exercise - 1.2.37

• Make a simple drawing to get a pitch angle one in six
to which a bevel square can be set. (Fig 3)

• Mark and cut the plank lengths of  200mm - 2 Nos.
(Fig 1)

• Saw off the waste end and finish it to square.

• On the  face side mark out distance of 7.5 mm at the
right end.

• On these lines markout 10mm, 20mm, 10, 20 and
10mm as shown in Fig 2.

• With try square mark lines across the end grain.
(Fig.5b)

Job Sequence

• Check the wooden pieces for its size of 75x25x225mm
- 2 Nos.

• Plane it to the required size of 70x20x225mm  - 2 Nos.
and make the face edge square to face side.

• Check the trueness of size and squareness of the
pieces by using Try - square.
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• Work down until half of the thickness.

• Reverse the work piece.

• Continue cutting and chiselling from the reverse side.
(Fig 8)

• Mark the waste areas using pencil (end grain).

• From the squared lines on the end grain draw oblique
lines on the reverse side also. (Fig 5C)

• Mark the waste areas using pencil (face side).

• Hold the marked piece in the carpenter’s vice.(Fig 6)

• Hold the dovetail saw square to the marked lines. (Fig 6)

• Hold the piece so that the dovetail angle is vertical to the
base to facilitate straight sawing.

• Lay the job on a scrap wooden plank.

• Chisel off the wastes away in thin layers. (Fig 7)

• Finish the surface and smoothen the walls.

• Hold the other piece (socket piece) on the carpenter’s
vice.

• Keep the position the first piece on top of the second
piece. (Fig 9)

• Scribe a round the dovetail pins on the end grain of the
second piece.

• Remove it from the vice.

• Square down all the marked lines. (Fig 10a)

• Mark the waste areas.

• Hold the piece in the vice and saw in the position shown
in Figure 10b up to the gauge line. (Fig 10b)

• Lay the work piece on a scrap wood.

• Cut and chisel the wastes away in thin layers. (Fig 11)

• Check and correct by smoothening the walls.  (Fig 12)

• Do not cut away beyond the marking lines.

• Assemble the pieces together properly.

Construction : Carpenter (NSQF LEVEL - 4) - Exercise - 1.2.37
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• Use a batten piece and mallet while assembling.
(Fig 13)

• Check the joint for the squareness and evenness.
(Fig 14)

Construction : Carpenter (NSQF LEVEL - 4) - Exercise - 1.2.37
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Construction      Exercise 1.2.38
Carpenter - Framing, housing, dovetail, broadening & lengthening joints

Secret mitre dovetail joint
Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• make a secret mitre dovetail joint.
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• Hold the piece horizontally make a saw cut to a depth
of 14 mm (marked in dotted line) on both the parts A and
B. (Fig 2)

• Make a slope chisel cut on the waste side to form a
Mitre. (Fig 3)

• Make the dove tails taking 1/5 pitch angle. (Fig 4)

• With dove tail saw, cut the pin parts in a diagonal
direction. (Fig 4)

• Cut the pin part correctly and finish it properly.

• Cut out the corner mitre on both sides.

• Then with bevel edge chisel cut out the lap mitre as
shown in Fig 5.

First chisel out the half of the lap mitre from
right end and then from left end.

Job Sequence

• Check the wooden pieces for its size using four fold
wooden rule.

• Plane it to size and square the face side and the face
edge using jack plane.

• Cut it into two pieces of size 100 x 20 x 150mm.

• Finish both the pieces to the required size of 80 x 20 x
140mm.

• Check if it is really true to size, square and for evenness.

• Mark a line on one end of the piece equal to the
thickness of the job.

While making this joint the pin parts must be
cut first.

• To form a lap on both sides rebates have to be cut 6mm.

• Mark the lines of the rebate as shown in Fig.1 using
folding rule, try square and marking gauge

• Mark the mitre line on the edges of the job. (Fig 1) using
bevel square.

• Hold the piece in a vice to make saw cuts on the rebate
lines of Z and Y.

• With dovetail saw, make a saw cut to a depth of 6 mm,
on  both the pieces (From the edges  6mm)

Construction : Carpenter (NSQF LEVEL - 4) - Exercise - 1.2.38
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• Trim it with a block plane after chiselling mitre. (Fig 6)

Keep a guide piece while planing with a block
plane.  In this case a piece of wood with end
planing of 45° may be used under lap mitre
while planing.

• Keep the piece tightened in the vice.

• Keeping the saw on the waste side, make the saw-cut
marks. (Fig 8)

• Chop out all the excess wood with (bevel edge) chisel.

• Finish socket piece neatly and properly.

• Cut the mitre in the same way as done in pin piece
(Fig9)

• With a scriber mark the exact shape of the dovetails to
be cut.

• Square the marks across the rebate.

Construction : Carpenter (NSQF LEVEL - 4) - Exercise - 1.2.38

Marking dovetails.

• Place the socket piece A on the bench with rebate side
on the top. (Fig 7)

• Position the piece B so that it lines up exactly on the
gauge lines. (Fig 7)

• Finish the part as done in part B.

• Assemble the pieces together by gently tapping it with
mallet.

• If the joint is tight slightly pare the front corners of the
dove tails.  Then refit it.

• Finish the job using smoothing plane.

• Check the squareness and flatness of the job.
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Skill sequence

Objectives: This shall help you to
• mark the dove tail angles.

Marking sequence

Draw 3 lines on the wooden piece  ie 1/2 x  X and 2X as
shown in Fig 10 where X is the thickness of wood. (Fig 1)

Z is the width of plank .

Z should be divided into possible number of equal distances.

In this case Z = 80

To get the no. divide Z/X = 80/24 = 3.33

Round it off to nearer even number i.e 4.

Divide the width into four approximately equal parts which
is Y here.

Join 1/2Y distance at the top on both edges from the
extreme points of 3 x distance.

Join the middle point i.e. 2Y as  shown.

Check the raw material for its size.

Construction : Carpenter (NSQF LEVEL - 4) - Exercise - 1.2.38
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Construction     Exercise 1.2.39
Carpenter - Framing, housing, dovetail, broadening & lengthening joints

Simple butt joint
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• make a simple butt joint.
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Job Sequence

• Check the wooden pieces for its size using four fold
wooden rule.

• Plane it to size of 90 x 15 x 450mm - 2 Nos using jack
plane.

• Check its flatness, squareness and trueness of the
face side and face edge using Try square and winding
strip.

• Keep one piece over the other and check the alignment.
(Fig 1)

• Hold the straight edge on the back of the two pieces
and check the flatness.

• If not square, plane the higher side of the part and finish
it.

• Hold the two pieces in the vice keeping edge side
upward and make parallel to each other.

• Apply fevicol on the face edges of both the plank
uniformly. (Fig 2)

• Take the upper piece and put it on the bottom piece.

• Rub it three or four times to squeeze the fevicol into the
grains. (Fig 3)

• Keep the two planks pressed in a `T’ clamp on both
right and left sides. (Fig 4)

Construction : Carpenter (NSQF LEVEL - 4) - Exercise - 1.2.39

• Allow the fevicol to dry.

• Remove the ̀ T’ clamp from plank.

• Finish the surface of the joint using the smoothing
plane. (Fig 5)
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Construction     Exercise 1.2.40
Carpenter - Framing, housing, dovetail, broadening & lengthening joints

Rebate butt joint
Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• make a rebate butt joint.
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Job Sequence

• Check the wooden pieces for its size using four folding
rule.

• Plane it to size of 80 × 20 × 450 - 2 No’s using jack
plane.

• Check the squareness of face side and face edge with
a try square.

• Check the flatness of the face edge, and face side
using Try square and straight edge.

• Hold both the planks side by side in a carpenter’s
vice.Fig 1

• Take a rebate plane of adjustable type.

• Adjust its depth regulating fence to 10 mm and the
width regulating fence to 20 mm.

• Set the marking gauge for 10mm. Keep the marking
gauge against to the face side, scribe the line 10mm
on the face edge of first plank. (Fig 1)

• Set the markig gauge for 20mm. Similarly keep the
marking gauge against to the face edge scribe a line of
20mm width on the face side of first plank.

• Keep the marking gauge against to face side of the
second plank, scribe a line 10mm on the face edge
(Fig 1).

• Keep the marking gauge against to face edge of the
second plank, scribe a 20 mm line on the face side.

•  Keep the marked plank against the bench stop on the
work bench (Fig 2)

Construction : Carpenter (NSQF LEVEL - 4) - Exercise - 1.2.40

• The spur of the rebate plane cut the wood fibres before
they are planed by the plane iron and the spur ensures
the rebate being straight and even. (Fig 3).

• Use the support or guide piece while planing the rebate
surface.

When the fences are adjusted care must be
taken to see that the fences being true and
parallel to the edge of the bottom.

• Check its squareness and flatness of the rebate with
try square.(Fig 5)

• Plane the planks with the rebate plane with the above
settings. (Fig 4)
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• Hold the plank flatly and keep the rebate of the second
plank just.

• Keep both the planks together and check its alignment.

• Apply glue on the rebate part of both the planks and fix
both the planks along its rebate. Just move to and fro
to spread the glue evenly (Fig 6).

• Clamp it in a bar clamp and tighten it (Fig 6)

• Allow glue to dry. Remove the cramp, finish the joint
using smoothing plane.

• Check the flatness of the job using straight edge.
(Fig 7)
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Construction     Exercise 1.2.41
Carpenter - Framing, housing, dovetail, broadening & lengthening joints

Pocket screw butt joint
Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• make a pocket screw butt joint.
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• Hold the hand-drill in the left hand and keep it square to
the marked points of the screws.

• Hold the plank in the vice tightly for drilling holes.

• Fix a depth stop the drill bit to the required depth of the
screw.

• Make 3 pilot holes of dia 2mm at 50,225 and 400mm
with hand drill as shown in the sketch to a depth of 25
mm (plank b). (Fig 3)

• Hold the wooden plank A with its face side in the vice.

• Chop of the slot in tringular shape using firmer chisel
and mallet upto the required thickness of screw. (Fig 4)

Job Sequence

• Check the wooden pieces for its size using four fold
wooden rule.

• Plane it to size of 90 x 20 x 450 -2 Nos using jack plane.

• Check the squareness of the face side and face edge
using straight edge and try square.

• Check the trueness of the corners for its angle and size
with try square.

• Hold both the wooden plank in the carpenters’ vice.

• Set the marking gauge to half the thickness of wood.

• Holding stock of the marking gauge against to the face
side scribe the gauge line in the middle of the face
edge.  (Fig 1)

Construction : Carpenter (NSQF LEVEL - 4) - Exercise - 1.2.41

• Mark the position of screw hole  at the distances of 50,
225 and 400 mm by pencil marks.  (Fig 2)

• Make a 3 pilot holes of 3mm dia for triangular slots.

• Apply fevical on the face edges of both planks uniformly.

• Clamp parts A and B at equal levels (Fig 5)

• Fix the 35 x 8 screw drive 60° in triangular slot shape
it to a depth of 25mm on the B plank.

• Similarly drive the other 2 screws in the plank B.

• Allow the fevicol to dry.

• Remove the “T” clamp from plank.

• Check the flatness of the plank using straight edge.

• Finish the surface of the joint using the smoothing
plane. (Fig 6)
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Construction     Exercise 1.2.42
Carpenter - Framing, housing, dovetail, broadening & lengthening joints

Secret pocket screw butt joint
Objective: At the end of this exercies you shall be able to
• make a secret pocket screw butt joint.
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• Hold both the parts  A and B, one piece being 10 mm
away from the right end of the other plank.  (Fig 2).

Job Sequence

• Check the wooden pieces for its size using four fold
wooden rule.

• Plane it to size of 90 x 20 x 450 -2 Nos.

• Plane the face edge square to the face side.

• Check the trueness, squareness and its flatness of the
wood using straight edge.

• Hold the plank B in the carpenter’s vice and tighten it

• Check the squareness with try square again.

• Hold the stock of the marking gauge against  to face
side of the plank scribe the centre line on the wooden
plank (A and B) separately. (Fig 1)

• Mark the distances 50 mm, 225mm and 400 mm along
the gauge line squaring the position of the screws
across both pieces using try square and pencil. (Fig 3)

• Remove both the pieces from the carpenter’s vice.

• Hold the plank B separately in the vice for drilling the
screw hole.

• Make a small indentation by the marking awl to place
the centre point of the brace-bit to prevent slipping.

• Place the brace square to the (Fig 4) indented points
of the wooden planks

• Make 3 pilot holes of dia 2 mm at 50, 225 and 400 mm
with brace as shown in the sketch to a depth of 25 mm
using ratchet brace.(Fig 5)

Construction : Carpenter (NSQF LEVEL - 4) - Exercise - 1.2.42

• Fix the 35 x 8 screws and drive it to a depth of 25 mm
on the plank using screw driver (Fig 6).
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• Similarly drive the other 2 screws in the plank B.

• The projection of screw in plank B should be slightly
less than the depth of hole in A.

• Hold the wooden plank A with its bottom side upwards
in the vice.

• On the marked points drill 3 holes of diameter equivalent
to the diameter of screw-head.  (Fig 7)

• Adjoining the hold mark for a slot of size 10 x 8 x 10 mm
on the right side of the hole. (Fig 7)
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• Chop of the slot wood layer by layer  using firmer chisel
upto the required thickness (thickness of screw).

• Hold the plank A in the vice.

• Assemble the plank so that the screw head of plank B
enters the bore of plank A. (Fig 8).

• Clamp parts A and B at equal levels.  Tap gently the
part B to the left using ‘T’ - clamps.

• If both parts are in order, remove the clamp and finish
the fitting.  (Fig 9).

• Check the flatness of the plank using straight edge.
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Construction     Exercise 1.2.43
Carpenter - Framing, housing, dovetail, broadening & lengthening joints

Glued butt joint with dowel
Objective:  At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• make a glued butt with doweled joint.
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Job Sequence

• Check the wooden pieces for its size using four fold
wooden rule.

• Plane it to size of 90 × 14 × 450 -2 Nos using jack
plane.

• Check the flatness of the planed surfaces using
Try - square.

• Check the squareness of the face side and face edge.

• Check the trueness of the corners for its angle and
size with try square using straight edge.

• Hold both the wooden plank in the carpenter’s vice.

• Set the marking gauge to half the thickness of wood.

• Holding stock of the marking gauge against to the face
side scribe the gauge line in the middle of the face
edge. (Fig 1)

• Mark the position of dowel pins at the distances of
50,225 and 400 mm by pencil marks. (Fig 2)

• Hold the plank in the vice tightly for drilling holes.

• Hold the hand - drill in the left hand and keep it square
to the marked points of the dowels.

• Fix a depth stop on the drill bit to the required depth of
the dowel - hole (27 mm).

• Before inserting the pins apply glues in the holes of
the plank or the dowel is smeared with glue.

• Fix the plank in vice and insert all the three dowelpins
in one plank upto a depth of 25 mm. (Fig 6)

Depth stop may be an adhesive tape rolled on
the periphery of the drill bit exactly to a height
of 27mm. (Fig 3)
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• Drill 5 mm dia hole upto the depth of 27mm at the
three points marked on the face edge of both the plank.

• After drilling the holes on the face edge of the plank,
countersink the holes slightly in order to take surplus
glue.

• Cut the dowel pin for a size of 50 mm in length and
6mm in dia.

• Slightly bevel the ends of dowel pins by the trimmer
shown. (Fig 4)

• Make a saw kerf along the length of the dowel pin. The
groove in the dowel allows air to pass out as it is driven
in (Fig 5)
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• Apply the fevicol on the face edge of both plank
uniformly. (Fig 7)

• Gently tap it and make a close fitting.

• Fix the ‘T’ clamp on the job and allow glue to dry.
(Fig 8)
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• Care should be taken to see that half the height of the
dowel pin is upwards above surface of the face-edge.

• Slowly place the other plank so that the dowel pin of
the first plank enters the dowel hole of second plank.

• Remove the ‘T’ clamp on the job and finish the joint
using smoothing plane. (Fig 9)
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Construction     Exercise 1.2.44
Carpenter - Framing, housing, dovetail, broadening & lengthening joints

Tongue and groove joint
Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• make a tongue and groove joint.
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Job Sequence

• Check the wooden pieces for its size using four fold
wooden rule.

• Plane it to size of 90 x 30 x 450 - 2 Nos using Jack plane

• Check the squareness of the face edge to the face side
on both the planks using Try - square

• Hold the planks, keeping it side by side on the carpenters’
vice and tighten it

• Set the spur of the mortise gauge to 10mm and 20mm.

• Keeping the stock of the mortise gauge against to the
face side scribe the line for 10mm and 20mm as shown
in the sketch. (Fig 1)

• Keep the stock of the mortise gauge aganist to the face
side of the other plank, scribe lines of 10mm and 20 mm
as shown in the sketch.

• Use mortise gauge square the lines on both the end
faces of the plank. (Fig 1)

Groove part

• Hold the plank in the vice

• Adjust the depth regulating fence and the width
regulating fence to 10mm each.

• Keep the plough plane with its fences bearing against
the face edge of the plank. (Fig 2)

• Plane it till the required depth and width is obtained.
(Fig.3)

Making the tongue part

• Select the cutting iron of the adjustable rebate plane to
a width of 10 mm or slightly less.

• Adjust the depth-regulating fence and the width
regulating fence both measuring 10mm.

• Place the plank against the bench stop on the work
bench.

When cutting rebate without an adjustable
plane use  a strip, nailed in position to act as
guide. (Fig 4)
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• Cut the shoulder for a rebate slightly before planing with
rebate plane.

• Plane the rebate part till the required width and depth is
obtained.

• Repeat the same procedure for planning rebate on the
other side of the plank and complete it.

The depth of the groove should be 1mm more
than the width of the tongue.

• The width of the tongue and groove should be 1/3 of
thickness of the plank.
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• When both the tongue part and groove part is ready,
apply glue on the surfaces of tongue and groove parts.

Apply glue uniformly with a brush.

• Hold the grooved plank on the vice.

• Fix the tongue part by inserting tongue along the
groove.  (Fig 5)

• Move it to and fro for the uniform spread of glue.

• Check the alignment.

• If the alignment is proper, clamp it in a bar-clamp.

• Allow the glue to dry.

• Remove the bar clamp from the plank.  Finish the plank
using smoothing plane. (Fig 6)

• Finish the tongue and groove joint. (Fig 7)
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Construction     Exercise 1.2.45
Carpenter - Framing, housing, dovetail, broadening & lengthening joints

End half lap joint.
Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• make a end half lap joint.
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• Square the marked lines on the edges of the job.

• Hold the job with face edge upwards in the vice. (Fig 2)

• Make a saw kerf first close to 24 mm line and 75 mm
line from left using tenon saw. (Fig 2)

• Saw upto a depth of 24 mm

• Hold the job vertically and cut off the shaded portion
using Hand saw/Tenon saw as shown in (Fig 3)

• Clean the surface of the saw-cut portion using firmer
chisel.

• Repeat the same procedure for other piece

• Finish the edge using firmer chisel (Fig 4)

• Keep the piece on the work bench

Construction : Carpenter (NSQF LEVEL - 4) - Exercise - 1.2.45

Job Sequence

• Check the wooden pieces for its size

• Plane it to size of 48 × 48 ×  250mm = 2 No’s.

• Check the flatness and squareness of face side and
face edge of the piece.

• Hold the pieces in carpenters. vice with side and face
edge of the both pieces.

• Holding the stock of marking gauge  against the face
edge of the job, mark 24 mm line as shown in Fig 1.

• Keeping the stock of try square against face side mark
200mm (Fig 1)

• Mark the position of drill hole on the job using hand
drill

• Drill 3mm holes on the marked lines with a hand drill
and counter sink. (Fig 5)

• Repeat the same procedure on the other piece also.

• Apply glue on half lap and shoulder surfaces of the
blocks evenly with a brush.

• Keep A block over B block and move it front and back
for the uniform spread for the glue. (Fig 5)

• Clamp it if necessary using ‘G’ clamp.

• Fix 40x8mm screws drive it to a depth 40mm on both
top and bottom surface.

• Similarly drive the other screw in the job.

• Allow the glue to dry. Remove the clamp.

• Finish the surfaces of the job using smoothing plane.

• Check the squareness and flatness of the job. (Fig 5)
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Construction     Exercise 1.2.46
Carpenter - Framing, housing, dovetail, broadening & lengthening joints

End over lap joint
Objective: At the end of this exercise youshall to able to
• make the end over lap joint.
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Job Sequence

• Check the size of wooden piece of 150x25x360mm
hard wood 1No. using four fold wooden rule.

• Plane it to size 140x23x360mm using jack plane.

• Cut into two pieces of size 140x23x175 using tenson
saw.

• Finish the edge using firmer chisel.

• Mark the job as per drawing (Fig 1) using try square.

• Keep the piece on the work bench.

• Mark the locations for the nails with marking awl.

• Repeat the same procedure on the other piecealso.

•  Apply glue on joining surface.

• Assemble both the pieces in place and tighten it using
‘G clamp’.

• Drive the nail through the job using hammer.

• Similarly, drive the other nails ion the job.

• Allow glue to dry, remove the G. clamp.

• Finish the joint using smoothing plane. (Fig 2)
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Construction     Exercise 1.2.47
Carpenter - Framing, housing, dovetail, broadening & lengthening joints

End bevel lap joint
Objective : At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• make a end bevel lap joint.
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Job Sequence

• Check the wooden piece for its size (50x25x270mm) =
2 No’s using four fold wooden rule.

• Plane it to size of 48x24x250mm =2 No’s using jack
plane.

• Check the squareness, trueness and flatness of the job
using try square, straight edge.

• Keep the saw on the waste side of the line.

• Hold the job on bench vice for marking.

• Mark 50mm lines from left end on the face edge using
try square (Fig 1) using marking gauge.

• Mark the job as per the drawing using try square and
scriber. (Fig 1)

• Finish the edge using firmer chisel.

• Keep the piece on the work bench

• Mark the position of drill hole on the job.

• Drill 3mm holes on the marked lines with a hand drill and
counter sink it. (Fig 5)

• Repeat the same procedure on the other piece also.

• Apply glue on joining surfaces.

• Assemble both the pieces together and drive the
screws on the counter sink holes on both top and
bottom surfaces. (Fig  5)

• Allow glue to dry.

• Finish the joint using smoothing plane.
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• Make saw cut across the line using tenon saw. (Fig 2)

• Hold the job vertically so that right end comes downward.

• At the right end surface  keep a hand saw and make an
angular sawing on the line. (Fig 3)

• Remove the top portion of the piece sawn by the hand
saw.

• Use firmer chisel to smooth the saw-cut part and
remove extra material. (Fig 4)

• Repeat the same procedure on the other piece also.
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Construction     Exercise 1.2.48
Carpenter - Framing, housing, dovetail, broadening & lengthening joints

Table scarf joint
Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• make a table scarf joint.
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• After sawing to a depth of 44 mm take a firmer chisel
and chop off the material from one end to the middle of
the part.  (Fig 3)

• Reverse the job and hold it in the vice and chop off the
material from the other end to the middle with firmer
chisel.  (Fig 3)

Job Sequence

• Check the wooden pieces for its size.

• Plane it to size of 250 x 66 x 48 - 2 Nos.

• Check the flatness and squareness of face side and
face edge of both the pieces.

• Hold piece B on the carpenters’ vice with face side
upwards.

• Holding the stock of marking gauge against to the face
edge of the job, mark 22 mm line as shown in the
figure1.

• Again set 44 mm in marking gauge and scribe the line
on the face side as shown in the sketch.  (Fig 1)

• Keeping the stock of try square against face side mark
100 mm and 200mm line. (Fig 1)

• Square the marked lines on the edges of the job.

• Hold the job with face edge upwards in the vice. (Fig 2)

• Make a saw kerf first close to 50 mm line and 150 mm
line from left using tenon saw. (Fig 2)

• Saw  upto a depth of 44 mm on 50 mm line and 150 mm
line.

• Level the trench part with the firmer chisel.  Clean the
shoulders of the trench and square the side walls and
corners.

• Hold the job vertically and cut off the shaded portion
using Hand saw/Tenon saw as shown in Figure 4.

• Clean the surface of the saw-cut portion using firmer
chisel.

• Repeat the same procedure for making Part A. (Fig 5)

• Apply glue on trench and shoulder surfaces of the
blocks evenly with a brush.

• Keep B block over A block and move it front and back
for the uniform spread for the glue. (Fig 6)

• Clamp it if necessary using ̀ G’clamp.

• Allow the glue to dry. Remove the clamp.

• Finish the surfaces of the job using smoothing plane.
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• Check the squareness and flatness of the job.
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Construction      Exercise 1.2.49
Carpenter - Framing, housing, dovetail, broadening & lengthening joints

End table scarf joint with wedge
Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• make a table scarf joint with wedges.
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• Set the spur of the marking gauge to a width of 40mm
and mark 40mm line on the face side of the job. (Fig 1)

• Set the spur of the marking gauge to 30mm and mark
10mm width on both the sides as per drawing.

• Hold the job in the carpenter’s vice with face edge side
upwards.

• Mark 50mm and 125mm lines on face edge using try
square.

• Make saw-cut upto a depth of 40mm, close to the
50mm line using tenon saw.

• Make another saw cut at a distance of 125mm from left,
upto a depth of 40mm.

• With firmer chisel chop off the excess material layer by
layer slowly upto a depth 40mm. (Fig 2)

• Pare the side wall and bottom suface evenly giving a
smooth surface with the firmer chisel.

• Hold the job vertically in the vice and with tenon saw
make a saw cut to a depth of 10mm and a width of 10mm
as shown in the sketch.

• Chip off the trench portion using firmer chisel and finish
the side walls squarely and smoothly. (Fig 3)

Job Sequence

• Check the wooden pieces for its size using four fold
wooden rule.

• Plane it to size of 60 x 30 x 200mm - 2 Nos using jack
plane.

• Check the squareness of the face side and the face
edge, with try square and straight edge.

• Check the trueness of size and flatness of face side and
face edge using try square and straight edge.

• Set the spur of the marking gauge to 20mm.

• Fix the job on the vice, keeping the face side upwards.

• Keep the stock of the marking gauge against face edge
and push the gauge length wise on the face side. (Fig 1)

• Make another saw cut for a thickness of 20mm with
tenon saw to a depth of 75mm holding the job as shown
in Fig 4.

• Smooth the surface by removing the excess material if
any on the surface using firmer chisel.

• Check the flatness of the surface with try square.

• Hold the job in the vice with the end face on the top and
cut to a depth of 10mm using tenon saw. (Fig 5)
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• One part of the joint is ready.

• Follow the same procedure to make the second part
also. (Fig 8)

• Apply glue on the  bottom surfaces  of the top part and
the top surface of bottom part and assemble it.
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• Hold the job in the inverted position and cut to a depth
of 30mm using tenon saw.

• Remove the excess material and finish the surface with
firmer chisel. (Fig 6)

• Mark and make the wedges as per drawing. (Fig 7)

• Move the joint to and fro for the uniform spreading of
glues.

• After assembling the two pieces, 20mm gap will be
seen in the joint.

• Push the wedges in the gap. Push the 18mm width side
of the wedge from face side and 2mm width side wedge
from the back of the face side.

• Gently tap the wedge with a mallet and then level it to
the surface.

• Allow the glue to dry.  Finish the joint using smoothing
plane. (Fig 9)

• Check the flatness and squareness of the job using
trysquare.
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Construction    Exercise 1.2.50
Carpenter - Framing, housing, dovetail, broadening & lengthening joints

Bevel scarf joint
Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• make a bevel scarf joint.
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Job Sequence

• Check the wooden pieces for its size.

Work wood - 75 x50x300mm - 2 No’s

• Plane it to size of 70 x 40 x 275mm - 2 Nos.

• Check the squareness, trueness and flatness of the
job.

• Hold the job on bench vice for marking.

• Mark 40 mm, 50mm lines from left end on the face edge
using try square. (Fig 1)

• Extend the lines 40mm, 50mm on face side and
opposite side of the face side using try square. (Fig 1)

• Set the marking gauge 15mm, place the marking gauge
on face edge and scribe the line 15mm on face side and
opposite of the face side as per the drawing. (Fig 1)

• Join 50 mm point on the edge of the face side with 15
mm depth line using bevel square. Join A & B.

• Repeat the same procedure on the opposite side of face
side.

• Measure and mark 15 mm from right end bottom of the
job ̀ (C) vertically.

• Measure and mark 10 mm from right end bottom of the
job Horizontally (D) here. Join C & D.

• Join B and C which is slant.

• Repeat the same procedure on the opposite side of the
face side. Hold the job on a vice.

• Make inclined saw cut along the line AB using tenon
saw. (Fig 2)

• Hold the job vertically so that right end comes upward.

• At the right end surface  keep a hand saw and make an
angular sawing on the line CB. (Fig 3)

• Remove the top portion of the piece sawn by the hand
saw.
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• Use firmer chisel to smooth the saw-cut part and
remove extra material if any.

• Cut along line CD and remove waste portion using tenon
saw. (Fig 4)

• Finish the edge using firmer chisel.

• Keep the piece on the work bench

• Mark the position of drill hole on the job.
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• Drill 3mm holes on the marked lines with a hand drill and
counter sink it. (Fig 5)

• Repeat the same procedure on the other piece also.

• Apply glue on joining surfaces.

• Assemble both the pieces together and drive the
screws on the counter sunk holes on both top and
bottom surfaces. (Fig  5)

• Allow glue to dry.

• Finish the joint using smoothing plane.
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Construction      Exercise 1.3.51
Carpenter -  Simple furniture making

Make Tea table frame to lock four legs, top rails and bottom rails
Objectives : At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• make tea table legs
• make tea table top rails.
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• Mark and make the stopped tenon on both the ends of
top rail pieces as per the drawing. (Fig 2)

Job Sequence

• Check the wooden pieces for its size with tap rule.

Hard wood 50 x 50 x 450mm (legs) - 4 Nos.

Hard wood 50 x 25 x 725 (rails) - 4 Nos.

Hard wood 50 x 25 x 425 (rails) - 4 Nos.

• Plane all the work pieces to the required width and
thickness to square as per drawing.

40 × 40 × 415 (Legs)  - 4 Nos

45 × 21 × 690 (Front and back rails)  - 4 Nos

45 × 21 × 390mm (Side rails) - 4 Nos

• Check the width and thickness of pieces as per the
drawing using folding rule.

• Mark and make the stopped mortise on the top part of
the four legs as per the drawing. (Fig 1)

• Assemble the pieces together as shown in (Fig 3).
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Construction   Exercise 1.3.52
Carpenter - Simple furniture making

Half lap dovetail joint on tea table bottom rails
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• make a half lap dovetail pin and socket
• assemble the bottom rails.
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Job Sequence

• Check the bottom rails for required length, width and
thickness to make half lap dovetail joint.

45 x 21 x 690mm - 2 No’s

45 x 21 x 390mm - 2 No’s

• Mark and make half lap dovetail pin on both the end of
bottom rails as per drawing. (Fig 1)

• Mark and make the half lap dovetail socket on bottom
four legs as per the drawing. (Fig 2)

• Assemble the frame pieces together properly. (Fig 3)
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Construction Exercise 1.3.53
Carpenter -  Simple furniture making

Tongue and groove joint on tea table top and assembly
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• make a tounge and groove joint on top plank
• prepare the wooden peg
• assemble the tea table frame
• fix the top plank on tea table frame.
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Mark the tongue and groove part as per the drawing.
(Fig 1)

Groove part

• Hold the plank in the vice

• Adjust the depth regulating fence and the width regulating
fence to 15mm each.

• Keep the plough plane with its fences bearing against
the face edge of the plank. (Fig 2)

Making the tongue part

• Select the cutting iron of the adjustable rebate plane to
a width of 5 mm or slightly less.

• Adjust the depth-regulating fence and the width
regulating fence both measuring 15mm.

• Place the plank against the bench stop on the work
bench.

When cutting rebate without an adjustable
plane use  a strip, nailed in position to act as
guide. (Fig 4)

• Cut the shoulder for a rebate slightly before planing with
rebate plane. (Fig 3)

Job Sequence

• Check the wooden pieces for its size using folding rule.

• Plane the pieces to the required with and thickness to
square as per the drawing.

225x15x770mm - 1 No

240x15x770mm - 1 No.

• Mark and make the total length of tea table top as per
the drawing.

225x15x750mm - 1 No.

240x15x750mm - 1 No.

• Hold the planks, keeping it side by side on the carpenters’
vice and tighten it. (Fig 1)

• Plane the rebate part till the required width and depth is
obtained.

• Repeat the same procedure for planning rebate on the
other side of the plank and complete it. (Fig 4)

The depth of the groove should be 1mm more
than the width of the tongue.

• When both the tongue part and groove part is ready,
apply glue on the surfaces of tongue and groove parts.

• Fix the tongue part by inserting tongue along the
groove.

• Check the alignment.

• If the alignment is proper, clamp it in a bar-clamp.
(Fig 5)
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• Allow the glue to dry.

• Remove the bar clamp from the plank.  Finish the tea
table plank using smoothing plank. (Fig 6)

• Check the tea table top plank its size 450x15x760mm
using folding rule.

• Mark the drill hole position (Point) on centre of all the
mortices, on four legs of tea table.

• Prepare the wooden pegs as required.

Skill sequence 1

Objective: This shall help you to
• prepare the wooden peg.

• Set the bar clamp to suit the tea table frame.

• Provide the waste piece on both the sides of the frame.

• Apply the fevicol evenly on mortises and tenon surface
on one side of the frame pieces.

• Assemble the side frame pieces together properly.

• Place the side frame on the bar clamp and tighten it.

• Mark the drill hole on marked points of drill hole.

• Apply fevicol on the surface of wooden peg.

• Insert and drive the wooden peg through the drilled hole
cut off the projected wooden pegs.

• Repeat the same procedure for the other side frame.

• Apply the glue on top and bottom of other two side rails
(Tenon) and mortices, dovetail socket and pins.

• Assemble both the glued side frame together properly

• Place the bar clamp on the frame assembly.

• Tighten the bar clamp.

• Make the drill hole on marked points.

• Apply glue on the surface of wooden peg.

• insert and drive the wooden peg through the drilled hole
properly.

• Cut off the projected wooden pegs.

• Repeat the same procedure for assembling driling and
fixing the wooden peg on the other side frame.

• Mark the frame measurements on top plank.

• Mark the measurements on top plank to make a drill
hole for fixing the screws.

• Make the drill hole on the marked points.

• Counter sunk the drill hole on top surface of the top
plank.

• Drive the screws through the drilled hole till it is seated
below the surface level.

• Cover the drilled surface using putty.

• Smooth all the surfaces of the stool using sand paper.

• Finish the tea table.

Prepare the wooden peg

Select the wooden pieces with uniform and straight grains.

Cut the wooden pieces into 12 x 12 x 50mm size - 16 Nos.
(Fig 1)

Place the wooden peg on bench hook.

Taper the peg on one side using firmer chisel.

Turn the peg and place the tapered surface down to the
bench hook. (Fig 2)

Taper the other side of pag using firmer chisel (Fig 2)

Repeat the same procedure on other two sides. (Fig 2)
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Skill sequence 2

Objective: This shall help you to
• assemble the rails and legs of tea table frame.

Tea table frame assembly

Check all the legs and rails for its size before assembling.

Adjust the bar clamp to set the side frame including the
wooden support piece between the sliding shoes of the
clamp.

Apply glue on stopped mortise, tenon and half lap dovetail
surface of the side frame of the tea table.

Assemble the side frame legs and rails of the tea table
together. (Fig 1)

Place the assembled frame over the bar clamp and tighten
it using the wooden support piece on either sides of the
shoes (jaws). (Fig 2)

Make a 6mm drill hole on centre of the joints.

Apply glue on the sides of the wooden peg.

Insert the wooden peg on drilled hole properly

Remove the projected wooden peg.

Repeat the same procedure for the other side frame.

Apply glue on stopped mortise, tenon and half lap dovetail
surface on front and back rails of the tea table frame.

Assemble the front and back rails with side frames together
properly.

Adjust and place the bar clamp  over the assembled frame
using wooden mallet.(Fig 3)

Support pieces on either side of the shoes and tighten it
correctly.

Make a drill hole on the centre of joints of the joints.

Apply glue on the surface of woden peg.

Insert the wooden pegs in the drilled holes properly.

Cut off the projected wooden peg.

Repeat the same procedure for the other side of the teapoy
also.

Check the frame to the required size and the twistness.

Clean with rag to remove the extra glue from the frame.
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Skill sequence 3

Objective: This shall help you to
• fix the top plank on tea table frame.

Top plank fixing

Mark the points on rails of the frame for drilling holes as per
drawing using steel rule, try square and scriber. (Fig 1)

Extend the lines to inside width of  rails using try square and
scriber. (Fig 1)

Select and set 3mm drill bit on drill chuck to drill the hole.

Drill the hole on marked points of rails at an angle of 60° of
the frame for screwing.

Adjust the marking gauge 25mm distance and mark the
line on inside width of the rails for making pocket shape.

Make the pocket shape on drilled hole using 3/4" (20mm
firmer chisel and mallet.

Mark the position of the frame on plank.

Place the frame on plank on marked line.

Place the screws on pocket holes.

Drive the screws through pocket holes using screw driver
till the screw head seats on the pocket lines. (Fig 1)

Check the tightness of plank with  frame. (Fig 2)

Check the finished size of the tea table. (Fig 3)
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Construction     Exercise 1.3.54
Carpenter - Simple furniture making

Make a small wall bracket frame
Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• mark and make the small wall bracket frame.
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Job Sequence

Side pieces

• Check the work pieces, for the required measurements.

side pieces 200 x 30 x 400 - 2 No’s using folding rule.

• Plane the pieces to the required width and thickness
using jack plane. Size 180x25x330mm = 2 No’s

• Mark the dimensions on the surface of the side pieces,
the profile as per drawing. (Fig 1)

• Set the wing compass and mark the convex lines on
the surface of the side pieces as per drawings. (Fig 1)

• Adjust the wing compass and mark the concave line on
the surface of the job to get continuation with marked
convex lines as per drawing. (Fig 1)

Top piece

• Check the work piece for the required measurements.
100 x 25 x 500 = 1 No
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Lining piece

• Check the work piece for the required  measurements
50 x 25 x 500 - 1 No.

• Plane the piece to the size 35x20x460mm = 1 No.

• Mark the dimensions of the lining piece profile as per
drawing. (Fig 2)

• Plane the piece to the required size 75x20x430mm.

• Mark the dimension of the top piece profile as per
drawing. (Fig 3)

Bottom piece

• Check the work piece for the required measurements
175 x 25 x 500 = 1 No

• Plane the piece to the required size 150x20x430.

• Mark the dimensions of the bottom piece profile as per
drawing. (Fig 4)

Back piece

• Check the work piece for the required measurements.

• Prepare 430x 220x6mm ply wood as per dimension of
the table for  fixing on the back side of the frame.
(Fig 5)
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Construction     Exercise 1.3.55
Carpenter - Simple furniture making

Stopped tenon & mortise joint on small wall bracket frame to set the shelves
Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• make a stopped tenon and mortise.
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Job Sequence

Side pieces

• Mark all the work pieces to the required size as per the
drawing

• Mark and make a stopped mortise on side piece as per
drawing. (Fig 1)

• Hold the side piece on the vice.

• Select the compass saw

• Set the saw on marked line

• Start sawing slowly with the compass saw make the
concave and convex  surface on side. piece as per
drawing. (Fig 1)

• Repeat the same procedure for the other side piece.

Bottom piece

• Mark and make the stopped tenon as per the drawing.
(Fig 2)

• Check the stopped mortise and tenon surface.

Top piece

• Mark and make the stopped tenon as per the drawing.
(Fig 2)
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Construction     Exercise 1.3.56
Carpenter - Simple furniture making

Make shelves by six pieces with single half lap dovetail joint and assemble
with small wall bracket
Objectives : At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• make the half lap dovetail
• make the rebate
• assemble and finish the wall bracket.
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Job Sequence

• Check the marking for the side pieces as per the
required measurement.

• Mark and make the single half lap dovtail socket on
the side pieces top as per the drawing. (Fig 1)
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• Mark and make single half lap dovetail pin of the lining
piece per the drawing. (Fig 2)

• Mark and make a rebate on back side of the frame
pieces to fix the ply wood.

Assembling and finishing

• Apply the glue on the shelves by six pieces on the
surface stopped mortise, tenon and single half lap
dovetail socket and pin using brush. (Fig 3 & 4)

• Assemble the pieces together using mallet/hammer.
(Fig 1,2,3 & 4)

• Place the wall bracket over bar clamp and tighten it

• Drill a hole on the marked point of the drill hole using
power drilling machine.

• Screw the side together using 35mm screw.

• Drive the screws so that screw head should sit properly
in the counter sink holes.

• Screw the lining piece on top of the side pieces with 35
mm screw using screw driver.

• Fix the 6mm ply wood on rebate surface of the frame
using 20 mm wire nail.(Fig 5)

• Check the squareness of the job.

• Smooth the surface of the wall bracket using sand
paper No 60, 120, 150

• Finish the small wall bracket. (Fig 6)
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Construction    Exercise 1.3.57
Carpenter - Simple furniture making

Make a four side of chalk box tray with common dovetail joint
Objectives : At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• make a four side of the chalk box
• marking a common dovetail joint.
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Job Sequence

• Check the wooden pieces for its size using folding rule.

210 x 25 x 410mm = 2 No’s

210 x 25 x 610mm = 1 No.

• Plane the material to size using jack plane.

200 x 20 x 470mm = 2 No’s

200 x 20 x 610mm = 1 No.

• Check the work piece for its flatness and squareness
between side and edge surface with a try square.

• Mark the measurements of side pieces 400mm, 400mm
and square the edges and smoothen it using firmer
chisel. (Fig 1)

• Mark the measurements of front and back piece to the
length 300mm, 300mm with cutting allowance. (Fig 2)

• Cut the front and back plank to the length of 300,30mm
and square the edges and smoothen it using firmer
chisel.

• Make one plank of size 185x20x300 = 1 No for front
side. (Fig 3)
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Construction   Exercise 1.3.58
Carpenter - Simple furniture making

Make grooves on three sides of the chalk box tray
Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• make the grooves.
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Job Sequence

• Check the three plane wood using folding rule

• 200 x 20 x 400 = 2 Nos side plank

• 200 x 20 x 300 = 1 No back plank

• Mark the grooves in three pieces using wooden rule
and marking gauge as per the drawing. (Fig 1)

• Set the grooving plane to a width of 5mm and to a
depth of 10mm.

• Hold the plank in the vice (Fig 2)
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• Keep the grooving plane with its fences bearing
against the face side of the plank

• Move the plane along the grain. (Fig 2)

• Plane it till required depth.

• Repeat the same procedure for the other two pieces.

• Remove the wood shavings.

• Finish the grooves in three pieces of chalk box (Fig 3)
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Construction    Exercise 1.3.59
Carpenter - Simple furniture making

Make the lid with handle for chalk box
Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• make the lid with handle.
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Job Sequence

•  Check the wooden pieces for its size.

• Plywood 400× 300× 5mm - 1 No.

• Teakwood 50× 25× 210mm - 1 No

• Plane the ply wood size of 390× 270 × 5mm for the
lid. (Fig 1)

• Plane the teak wood reaper of size of the 45×  20

× 210mm

• Take the teakwood reaper cut it to a length of 200mm
for the handle piece.
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• Mark and make a drill hole for the handle piece. (Fig 1)

• Apply fevicol on the plywood lid of size 390 × 280×
× 5mm in the front edge only.

• Affix the handle reaper 45 × 10× 200mm as shown in
the sketch 1 and drive the screw using the screw driver
on lid. (Fig 2)

• Check the squareness of the lid and handle.

• Smooth the surface of the lid using sand paper. (Fig 2)
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Construction   Exercise 1.3.60
Carpenter - Simple furniture making

Make a common dovetail joint apply to lock four sides of chalk box tray
Objectives : At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• make a common dovetail joint
• assemble four side of chalk box.
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Job Sequence

• Check the dimension for the four plank pieces.

• Mark the common dovetail pin as per the drawing
(Fig 1 & 2)
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• Mark the waste areas using pencil.

• Fix the piece veritcally in the vice, cut the walls of dove
tail pin using dove tail saw. (Fig 3)

• Chisel out the waste of dove tail pin with bevel edge
chisel. (Fig 4)

• Finish the surface and smoothen the walls.

• Repeat the same procedure for making the dovtail pin
of all other edges of chalk box tray.

• When the pin member is ready make it rest on the
socket piece end side.

• Hold the dovetail pin in the left hand and with right hand
mark out the profile of the dovetail with a scriber on the
socket piece.

• Hold it in vice and with dovetail saw cut the walls of the
dove tail sockets. (Fig 5)

• Saw on the waste side of the line

• Chisel the waste of dovetail sockets carefully using
firmer chisel. (Fig 6)
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• Repeat the same procedure for making the dovetail
socket of all other edges of chalk box tray.

• Assemble the common dovetail pin and socket.
(Fig 7)

• Mark the nail point on the chalk box tray using marking
awl.

• Select the nail as per the required size.

• Apply fevicol on the dovetail pin and socket surface of
the four planks.

• Assemble the plank as per drawing.

• Check the squareness of the chalk box tray.

• Place the tray on the bar clamp with wooden support
pieces and tighten it.

• Insert and drive the nails in the marked nail point using
ball pein hammer on four side of chalk box tray.

• Allow the glue to dry.

• Smoothing all the surfaces of chalk box tray using
smoothing plane. (Fig 8)
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Construction   Exercise 1.3.61
Carpenter - Simple furniture making

Make a base for chalk box and assemble
Objective : At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• fix the bottom plank of chalk box.
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Job Sequence

• Check the bottom plywood piece for its size

• Plane the ply wood edge to the size 400x300x5mm.
(Fig 1)

• Affix the plywood of size 400x300x5 on the bottom
side of the chalk box tay and nail it properly.

• Smoothen all the surface of the chalk box tray with
smoothing plane.

• Insert the top plank (lid) in provided grooves of the chalk
box tray. (Fig 4)

• Smooth all the surface of the chalk box using sand
paper. (Fig 4)
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• Mark the tray measurement on the base plywood.

• Mark the measurement for nailing.

• Apply fevicol on bottom surface of chalk box tray
properly. (Fig 2)

• Finish the chalk box.
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Construction   Exercise 1.3.62
Carpenter - Simple furniture making

Layout of stool and make cutting list
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• make the layout for a small stool
• prepare the cutting list for a standard height taper legged stool.
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Job Sequence

• Draw  AB 375mm horizontal line (Fig 1)

• Draw perpendicular line 325mm at the point A and B.
(Fig 1)

• Mark AC 529mm, CD 375mm (Fig 1)

• Join C and D (Fig 1)

• Mark CE, DF 37.5mm.

• Join AE and BF

• Draw parallel line I.G at a distance of 45mm from A-E

• Draw parallel line JH at a distance of 45mm from B-F.

• Draw parallel line K-L at a distance of 65mm from E-F

• Draw the parallel lien M-N and O.P at a distance of
45mm from A-B.

• Draw parallel line X-Y 350mm at a distance of 12.5mm
from CD (Fig. 2)

• Join X1 and Y1 (Fig 2)

• Draw a square ABCD = 350mm size (Fig. 3)

Skill Sequence - 1

Objective: This shall help you to
• prepare the cutting list for standard height taper ledged stool.

Cutting list for 1 No

• Teak wood

• 50x50x550mm - 4 No’s, for leg.

• 75x25x250mm - 4 No’s , top nails

• 50x25x400mm - 4 No’s - bottom nails

• 375x375x25mm - 1 No - Top plank

• Wood screws 35x6 - 8 No’s

• Fevicol  - 250 gms

• Ready made putty - as read

• Sand paper No 10 and 12 each - 1 No.
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Construction  Exercise 1.3.63
Carpenter - Simple furniture making

Prepare standard height tapper legged stool
Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• make the standard height tapper legged stool.
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Job Sequence

• Plane all the work pieces to the required width and
thickness to square as per the drawing.

• Mark and make the total length of four legs as per the
drawing. (Fig 1)

• Mark and make the haunched mortice on top part of  four
legs. (Fig 1)

• Mark and make the haunched tenon on both the ends
of top rails. (Fig 2)

• Mark and make the stop mortice of bottom legs as per
the given measurements. (Fig 1)

• Mark and make the taper on four legs as per given
measurements. (Fig 1)

• Mark and make the blind tenon on both the ends of
bottom rails. (Fig 3)

• Mark the drill hole position (point) on centre of all the
mortices on four legs of a stool.

• Prepare the wooden pegs as required.

• Set the bar clamp to suit the tapered legged stool frame.

• Provide the waste piece on both the sides of the frame.

• Apply the fevicol evenly on mortice and tenon surface on
one side of the frame pieces.

• Assemble the side frame pieces together properly.

• Place the side frame on the bar clamp and tighten it.

• Mark the drill hole on marked points of drill hole.

• Apply fevicol on the surface of wooden peg.

• Insert and drive the wooden peg through the drilled hole.
Cut off the projected wooden pegs.

• Repeat the same procedure for the other side frames.

• Apply the glue on top and bottom of other two side rails
(Tenon) and mortices.

• Assemble both the glued side frame together properly.

• Place the bar clamp on the frame assembly.

• Tighten the bar clamp.

• Make the drill hole on marked points.

• Apply glue on the surface of wooden peg.

• Insert and drive the wooden peg through the drilled hole
properly.

• Cut off the projected wooden pegs.

• Repeat the same procedure for assembling drilling and
fixing the wooden peg on the other side frame.

• Check the dimension and angle of the frame. (Fig 4)

• Prepare the top plank as required to square. (Fig 4)

• Mark the frame measurements on top plank. (Fig. 4)

• Mark the measurements on top plank to make a drill
hole for fixing the screws.

• Make the drill hole on the marked points.

• Counter sunk the drill hole on top surface of the top
plank.

• Drive the screws through the drilled hole till it seated
below the surface level.

• Cover the drilled surface using putty.

• Smoothen all the surfaces of the stool using sand
paper.

• Finish the stool.
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Placing the Top plank on the Frame.

Place the plank in an inverted condition

Place the stool frame on inverted top plank

Mark the size of frame on the plank

Find the centre as per drawing and drill two holes on the four
side, as per dimension given.  (Fig 1)

Tighten the top plank  with frame using ̀ G’ clamp and drive
the screws.

Screw head should be seated till the surface of counter
sink.

Skill sequence 1

Top plank fixing
Objective: This shall help you to
• top plank fixing.
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Rub the surface of the top plank, the legs and the top and
bottom rails with a wet cloth.

Scrap all the surfaces of the stool i.e. top plank, legs and
top and bottom rails using scraper.

Sand all the surfaces of the stool using No. 36 and 50 sand
paper, for rough finish.

Repeat sanding process using the sand paper No. 80 and
100

Apply wooden putty to cover screw heads and other gaps.

Sand again using the sand paper No.120.

Apply wood filler using cotton waste on the finished
surfaces of the wood.

Filler should be of the same colour of the wood.

Finish the taper legged stool Fig.1

Skill sequence 2

Finishing the wooden stool
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• scrap the wooden stool (top plank and frame)
• sand the wooden stool
• apply the filler on the gaps.
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Construction   Exercise 1.3.64
Carpenter - Simple furniture making

Demonstrate application of adhesive
Ojective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• demonstrate the application of adhesives.

Job Sequence

Instructor shall display and demonstrate to the
students regarding the different types of
adhesives and their applications.

• Trainees will note down all the displayed adhesive.

• Record them in table 1.

• Get it checked by the instructor.

                                                                         Table 1

Identify the type of application

SI. No Type of adhesives Applications

1 Animal

2 Casin

3 Resin

4 Vegetable

5 Blood albumen
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Construction Exercise 1.3.65
Carpenter - Simple furniture making

Layout and making a notice board
Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• make a notice board.
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Job Sequence

• Plane the wooden pieces to square as per the dimension
given in drawing.

• Mark and make the total length of top and bottom
pieces.

• Mark and make the mitre bridle joint (Socket part) on
both the ends of top and bottom pieces (Fig. 1)

• Set the bar clamp at the required distance.

• Apply glue on all the pin and socket part of the joint
(Fig3)

• Assemble the piece together. (Fig 4)

• Place the assembled frame in between the jaws of bar
clamp.

• Tighten the bar clamp.

• Select the 6mm drill bil for drilling.

• Drill a hole on the marked point of the drill hole.

• Apply favicol on the surface of wooden peg.

• Insert and drilve the wooden peg on the drilled hole.

• Mark and make the total length of both the side pieces.

• Mark and make the mitre bridle joint (pin part) on both
the ends of side pieces. (Fig. 2)

• Prepare the dowel pin as required

• Mark the drill hole position on the middle of the joint.
(Socket part)
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• Repeat the same procedure for other three joints.

• Allow the glue to dry.

• Cut off the projected wooden pegs.

• Check the squareness of the frame.

• Smooth the surface of the frame using sand paper.

• Cut the felt cloth as per the plywood size.

• Paste the felt cloth over the plywood.

• Position the plywood on back side of the frame.

• Join both the frame and plywood by nailing through the
plywood.

• Smooth all the surface using smoothing plane (Fig 4)

• Apply sand paper all over the surface of notice board
and smoothen it.
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Skill sequence 1

Objective: This shall help you to
• prepare the wooden peg.

Prepare the wood peg

Select the wooden pieces with uniform and straight grains.

Cut the wooden pieces into 12 x 12 x 50mm size - 16 Nos.
(Fig 1)

Turn the peg and place the tapered surface down to the
bench hook.(Fig 3)

Taper the other side of peg using firmer chisel (Fig 3)

Place the wooden peg on bench hook.

Taper the peg on one side using firmer chisel. (Fig 2)
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• Finish the notice board. (Fig 5)

Repeat the same procedure on other two sides. (Fig 4)
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Skill sequence 2

Objective: This shall help you to
• drilling the job using portable power hand drilling machine.
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Drilling

Select a drill bit size 6mm. (Fig 1)

Insert the key into chuck hole and rotate anti-clock-wise to
open the jaws. (Fig 2)

Place the drill bit on marked point of the leg.

hold the drilling machine vertically to the job.

Switch on the machine and drill a hole on marked point of
the leg.

Give the pressure evenly while drilling to ge full depth of the
leg.

Tighten the jaws firmly by rotating the key handle clock
wise. (Fig 3)
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Construction    Exercise 1.3.66
Carpenter - Simple furniture making

Make a small rack with layout
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• prepare the frame
• prepare the plank
• fix the plank
• prepare the lining piece
• fix the lining piece.
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Job Sequence

• Check the raw material size as per the drawing.

Hard wood 65 x 65 x 900 - 4 nos.

Hard wood 65 x 25 x 900 - 6 nos.

Hard wood 65 x 25 x 450 - 6 nos.

Hard wood 65 x 25 x 900 - 1 no.

Hard wood 65 x 25 x 450 - 2 nos.

Plywood 900 x 450 x 15 - 3 nos.

Wooden peg - as required.

Wood screw 30 x 7 - 4 nos.

Wood screw 30 x 7 - 36 nos.

Wood screw 60 x 7 - 7 nos.

Wire nail 30 mm - 100gms.

Fevicol - 200 gms.

Sand paper No.100 - 2 Nos.

• Plane all the four legs to square as per the dimensions
given in drawing.

• Plane all the rails as per the dimension given in drawing.

• Mark the total length and mortice position of all the four
legs as per the dimension given in drawing. (Fig 1)
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• Mark the total length and tenon measurements on all
the rails as per the dimension given in drawing. (Fig 2)

• Make the blind mortice on all the four legs as per the
marking.

• Make the total length of all the four legs removing the
extra portions using hand saw. (Fig 1)

• Mark the haunched portions only on top rails using
marking gauge. (Fig 2)

• Cut and remove the waste portions of tenon using tenon
saw.(Fig 2)

• Prepare the wooden pegs as required.

• Check all the legs and rails of the office rack to the
required measurements before assembling.

• Set the bar clamp to assemble the side frame.

• Apply the glue on tenon and mortice surfaces of the rails
and legs of the side frame evenly by brush.

• Assemble the rails and legs together to make the side
frame and mark the drill hole point on the middle of the
mortice.

• Place the side frame on the bar clamp with wooden
support pieces and tighten it.

• Make the drill hole on the marked points of the leg.

• Apply glue on the surface of wooden pegs.

• Insert and drive the wooden pegs in the drilled holes
using ball pein hammer.

• Allow the glue to dry.

• Cut off the projected pegs using hand saw.

• Repeat the same procedure for the opposite side frame.

• Repeat the same procedure to assemble the front and
back rails with the side frame.

• Prepare the plywood as per the measurements given in
the drawing.

• Mark and make the recess on equal size of the legs on
four corners of the plywood to house the legs except top
plywood. (Fig 3)
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• Mark and make the drill holes on the plywood to fix the
screws (Fig 3)

• Make counter - sunk surface on drilled holes to seat the
screws head. (Fig 3)

• Set the bottom plywood carefully on bottom rails of the
rack and tighten the screws.

• Repeat the same procedure to fix the middle plywood
and top plywood on respective rails.

• Prepare the lining piece as per the dimension given in
drawing. (Fig 4)

Skill sequence 1

Objective: This shall help you to
• assemble the office rack.
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• Mark and make 6mm dia. drill holes on lining pieces and
counter sink it.

• Fix the lining piece on the top surface of the plywood
using 60mm wood screw (Fig 5)

• Finish the rack using smoothing plane. (Fig 5)

• Apply sand paper all over the surface of the rack.

Check all the finished pieces of office rack for the required
measurements.

Set the bar clamp to assemble the side frame.

Apply the glue on tenon and mortise surfaces of the side
frame rails and legs evenly by brush.

Join the rails and legs together to make the side frame.
Mark the drill hole point on legs.

Hold the side frame on bar clamp with wooden support
pieces and tighten it.

Make a drill hole on the marked points of the leg.

Apply glue on surface of wooden pegs.

Insert the wooden pegs in the drilled holes using ball pein
hammer.

Cut off the projected peg using hand saw.

Repeat the same procedure for the opposite side frame
also.

Repeat the same procedure to assemble the front and back
rails with the side frame.

Prepare the plywood as per drawing.

Mark and make recess on equal size of the legs on four
corners of the plywood to house the legs except top
plywood.

Mark and make drill holes on the plywood to fix the screws.

Make counter-sunk surface on drilled holes to seat the
screw head.

Set the bottom plywood carefully on bottom rails and screw
it.

Repeat the same procedure to fix the middle plywood and
top plywood on respective rails.

Mark and make 6mm dia drill holes on lining piece and
counter sink it.

Fix the lining piece on the top surface of plywood with
60mm wood screw.

Finish the rack using smoothing plane.

Skill sequence 2

Objective: This shall help you to
• fix the plank and lining piece on the frame.

Mark the recess on four corners of the plywood equal size
of the leg (50 x 50mm) using try square, marking gauge and
steel rule on middle and bottom plywoods.

Cut the recess on four corners of the plywood using band
saw mechine on middle and bottom plywoods. (Fig 1)
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Mark the drill hole points on all the plywoods as per
drawing. (Fig 1).

Make 6mm drill holes on the marked point and counter
sink it.

Set the bottom plywood on the surface of the bottom rails
of the rack carefully.

Tight the plywood on rails using ̀ G’ clamp.

Make 3mm pilot holes on rails through the drilled hole of
the plywood.

Insert the 30mm screws on drilled holes and drive the
screws until the head is seated on the surface of the
plywood using suitable screw driver.

Repeat the same procedure to fix the middle plywood on
middle rails of the rack.

Set the top plywood on the surface of the top rails of the
rack properly.

Fix the plywood on top rails using ̀ G’ clamp one at front
and other at back.

Make 3mm pilot hole on rails through the drilled hole of the
plywood.

Drive 30mm screws until the head is seated on the surface
of the counter sink hole.

Remove the ̀ G’ clamp.

Finish the frame using smoothing plane.

Mark the drill hole points on lining piece as per drawing.
(Fig 2)

Make 7mm drill hole on the marked point and counter sink
it. (Fig 2)

Place the lining piece on the top plywood of the rack and
fix the `G’ clamp one at left and other at right. (Fig 2)

Make 3mm pilot holes on plywoods through the drilled hole
of the lining piece.

Drive the 60mm screws until the head is seated on the
surface of the counter-sink holes. (Fig 3)

Finish the rack using smoothing plane.
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Construction Exercise 1.3.67
Carpenter - Simple furniture making

Make a frame structure with the block board
Objectives : At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• sawing with portable power circular saw machine
• make a common dovetail joint
• assemble and finish a frame.
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Job Sequence

• Check the block board for its size using folding rule.

• Mark as per the drawing using straight edge and try
square and pencil. (Fig 1)

• Place the Block board on the work bench.

• Set the portable power circular saw.
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• Start the sawing with even pressure. (Fig 2)

• Saw the stock marked parallel pencil line.

Repeat the same procedure sawing for the other marked
lines.

• Plane the block board pieces to square as per the
dimension.

150x19x1200mm - 2 No’s

150x19x600mm - 2 No’s

• Mark and make the common dove tail joint (pin and
socket part) on both end of top, bottom and side
pieces.(Fig 3)

• Select proper screws as per the required size.

• Mark the location for the screw holes.

• Set the bar clamp at required distance.

• Apply glue on all the pin and socket part of the joint.
(Fig 4)

• Assemble the frame together properly. (Fig 5)

• Place the assembled frame in between the jaws of bar
clamp.

• Tighten the bar clamp.
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24 Smooth the surface of the frame using sand paper.
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• Prepare the plywood board as per the measurements
given in the back side of the frame. (Fig 6)

1200x600x12mm

• Position the plywood on back side of the frame. (Fig 7)

• Join both the frame with plywood by nailing through with
hammer.

• Smooth all the surface using smoothing plane.

• Apply sand paper all over the surface on frame

• Finish the frame.

Skill sequence 1

Objective: This shall help you to
• choose the dove tail angle.

Choosing  the dovetail angle

Draw a line 1cm on the edge of the board horizontally
measure 5cm, 7cm 8cm and 9cm perpendicular to the 1cm
horizontal line.

Connect the 1cm point to the perpendicular 5 to 9 points as
shown.

Choose any one of these angles as dovetail angle. (Fig 1)

Skill sequence 2

Objective: This shall help you to
• make block board by using portable circular saw machine.

Check the required size of length and width.

Mark the dimension on block board using straight edge and
folding rule as per drawing.

• Select the proper drill bit.

• Drill a hole on the marked point to required depth of the
screws.

• After drilling the holes on the frame counter sink the
holes slighlty.

• Insert the screw and drive these into the frame, using
the proper screw driver.

• Repeat the same procedure for other three joints.

• Allow the glue to dry.

• Check the squareness of the frame.

Apply the wooden putty to cover the screw heads.

Set the protable circular saw.

Set the cutting guide at a distance of 20mm from the saw
blade to cut portion.
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Fig 1Check the required measurements keeping the block
board against the cutting guide and saw blade by rotating
the saw blade by hand.

Support the straight edge in parallel line with job.

Switch on the portable curcular saw machine. (Fig 1)

Start the sawing slowly with even pressure.

Push even pressure against the saw blade facing with
cutting guide.

Repeat the same procedure on all parallel lines.

Switch off the machine after work.

Check the measurements before cutting block
board.

Check the measurements as per drawing.
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Construction   Exercise 1.3.68
Carpenter - Simple furniture making

Painting on frame with block board
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• prepare the surface for painting
• apply the paint.
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Job Sequence

• Rub the surface of the frame using wet cloth before
scraping

• Scrap all surface of the frame with block board (Fig 1).

• Take a cork or rubber block and fold the sand paper
around the block. (Fig 2)

• Sand all the surface of the frame with block board using
No 36, 50 sand paper for rough finishing. (Fig 3)

• Repeat the same procedure using sand paper No. 80,
100 for fine finishing.
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• Apply the wood primer for first coat using brush.

• Apply wood filler using cotton waste on the finished
surface of the frame with block board.

• Sand again wood using No.120 sand paper to get the
smooth surface.

• Apply first coat primer which acts as a filler and
absorption well into the pores of wood

• Brush the primer well into the pores of wood

• After priming, fill up the nailed holes, cracks etc, with
putty made by mixing whiting, with linseed oil to a thick
paste, with matching colour

• Allow over night to dry and using No. 120 sand paper it
for a fine surface.

• Give a first coat of paint (Fig 4)

• Allow it to dry for 48 hours.

• Finish coat is applied straight from the tin if brushed.

• Finish the painting even and unifom and shall have no
brush marks. (Fig 5)
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Skill sequence 1

Sharpening of scraper
Objective: This shall help you to
• sharpening of scraper.

Honing is done on oil stone, on which a few drops of thick
oil are put for lubrication. (Fig 3)

The scraper blade is held perpendicular to the oil stone and
moved to and fro.  (Fig 4)

The scraper blade is then placed flat on the oil stone and
moved to and fro back and forth to remove the filed burr.
(Fig. 5)

Remove the burr from the opposite side the scraper and
blade has to be turned over. (Fig 6)

Move the blade back and forth. (Fig 7)

After honing, the edge should be square and flat. (Fig 8)

Check the straightness for the edge. It may be held along
a try square on the table or held up against a light. (Fig 9)

Place the scraper in a vice.  (If steel vice is used wooden
jaw caps should be mounted on the steel Jaws of the vice.
(Fig 1)

File the edge of the blade flat with a single cut smooth file.
(Fig 2)

Sharpen all the four edges of the scraper.

All edges of the blade should be turned in the vice.

If the filed edge is not still be flat enough then the edge has
to be honed.
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Skill sequence 2

Burnishing a scraper
Objective: This shall help you to
• burnishing a scraper.

Select a suitable burnisher which is round in section and
has a smooth surface. (Fig 1)

Place the scraper blade in the vice. (Fig 2)

First burnish the left edge by holding the burnisher at an
angle of 5o. (Fig 3)

Take a burnisher in both hands and move it in two strokes
along the edge giving downward pressure.

Then burnish other edge. (Fig 4)

Sharpened and burnished blade will have eight edges
which can be used.
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Construction   Exercise 1.3.69
Carpenter - Simple furniture making

Setting the glass on required location of the frame
Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• setting the glass on the frame.
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Job Sequence

Setting the glass

• Check the aluminium ‘e’ channel for required size.
(Fig 1)

• Mark and cut the ‘e’ channel as per the frame
dimension.

• Smoothen the ‘e’ channel edges using flat file.

• Mark the nail position in aluminium - ‘e’ channel.

• Punch the marked point of the nail in aluminium ‘e’
channel using centre punch.

• Place the ‘e’ channel on the frame top and bottom and
to assemble drive the nail using hammer and nail punch.

• Check the glass for required size as per the frame.

• Cut the glass as per the inside the aluminium “e”
channel groove for required size with door wheel
allowance using glass cutter. (Fig 2)

• Smoothen the glass edges with oil stone.

• Select the glass door wheel. (Fig 3)

• Mark and cut wheel curve using glass cutter. (Fig 4)

• Fix the door wheel on glass curved places. (Fig 5)

• Fix the handle sticker in position of glass. (Fig 5)

Repeat the same procedure for the other glass door.

Place the glass door at the bottom of ‘e’ channel
grooves.

• Fix the top side e-channel. Insert the glass door with
bottom e-channel and check for free rolling. Then screw
the bottom e-channel.

• Drive the nail on the bottom of ‘e’ channel using tackes
hammer and nail punch.

• Finish the setting glass on required location of the
frame. (Fig 6)
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Construction        Exercise 1.3.70
Carpenter - Simple furniture making

Make a small table with drawer and small box
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• make a small table
• make a small box.
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Job Sequence

TASK - 1: Make a small table with drawer

• Check all the wooden pieces of table as per the required
size.

700 X 425 X 20 -    1 No (Plywood) (Top piece)

50 x 50 x 780 - 4 Nos.

120 x 25 x 360 - 2 Nos.

120 x 25 x 610 - 1 No.

50 x 25 x 360 - 2 Nos.

50 x 25 x 610 - 1 No.

50 x 25 x 610 - 2 Nos.

80 x 25 x 320 - 2 Nos.

25 x 25 x 320 - 2 Nos.

80 x 25 x 600 - 1 No.

80 x 25 x 320 - 2 Nos.

65 x 20 x 525 - 1 No.

275 x 6 x 520 - 1 No. (Plywood)

• Plane all the work pieces of table to the required width
and thickness as per the measurements in the drawing.

Top piece - 410 x 20 x 660 = 1 No.

Legs - 45 x 45 x 740 = 4 Nos.

Side rail - 115 x 20 x 340 = 2 Nos.

Back rail - 115 x 20 x 590 = 2 No.

Bottom rails

Side rails - 35x20x240 = 2 Nos.

Foot rest - 35x20x550 = 1 Nos.

Front draw rails - 45x20x580 = 2 Nos.

Drawer runner - 75x20x280 = 2 Nos.

Drawer guide - 20x20x280 = 2 Nos.

Reaper - 25x6x425 = 2 Nos.

Drawers

Drawer side panel - 75x18x280 = 2 Nos.

Drawer front panel - 75x20x520 = 1 No.

Drawer back panel - 60x18x520 = 1 No.

Bottom ply wood - 270x6x500 = 1 No.

A metal handle for the drawer.

Legs

• Mark and make the total length of table legs as per the
measurements in the drawing.

• Mark and make the haunched mortise on top of the legs
for  fixing  side rails and back rail as per  the drawing.
(Fig 1 & 2)

• Mark and make the blind mortise on bottom of the legs
as per the measurements in the drawing. (Fig 1 & 2)
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Side rails

• Mark and make the total length of top side rails as per
the dimensions in the drawing. (Fig 2)

• Mark and make the haunched tenon on both the end of
the top side rails as per the dimensions in the drawing.
(Fig 2).
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Bottom side rails

• Mark and make the total length of bottom rails as per the
drawing. (Fig 3)

• Mark and make the blind tenon on both the ends of the
bottom rails as per the measurements in the drawing.
(Fig 3)

• Mark and make the mortise on middle of both side rails
as per the measurements in the drawing. (Fig 3).

Front rails

• Mark and make the total lengh of top and bottom rails
of drawer as per the drawing (Drawer rails). (Fig 1

• Mark and make the dovetail pin on both the ends of top
drawer rails as per the drawing. (Fig 1).

• Mark and make the blind tenon on both the ends of the
bottom drawer rails as per the dimensions in the
drawing. (Fig 1)

Back top rail (Fig 4)

• Mark and make the total length of back top rails as per
the drawing. (Fig 2)

• Mark and make the haunched tenon on both the ends
of the back top rails as per the dimensions in the
drawing. (Fig 2)

Bottom cross rail (foot rest)

• Mark and make the total length of bottom cross rail (foot
rest) as per the drawing.  (Fig 3)

• Mark and make the tenon on both the ends of the
bottom cross rail as per the dimensions in the drawing.
(Fig 3)

Drawer runner (Fig 5)

• Mark and make the total length of the drawer runner
pieces as per the drawing.

• Mark and make the tenon on both the ends of the drawer
runner piece as per the drawing.

• Mark and make the total length of drawer runner strip as
per the drawing. Fix the runner strip on the runner rail of
the drawer by nailing.

Top plywood

• Mark and make the total length and width of plywood  as
per the measurements in the drawing.

• Mark the sizes of the table frame on the plywood leaving
a margin of 25mm on all around the sides.

• Mark the drill hole point on the plank.

• Make 3mm dia drill hole at the marked point and counter
sink it. (Fig 6)

• Prepare the wooden pegs as required.

Assembling of side frame

• Apply the glue on mortise of the side leg and the tenon
of top rails uniformly using the brush. (Fig 3)
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• Assemble the legs and rails together with their respective
mortises and tenons parts.

• Place the frame over the bar cramp and tighten it.

• Make a 6 mm drill hole on centre of the joints properly.
(Fig 3)

• Use 35 x 6mm and 30 x 6 wood screws and drive it in
the hole connecting the top plywood, side, front and
back rails.

Drawer (Fig 7)

• Mark and make the (lap) dovetail pin at one end and a
housing groove at the other end of both the side planks
as per the drawing.

• Mark and make the (lap) dovetail sockets on both the
ends of the front plank of the drawer, as per drawing.

• Mark and make groove at the bottom of the side planks
and front plank as per the given dimensions in the
drawing.

• Mark and make the back plank as per the given
dimensions in the drawing.

• Apply glue in the dovetail socket, dovetail pin, housing
groove and assemble the pieces together.

• Drive the 25mm wire nail through the dovetail pin and
housing groove carefully.

• Insert the plywood through the groove from back side of
the drawer and push it till it touches the front plank.

• Check the squareness of the drawer with a try square.

• Fix the metal handle in front plank as per the drawing
using screws.

• Insert the drawer in the provided space of the table.

• Scrap all the surfaces of the table using the cabinet
scraper.

• Sand with No. 60 sand paper and then with No.100 to
get smooth surface.

• Apply the filler material of same colour all over the
surface of the table.

• Remove all the extra filler using fresh fine cotton cloth.

• Apply again No. 120 sand paper.

• Finish the small table with drawer.

• Apply the glue on wooden pegs and drive the wooden
pegs through the drilled hole.

• Repeat the same procedure for bottom rails also.

• Repeat the same procedure for the other opposite side
frame also.

• Apply the glue in mortise and tenon surface of the top
frames and bottom foot rail.

• Assemble the side frames with all the glued rails
together.

• Place the bar clamp over the frame and tighten it.

• Make a 6 mm drill hole on centre of the joints carefully.

• Apply the glue on the surface of wooden pegs and drive
it through the drilled hole.

• Repeat the same procedure for assembling back rails
and bottom cross rails also (foot rest).

Top plywood fixing

• Place the plywood on the table frame  leaving a margin
of 25mm all around four sides.

• Drill dia 3mm pilot holes on the plywood at the marked
point of the plywood.
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Skill sequence 1

Objective: This shall help you to
• prepare the plywood to the required size on small table top.

Sizing the plywood

Plan the front edge of the plywood straight and square to
top surface using jack plane and check with try square.

Plane the left edge straight and square to front edge using
jack plane and check with try square.

Mark the width of plywood 410mm from front edge using
steel rule, scriber and straight edge.

Plane the width on back edge of plywood using jack plane.

Mark the length of plywood 660mm from left edge using
steel rule, scriber and straight edge. (Fig.1)

Plane the excess portion on right edge of plywood using
jack plane and check with try square. (Fig 1)

Check the required dimension and squareness using steel
rule and try square (660x410x20mm). Fig 1

TASK 2 : Make a small box

• Mark and cut the plywood pieces as per the dimension
given in the drawing (with sawing and planing allowances)

• Plane all the bottom frame with bottom piece to square
as per the dimension given in drawing.

• Mark and make a secret dovetail joint for the bottom
frame. (Fig 1,2 & 3 )

• Assemble the bottom frame using fevicol, wire nail and
hammer. (Fig 1)

• Check the squareness of the bottom frame.

• Prepare the bottom piece of the bottom frame as per the
given dimensions. (Fig 4)

• Fix the bottom piece with bottom frame using glue and
wire nail. (Fig 4)

• Prepare and fix the sun mica on front and back side of
bottom frame using fevicol and gum strip.

• Allow the glue to dry. Plane the excess suncmica using
smoothing plane.

• Repeat the same procedure to fix the sun mica on both
the left and right side bottom frame.

• Prepare and fix the wooden reaper on the top edge of
bottom frame.

• Repeat the same procedure to prepare the top frame
(lid) with sunmica surface as per the dimension given in
drawing. (Fig 5)

• Align the bottom frame and top frame (lid) properly.

• Mark the position of the hinge on the top frame (lid).
(Fig 6)

• Form the recess for fixing the hinges on top frame (lid).

• Fix the hinges on the recess of top frame properly.
(Fig 6)

• Mark the position of hinges on bottom frame using top
frame (lid). (Fig 6)

• Make the recess for fixing the hinges on bottom frame.

• Set the hinges on the recess of bottom frame properly
(Fig 6)

• Fix the screw through the screw holes.

• Check the alignment of the box. (Fig. 3)
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• Check the free movements of top frame (lid) with the
bottom frame (Fig 6)

• Finish the box. (Fig 6)

• Fix the pad lock. (Fig 6)
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Construction    Exercise 1.3.71
Carpenter - Simple furniture making

Use the sunmica and paste it on top of the table
Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• pasting the sunmica on small table top.
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Job Sequence
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1 Prepare the sunmica for sides and top with planing
allowance.

Side: Front and back

664x24x1mm - 2 Nos.

Left and right

414x24x1mm - 2 Nos.

Top : 668x418x1mm - 1 No.

2 Fix the sunmica on front side and opposite side of the
plywood using fevicol and gum strip. (Fig 1)

3 Allow the glue to dry.

4 Plane the excess sunmica using smoothing plane
carefully.

5 Fix the sunmica left and right sides of the plywood using
fevicol and gum strip. (Fig 1)

6 Allow some time to become hard.

7 Plane the excess sunmica using smoothing plane
carefully.

8 Fix the sunmica on top surface of plywood using fevicol
and gum strip allow the glue for drying.

9 Plane excess sunmica using smoothing plane carefully.

10 Finish the small table top. (Fig 2)
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Construction   Exercise 1.3.72
Carpenter - Simple furniture making

Demonstrate on nailing practice
Objectives : At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• drive the nails in the wood
• use of selected nail for the table and small box.
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Job Sequence

Instructors shall display and demonstrate to the
student regarding the nailing and use of
selected nail for the table and small box

1 Check the wooden piece for its size.

2 Plane it to size 70 x 30 x 250 and check the planed wood
for its level and squareness with a try square. (Fig 1)

3 On the width side, mark out divisions of 30, 30, 30, 30,
30, 30, and 40mm as shown in the figure. (Fig 2)

4 Mark out on one edge divisions of 30mm. (Fig 2)

5 Set the marking gauge at 20mm.

6 Gauge two lines on the width side at 20mm from the
edges.

7 Gauge in the directions as shown.  (Fig 3)

8 Set the marking gauge at 10mm.

9 Gauge two lines on the edge from the sides and in the
directions shown.

10 Draw diagonals with the aid of a try square. (Fig 3)
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11 Mark the locations for the nails with marking awl. (Fig.4)

12 Place the work piece on a piece of scrap wood

13 Drive the nails through the wood as deep as  possible,
leaving the heads of the nails about one mm projection.
(Fig 5)

14 Hold the hammer as shown near the end of the handle.
(Fig 6)

15 Use the nail punch and drive the nails hitting the heads
square. (Fig 6)

16 The nail heads should be just below the wood surface
±1 mm deep. (Fig 7)

17 Remove the work piece from the scrap piece. (Fig 8)

18 Reverse it and place it on the scrap piece.

19 Hold the work piece down with the left hand.

20 Drive with hammer on the nail point so that it bends
sideways with the grains. (Fig 9)
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21 Use the nail punch to drive the point below the surface.

22 Drive the 2" nails in the edge.  Start with the row which
should remain projecting for 10 mm above the wood
surface. (Fig 10)
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23 Check with try square for 90°. (Fig 10)

24 After lowest row the nails for the middle row are driven
and after that last row.

25 Check if all nails are in their proper position clenched in
the prescribed direction and are in straight  rows.

26 Check, with a ruler, the projection of the nails lengthwise
and diagonally.  (Fig 11).
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Skill sequence

Objective: This shall help you to
• select the suitable size nail for the table and small box.

Select the nail length according to (Fig1) to provide
sufficient shank in the bottom piece.

Thicker gauge nails are generally used in hard
wood whereas thinner gauge nails are used in
softwood
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Construction   Exercise 1.3.73
Carpenter - Simple furniture making

Demonstrate on screwing on job
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• driving screws in wood
• use of selected screws for the table and small box.
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Job Sequence

Instructors shall display and demonstrate to the
student regarding the screwing practice and
use of selected screw for the table and small
box

1 Check the wooden pieces for its size.

2 Plane it to size of 45 x 30 x 150 - 2 Nos. and 70 x 18 x
140 - 1 No. and check its squareness and trueness.

3 Mark letter A on 1st piece, B on 2nd piece and AB on
3rd piece as shown in figure 1.

6 On the piece AB, mark the lines 13, 45, 24, 45 and
13mm. (Fig 3)

7 Square these join lines across the top broad side and
two edges as shown. (Fig 3)

11 Mark the position of each hole with marking awl. (Fig 5)

12 The marking awl should have sharp point.

13 Hold the work piece in the vice as shown in (Fig 6).
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4 Keep the pieces A and B together and mark out 50 x 70
x 30mm as per drawing. (Fig 2).

5 Square the lines simultaneously as shown in Fig 2.

8 Mark out the locations for the screw holes.(Fig 4)

9 The holes are positioned in the shape of a cross near A.

10 The holes are situated in the corners of a rectangle with
an offset of 5mm in clockwise direction near ̀ B’. (Fig 5)

14 Select a proper drill bit.  The size should be same as the
shank of the screws. (Fig 7)
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18 Use piece B as support.

19 Insert four screws.

20 Tap the screws carefully with hammer so that the screw
points the dent piece A. (Fig 8)

Take care not to damage the screw heads.

21 For drilling a pilot hole in piece use a drill bit of one half
the thickness of the shank hole. (Fig 9)

15 Make use of a scrap wood for the backing up.

16 The procedure consists of

1 Making with marking awl

2 Dent made by marking awl

3 Supporting by a scrap wood

4 Drilling of shank hole

5 Countersinking so that the screw head will be flush.

17 Place the broad piece AB on the piece A so that the
marks coincide. (Fig 8)
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22 To control the depth of a pilot hole stick a piece of
sticking tape round the bit.

23 Repeat the whole drilling procedure for piece B.

24 Insert the 8 screws and drive these into the wood. Use
the proper screw driver.(Fig 10)

Using the screw driver

25 Grasp the handle firmly in your right hand with your palm
resting on the end of the handle. The thumb and fore
finger extend along the handle. (Fig 11)

26 While the right hand changed grips to turn the handle
the left hand steadies the tool and keeps it in the slot.
The method of using a screw driver is shown in Fig 12.
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Skill sequence

Objective: This shall be able to
• select the suitable size and type of screws and screwdriver according to the job.

Select the screw length according to Fig 1 to provide
sufficient number of thread in the bottom piece.

Thicker gauge screws are generally used in soft
wood, whereas thinner gauge screws are used in
hardwood like teak wood.

Fig 2 shows the different size of screws in numbers.

For light screwing, a srew drive with a smaller
length and a short width of tip is used, depending
upon the size of the screw.

For more hard work, a screwdriver with a slightly
larger blade has to be used.

For heavy duty work, where more leverage is
required, larger size screwdrivers are used.

The screwdriver depends upon the size of the
screw, such that the tip of the screwdriver fits in
the head slot of the screws.

The tip of the screwdriver blade should neither be
wider nor thicker, nor smaller and thinner than
the head of the screw, (Fig 3)
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Construction Exercise 1.3.74
Carpenter - Simple furniture making

Application of different types of nails and screws
Objectives : At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• identify the different types of nails
• application of the nails
• identify the different types of screws
• application of the screws.
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Job Sequence

Instructor shall display all the nails and screws
in the section and brief their names and
application of the each nails and screws.

• Trainees will note down all the displayed nail and wood
screws.

• Record them in table 1 and 2.

• Get it checked by the instructor.

TASK 1 : Identify the nails

      Table 1

Fig No. Name of the nails Applications

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12
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TASK 1 : Identify the screws

Fig No. Name of the screws Applications

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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Construction Exercise 1.4.75
Carpenter - Wood carving

Demonstrate wood carving
Objectives : At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• demonstrate the wood carving
• mark the wood carving design
• make a wood carving
• demonstrate the wood carving chisel
• sharpening of the carving chisel.
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Job Sequence

Instructor shall display and demonstrate to the
students recording the wood carving, wood
carving tools and sharpen the carving chisels
brief their names and uses.

TASK 1 : Wood carving

• Plane the work piece to square as per the dimension
given in drawing. 120 x 30 x 310mm (Fig 1)

• Mark the out line of rose floral design on the work piece
with wing compass (Fig. 1)

• Form the impression of rose floral design on marked
out line using round nose chisel (Fig. 1)

• Smooth the inside and outside shape of floral design
using NO 100 sand paper.

• Finish the rose floral design using No.120 sand paper.

• Repeat the same procedure to prepare the other rose
floral design.
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• Always keep your hand behind the carving
chisel

• When carving keep your fingers in such a
position, they will not cut if the knife slips.

• Always keeps the knife sharp.

• Finish the carving

• Shape the centre portion of floral design (bud) using flat
chisel (Fig. 2)

• Separate the floral design by forming grooves on
marked line using ‘V’ shaped chisel (Fig. 2)

• Form the out side shape (Convex) on inner (small) floral
design using flat chisel (Fig. 2)

• Form the inside shape (concave) on inner (small) floral
design using gouge chisel (Fig. 2)

• Make the out side shape (convex) on outer (bigger)
floral design using flat chisel (Fig. 3)

• Make the inside shape (Concave) on outer (bigger)
floral design using gouge chisel (Fig. 3)

• Remove the waste portion on all around the outer
surface of floral design (Fig. 4)
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Skill sequence 1

Objective: This shall help you to
• sharp the carving chisel.
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Sharping a carving chisel

Select the slip stone (Fig 1)

Wet the surface of the stone with oil.

Lay the cutting bevel on the surface

Place the chisel blade until the cutting edge is parallel on
the stone

Hold the chisel at the oil stone.

Move the chisel back ward and forward on full length and
width of the stone.

Until a burr is formed on the other side the chisel.

The burr can be felt by rubbing lightly with a firiger tip

Turn the chisel over and keeping it perfectly flat on the
stone, rub from side to side until the burr disappears

TASK 2 : Identify the carving chisels

      Table 1

Fig No.                    Name of the carving tools Uses

1

2

3

4

5

• Trainees will note down all the displayed chisels, name
and uses

• Record it in table 1.

• Get it checked by the instructor.
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Construction   Exercise 1.5.76
Carpenter - Wood finishing

Prepare surface for painting
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• scrap the surface
• sand the surface
• apply wood filler on the gaps.
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Job Sequence

• Rub the surface of the frame using wet cloth before
smooth plaining.

• Select the smoothing plain for plaining.

• The nail and screws head should be just below the
wooden surface for plaining.

• Set the gap between cap iron and cutting iron as 0.5mm
in smoothing plain.

• Plaining from along the grains surface

• Scrap the wood surface along the grain with scraper.
(Fig 1)

• Take a cork or rubber block and fold the sand paper
around the block (Fig 2)
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• Sand all the surface using No 36,50 sand paper for
rough finishing (Fig 3)

• Repeat the same procedure using sand paper No 80
and 100 for fine finishing.

• Apply the wood primer using brush for first coat.

• Apply wooden putty to cover the screw heads and all
other gap if any.

• Sand again using No. 120 sand paper to get the smooth
surface.

• Finish the primer second coat (or) Tough coat of primer.
(Fig 4)

Do not use thick primer
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Construction   Exercise 1.5.77
Carpenter - Wood finishing

Apply the paint
Objectives : At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• apply wood putty on the gaps
• sand the surface
• paint the surface.
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• Allow it to dry for 48 hours.

• Finishing coat is applied straight from the tin if brushed
(Fig 1)

Brush

Apply readily avsliable paint by first brushing
diagonally both ways and then to it as long
the grain for fine finish (Fig 2)

When brushes are not in use keep them in a
solvent which is a thinner for the finish being
applied

Add paint with turpentine so that the brush will
move smoothly.

Avoid painting of wet surface, raining season
and winter period.

• Finish the painting even and unifom and without any
brush marks.

• Do not use very old paint.

• Use proper brush only.

• Do not paint on humid condition.

Job Sequence

• Check the prepared surface for painting

• Clean all the surfaces of the job using dusting brush.

• Apply first coat of primer which acts as a filler and
absorption well into the pores of wood.

• Brush the primer well into the pores of wood.

• After priming, fill up the nailed holes, cracks etc, with
putty made by mixing whiting, with linseed oil to a thick
paste, with matching colour

• Allow over night to dry and use No.120 sand paper to
get a fine surface

• Give a first coat of paint (Fig 1)
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Fig 1
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Construction   Exercise 1.5.78
Carpenter - Wood finishing

Prepare surface for varnishing by smoothing plane
Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• prepare the surface for varnishing.
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Job Sequence

• Set the smoothing plane for planing

• Place the job on the work bench and using with bench
stop.

• The nail and screw should be just below the wooden
surface for varnishing.

• Set the gap between cap iron and cutting iron as 2mm
in the smoothing plane

• The cutting edge is sharpened slightly oval across the
cutting iron

• The edge of the cutting iron placed 0.001mm extended
from the base of the smoothing plane

• Start planing from one end to other end.

• Apply the pressure evenly.

• Plane along the grain

• Adjust the plane to make finishing cuts to remove the
scallops left by initial cuts.

• Initial cuts should be wide about 3/4 of the width of
two-inch - wide blade

• The thickness of the shaving should be in the range of
0.005 thick

• Now you are ready with smoothing plane to make
finishing cuts.

• For finishing cuts setup 1/2” wide shaving should come
from the middle of the blade and it should be transparent
0.001” to 0.002” thick

• Go over the entire surface twice laterally between cuts
by only 1/2”. At this point the surface will be incredibly
smooth.

• You can actually look at the surface at an oblique angle
see a reflection in the wooden surface.

• Finish wooden surface for varnishing. (Fig 2)

Fig 1

Fig 2
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Construction Exercise 1.5.79
Carpenter - Wood finishing

Smoothing plane on knotty and interlocked cross grained
Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• planing on knotty and interlocked cross grains.
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Job Sequence

• Set the smoothing plane for planing

• Place the job on the work bench using holding device

• Set the gap between cap iron and cutting iron as 1mm
in the smoothing plane

• The cutting edge is sharpened slightly oval across the
cutting iron

• The edge of the cutting iron placed 0.001mm extended
from the base of the smoothing plane

• Start planing diagonally on the interlocked grain. (Fig1)
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• Apply less pressure for painting.

• Planing the knot to use smoothing plane gives short
stroke. (Fig 2)

• Readjust the smoothing plane to make finishing touch.

• Repeat the same procedure until you get the fine glossy
finish.

Fig 1

Fig 2
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Construction Exercise 1.5.80
Carpenter - Wood finishing

Smoothen surface by scraping with sand paper
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• scrap a surface with a scrapper.
• sanding a surface with a sand paper.
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Job Sequence

• Rub the surface of the plank and the top with a wet cloth.

• Take cork or rubber block and fold the sand paper
around the block.  (Fig 1)
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• Then use fine sand paper 100 - 120 for smoothening the
surface. Use little pressure and move the block to and
for in the direction of grain. Remove the dust caused
while sanding by blowing or wiping it away.

Avoid circular movement or sanding across the
grain.  This will injure the wood fibres.

• Sand the rounded edges, by cupping the sand paper in
the hand. (Fig 4)

• Fasten the work piece on the work bench.

• Start with coarse abrasive sand paper No 36, 50 for
rough finish. (Fig 2)

• Use thin medium sand paper (80-100) for smoothening
the surface. (Fig 3)

• Move the sand paper in the direction of the grain.

Skill sequence 1

Objective: This shall help you to
• sanding with portable power disk sander machine.

Select the portable disk sander machine

Fix the disk sand paper No:80 in part of the disk on sander
machine

Start the machine

Move the disk sander in the direction of the grain

Use little pressure

Move the disk sander evenly (Fig 1).

Sand the surface for rough finish.

Sand again using the disk sand paper No 120. to get fine
glossy finish surface.

Finish the wooden surface.

Fig 1
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Construction Exercise 1.5.81
Carpenter - Wood finishing

Varnish on finished surface
Objective : At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• varnish on finished surface.
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Job Sequence

• Clean all the surface of the job using dusting brush.

• Rub the surface using wet cloth before varnish. (Fig 1)

• Prepare the brush.

• Dip the brush with varnish.

• Apply the varnish using the brush in all over the surface
uniformly. (Fig 1)

Avoid forming sume or air bubbles

• Allow the first and second coat of varnish to dry.

• Apply the varnish with full brush evenly with short light
storkes.

• Apply the varnish vertical should be crossed and re-
crossed and then loid off lightly.

• It should be completed with upword brushing so that
varnish could set flow down and eliminate brush marks.

• Apply the varnish horizontally in every direction with
light quick storkes.

• It should be finished in one definite direction so that it
could set without showing brush marks.

• Apply the the varnish final coat

• The finished surface should present to look like fine
glossy surface. (Fig 2)

Surface should be rubbed down after each coat
with firesand paper except final coat.
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Fig 1

Fig 2
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Construction Exercise 1.5.82
Carpenter - Wood finishing

Cleaning of furniture surface
Objectives : At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• scrap the furniture surface
• sand the furniture surface
• apply the filler on the gaps.
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Job Sequence

• Rub the furniture surface with a wet cloth.

• Scrap the surface using scraper. (Fig 1)

• Take a cork or rubber block and fold the sand paper
around the block. (Fig 2)

• Sand all the furniture surface using No 36. and 50 sand
paper, for rough finish. (Fig 3)

• Repeat the same sanding process using the sand paper
No 80 and 100 for fine finishing.

• Apply wooden putty to cover screw, nail heads and all
other gaps if any.

• Sand again using No.120 sand paper to get the smooth
surface. (Fig 3)

• Apply wood filler using cotton waste on the finished
surface of the furniture.

Filler should be of the same colour of the wood

• Remove the extra filler dust using fresh fine cotton
waste.

Construction : Carpenter (NSQF LEVEL - 4) - Exercise - 1.5.82

• Sand again using the sand paper No: 120

• Finish the furniture surface to fine glossy finish.

Fig 3
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Construction    Exercise 1.5.83
Carpenter - Wood finishing

Application of french polish
Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• apply the french polish.
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• Apply few drops of coconut oil on the surface and rub
the surface.

• When the first coat is dry, apply second coat in circular
motion. (Fig 2)

Do not apply a new coat of polish when the
previous one is wet.

• Repeat the same procedure till surface of the grains
are filled.

• When grains are filled, dip the pad with polish and
squeeze the polish with slight pressure.

• Squeeze all the polish from the pad, and rub the pad
all over the surface to obtain fine glossy finish. (Fig 3)

Do not use wet pad for finishing.

Do not stop the rubbing process in between.

Job Sequence

Instructor shall display and application of french
polish to the students regarding the use of
french polish.

• Clean all the surface using wet cloth.

• Prepare the polishing pad by using cotton and cotton
clothes. (Fig 1)

Do not polish rough surfaces.

• Apply a coat of wood filler on the surface with a piece
of rag and allow it to dry.

• Clean the surface with dusting brush to remove the
excess filler.

• Hold the pad in right hand and dip it in polish, apply
first coat on all wooden surface. (Fig 2)

Fig 3
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Construction Exercise 1.5.84
Carpenter - Wood finishing

Application of wax polish
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• application of wax polish
• apply the wax polish.
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Fig 2
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Job Sequence

Instructor shall display and application of wax
polish to the students regarding the use of wax
polish.

• Smooth the surface of the job using smoothing plane

• Scrap from all the surfaces using sharpened scraper.
(Fig 1)

• Smoothen all the surfaces using No 100 sand paper.
(Fig 2)

• Damp the surface of the job to raise the grain.

• Fill the gaps with filler material.

• Stain the surface using stain solution.

• Smooth the surface again using No 120 sand paper

• Apply several coats of wax on the surface of the job.
(Fig 3)

Fig 3

• Rub the surface with even pressure using co-conut fibre.

• Allow the wax polish to dry.

• Remove the excess wax using pure cotton cloth.

• Repeat the same procedure using coconut fibre until
you set fine glossy finish.

• Finish the surface of the job cleaning with fine white
cotton cloth.

• Finish the wax polish in wooden surface.
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Construction Exercise 1.5.85
Carpenter - Wood finishing

Remove the old polish and re-polish the old furniture
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• scrap the surfaces old furniture
• smooth the surfaces old furniture
• polish the surfaces old furniture.
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Job Sequence

• Clean all the surfaces of the furniture using wet cloth.

• Scrap and remove the polish from all the surfaces of the
furniture using sharpened scraper. (Fig 1)

• Smooth all the surfaces of the furniture using smoothing
plane.

• Sand all the surfaces of the furniture using rough sand
paper (No.50). (Fig 2)

• Repeat the same procedure to smooth all the surfaces
of the furniture using No.100 sand paper.

• Apply putty to cover the gaps on the surfaces of the
furniture.

• Sand again using No.120 sand paper to get the smooth
surface. (Fig 2)

• Apply suitable colour stain on all over the surface of the
furniture.

• Remove the extra filler dust using cotton waste.

• Prepare the pure cotton pad covering with gada cloth for
polishing.

• Dip the pad with polish and squeeze the polish with
light pressure.

• Apply the polish using the cotton pad on all over the
surface of the furniture uniformly. (Fig 3)

• Allow the first coat of polish to dry.

• Apply the second coat in circular motion after the first
coat is dry.

• Continue the procedure till the surface of the grains are
filled.

• Repeat the same procedure until you get the fine
glossy finish. (Fig 4)
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Construction  Exercise 1.5.86
Carpenter - Wood finishing

Prepare an estimation of wooden furniture
Objectives : At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• estimate the  materials required for student chair
• estimate the materials required for table with drawer.
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Sl Name of the material Quantity
No

1 Sand paper No.50, 80* 120  each 2 Nos.

2 Putty 100 grams

3 Wood filler 250 grams.

4 Cotton waste white 250 grams

5 Small roll of cotton pad 250 grams

6 White cotton cloth 1/2 metre

7  French polish 1 liter

8  Bowl 1 No.

9 Colour powder 200 grams

10 Coconut oil 100 grams

Sl: Utilization to the job W  T  L  No. of
No.  pieces

1 Back leg 100 × 40× 1050 2 Nos.
2 Front leg 50×   50 × 450 2 Nos.
3 Back rest top rail 75 × 25 × 450 1 No.
4 Back rest middle rail 50 × 25 × 450 1 No.
5 Back rest vertical rail 30 × 20 × 450 2 Nos.
6 Back rest vertical 75× 20 × 450 1 No.
7 Seat front rail 50 × 30 × 450 1 No.
8 Seat side rail 50 × 30 × 450 2 Nos.
9 Bottom rail 25 × 20 × 450 2 Nos.
10 Bottom cross rail 25 × 20 × 450 1 No.
11 Seat back rail 50 × 30 × 450 1 No.
12 Seat plank 250× 20 × 450 2 Nos.

TASK - 1 : Estimate the materials required for a student chair

TASK - 2 : Estimate the materials required for a small table with drawer
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Sl: Utilization to the job W  T  L No. of
No. pieces

1 Leg 50 × 50× 750 4 Nos.
2 Drawer top rail 50 × 25 × 900 2 Nos.
3 Back rail top 150 × 25 × 900 1 No.
4 Side rail 150 × 25 × 600 2 Nos.
5 Foot rest  50 × 25 × 900 1 No.
6 Bottom cross rail  50×  25 × 600 1 No.
7 Drawer side rail  50 × 25 × 600 2 Nos.
8 Drawer front plank 100 × 25 × 900 1 No.
9 Sliding rail (drawer) 25 × 25 × 600 2 Nos.
10 Drawer side plank 100 × 20 × 600 2 Nos.
11 Drawer back plank 100 × 20 × 900 1 No.
12 Table top plank 200×  25 × 900 2 Nos.
13 Drawer bottom plywood 900× 650× 6mm 1 No.

Sl Name of the material Quantity
No

1 Sand paper No.50, 80 * 120 each 2 Nos.

2 Putty 200 grams

3 Filler 500 grams

4 White cotton waste 500 grams

5 Small roll of cotton pad 250 grams

6 White cotton cloth 1/2 metre

7 French polish 1 liter

8 Bowl 1 No.

9 Colour powder 250 grams

10 Coconut oil 100 grams

11 Handle 1 No
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Skill Sequence 1

Estimate the material for student table with drawer
Objective : At the end of this exercise shall be able to
• estimate the material.

Example: Prime cost estimation for preparing student table
with drawer.

Raw material for table (Dimensions in metres)

Cost of Raw Other expenses
Marerial Rent, Electricity

Maintenance

Over Head cost  Cost of
of material Administration

Wages for hand work  Profit 20%
& Machine work

Special cost of Prime cost of
Production Selling price
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Cost of Raw material

The total comes to = 0.0372 cubic metre

Teak wood rate/ cubic metre = Rs. 45000/-(approx)

For 0.0372 m3 = 0.0372 × 45000

= Rounded to Rs. 1675/-

= Rs. 1675/-

Detail estimate

Cost of Raw material  = Rs.1675.00

Plywood material cost  = Rs. 280.00

Over head cost @  = Rs.170.00

Wages for carpenter for

3 days 8 hrs/day 24 hrs = Rs.750.00

Special cost of waxing,

Polishing etc = Rs.500.00

Other cost rent &

Electricity = Rs.150.00

Administrative  cost = Rs.100.00

Rs. 3695.00

Profit @ 20% Rs. 725.00

Rs.4350.00

Prime cost of selling = Rs. 4350/-

Estimation of the prime cost approximately.

Sl. W T L No of Volume
No Pieces m3

1 0.05 ×  0.05  × 0.75 4 Nos. 0.0075

2 0.05 × 0.025 × 0.9 2 Nos. 0.00225

3 0.15 ×  0.025 × 0.9 1 No. 0.003375

4 0.15 × 0.025 ×  0.6 2 Nos. 0.0045

5 0.05 × 0.025 ×  0.9 1 No. 0.001125

6 0.05 × 0.025 ×  0.6 1 No. 0.00075

7 0.05 × 0.025 × 0.6 2 Nos. 0.0015

8 0.1   × 0.025 ×  0.9 1 No. 0.00225

9 0.025× 0.025 × 0.6 2 Nos. 0.00075

10 0.1  ×  0.020 ×  0.6 2 Nos. 0.0024

11 0.1  × 0.020  × 0.9 1 No. 0.0018

12 0.2 ×  0.025  ×  0.9 2 Nos. 0.009

Total Volume 0.0372 m3
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